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We do not select articles for publication because they reflect some predetermined theme. However, since this journal is titled the Religious Educator, it
is no surprise that the articles share the related themes of religious study and
education. From realizing that our eternal destiny is tied to understanding
our divine identity, to appreciating, through the book of Revelation, the true
identity of our Savior (the “Lion” and the “Lamb” of God; Revelation 5:5–6,
12) and the destiny of this earth and its righteous inhabitants, this issue is
filled with articles that reflect the significance of being well grounded in gospel knowledge and of better understanding and teaching the scriptures.
One of the great joys of my life is the opportunity to learn, to gain further insights into and understanding of topics, especially as they relate to the
gospel of Jesus Christ and our scriptures. Such learning nourishes me spiritually and emotionally. President Brigham Young taught, “We might ask, when
shall we cease to learn? I will give you my opinion about it; never, never.”1
To cease to learn is to stagnate and die—mentally, emotionally, spiritually. I
think Elder B. H. Roberts had something like this in mind when he wrote,
“It requires striving—intellectual and spiritual—to comprehend the things of
God—even the revealed things of God.”2 Thus education, especially religious
education, comes at a cost. But the price is well worth it, since we are taught in
scripture, “It is impossible for a man to be saved in ignorance” (D&C 131:6).
We invite you to continue to learn and live! And we trust that the articles
in this issue will provide much food for thought and assist you in the joyful
processes of learning and teaching truths that matter.

Dana M. Pike
Editor
1. Journal of Discourses (London: Latter-day Saints’ Book Depot, 1856), 3:203.
2. The Seventy’s Course in Theology, Fifth Year (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1933), iv.
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Elder Tad R. Callister is a member of the Presidency of the Seventy.

This devotional address was delivered on August 14, 2012, during Campus
Education Week.

© Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

I

Elder Tad R. Callister

n keeping with the theme of this week, I would like to discuss with you a
vision of who we are and what we may become. At a recent training session
for General Authorities, the question was asked: “How can we help those
struggling with pornography?”
Elder Russell M. Nelson stood and replied, “Teach them their identity
and their purpose.”
That answer resonated with me, not only as a response to that specific
question but as an appropriate response to most of the challenges we face
in life. And so today I speak of the true nature of our identity and a correct
vision of our divine destiny.
First, our identity. There is a sentiment among many in the world that we
are the spirit creations of God, just as a building is the creation of its architect or a painting the creation of its painter or an invention the creation of
its inventor. The scriptures teach, however, a much different doctrine. They
1
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teach that we are more than creations of God; they teach that we are the literal spirit offspring or children of God our Father.1 What difference does this
doctrinal distinction make? The difference is monumental in its consequence
because our identity determines in large measure our destiny. For example,
can a mere creation ever become like its creator? Can a building ever become
an architect? A painting a painter? Or an invention an inventor? If not, then
those who believe we are creations of God, rather than His spirit offspring,
reach the inevitable conclusion that we do not have the capacity to become
like our creator, God. In essence, their doctrine of identity has defined and
dictated a diminished destiny.
On the other hand, as members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, we believe that we are the spirit offspring of God with inherited
spiritual traits that give us the divine potential to become like our parent,
God the Father. As to this identity, President Packer has written:
You are a child of God. He is the father of your spirit. Spiritually you are of noble
birth, the offspring of the King of Heaven. Fix that truth in your mind and hold
to it. However many generations in your mortal ancestry, no matter what race or
people you represent, the pedigree of your spirit can be written on a single line. You
are a child of God!2

It is this doctrine of identity that defines our potential destiny of godhood. If one does not correctly understand his divine identity, then he will
never correctly understand his divine destiny. They are, in truth, inseparable
partners.
What, then, has God revealed to us about our destiny? He has spoken
clearly and frequently and forthrightly on this subject from the very beginning. When Adam and Eve were in the Garden of Eden, they lived in a state
of innocence—meaning they only had a limited knowledge of good and
evil. Lehi described their condition as follows: “Wherefore they would have
remained in a state of innocence, having no joy, for they knew no misery;
doing no good, for they knew no sin” (2 Nephi 2:23).
Suppose for a moment my wife and I invited one of you good Saints from
California to drive to our home in Utah. Further suppose I asked you to drive
in neutral.
You might smile and respond, “That’s not possible.”
What if I further replied, “Just push the accelerator all the way to the
floor—you know, as they say, ‘Push the pedal to the metal.’”
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You might respond, “That would make no difference. I cannot reach your
destination until I put my car in gear.”
So it was with Adam and Eve. They were in a state of spiritual neutral and
could not progress toward their divine destiny until they were cast out of the
garden and thus put in spiritual gear.
When Adam and Eve were cast out of the Garden of Eden, they traded
their innocence, meaning a lack of knowledge of good and evil, for the prospect of perfection—that was the deal. Innocence and perfection are not the
same. An infant may be innocent but certainly not perfect in the sense that he
or she has acquired all the attributes of godliness. Once Adam and Eve were
cast from the garden, we read in the book of Genesis that God Himself said,
“Behold, the man is become as one of us [meaning like the gods]” (Genesis 3:22;
emphasis added). How could that be? God then tells us why this new destiny
was possible—because men now “know good and evil.” Being immersed in a
world of good and evil, having the capacity to choose, and being able to draw
upon the powers of the Atonement resulted in man having unlimited opportunities to progress toward his destiny of godhood.
We learn a great doctrinal truth in these series of events surrounding the
Garden of Eden: unfallen man would have remained in a state of innocence—
safe, but restricted in his progress. On the other hand, fallen man ventured
into a heightened arena of risk, but, blessed with the Atonement of Jesus
Christ, he gained access to unlimited possibilities and powers and potential.
Speaking of the effect of the Atonement on fallen man, C. S. Lewis remarked:
For God is not merely mending, not simply restoring a status quo. Redeemed humanity is to be something more glorious than unfallen humanity would have been, more
glorious than any unfallen race now is. . . . And this super-added glory will, with true
vicariousness, exalt all creatures.3

Through the Atonement of Jesus Christ, God can exalt all His children—
meaning empower them to become like Him.
But one might ask, “Why does God want us to become like Him?” In
order to answer that question, one must first understand why man exists.
Lehi gave the short and simple answer: “Men are, that they might have joy”
(2 Nephi 2:25). President David O. McKay confirmed that fundamental doctrinal truth: “Happiness is the purpose and design of existence.”4 If I were
to ask you who is the happiest being in all the universe—the one with the
most joy—you would no doubt respond, “God.” Accordingly, God wants us
to become perfect like Him so we can experience His quality of joy and thus

4
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best fulfill the measure of our existence. That is why His plan for us is sometimes called “the plan of happiness” (see Alma 42:8, 16).
Our Quest for Godhood

In spite of God’s altruistic aims on our behalf, perhaps no doctrine, no teaching, no philosophy has stirred such controversy as has this: that man may
become a god. It is espoused by some as blasphemous, by others as absurd.
Such a concept, they challenge, lowers God to the status of man and thus
deprives God of both His dignity and divinity. Others claim this teaching
to be devoid of scriptural support. It is but a fantasy, they say, of a young, un
educated schoolboy, Joseph Smith. Certainly no God-fearing, right-thinking,
Bible-oriented person would subscribe to such a philosophy as this.5 While
some of these advocates are hardened critics, others are honest and bright
men who simply disagree with us on this doctrine. So wherein lies the truth?
Hopefully the following will invite the Holy Ghost to whisper the quiet but
certain truth to all those who honestly seek it.
For our search of truth, we will turn to five witnesses—first and foremost to the testimony of the scriptures; second, to the witness of the early
Christian writers; third, to the wisdom of those poets and authors who drink
from the divine well; fourth, to the power of logic; and fifth, to the voice of
history.
Scriptures. First, the scriptures. Did not an angel appear unto Abraham
and extend to him this heavenly mandate: “Walk before me, and be thou
perfect” (Genesis 17:1)?
“That is true,” interjects the critic. “Perfect as compared to other men,
other mortals—certainly not perfect as compared to God. The word was
used in its relative, not absolute sense.”
“Is that so?” comes the reply. “Let us then pursue the use of the word perfect as used by the Savior Himself.”
It was in the Sermon on the Mount when the Savior declared, “Be ye
therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect” (Matthew
5:48; emphasis added).6 Was the Savior inviting men to be perfect as compared to other men—other mortals—or as compared to God Himself ? This
command was consistent with the Savior’s high priestly prayer. Speaking of
the believers, He petitioned the Father: “That they may be one, even as we are
one: I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one” ( John
17:22–23).
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In accord with that request for perfection, Paul taught that a critical purpose of the Church was “for the perfecting of the saints . . . till we all come
. . . unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ”
(Ephesians 4:12–13; emphasis added). Note the measuring rod: not man, not
some form of mini-Christ or quasi-God, but rather that we should become
“a perfect man, [and then he gives us the standard we should strive for] unto
the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ.” Does that sound relative
to you?
The critic is momentarily quiet. Sheepishly he responds, “Certainly those
scriptures must mean something else.”
The scriptures supporting this doctrine, however, continue to roll forth
with repeated and powerful testimony. At one point the Savior was about to
be stoned by the Jews for blasphemy. He reminded them of His good works
and then asked, “For which of those works do ye stone me?”
They replied that they were not stoning him for good works “but for blasphemy; and because that thou, being a man, makest thyself God.”
To this He readily acknowledged that He was and declared that they
should be likewise: “Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are gods?” ( John
10:32–34; emphasis added). In other words, He said, “Not only am I a god,
but all of you are potential gods.” He was referring to His own Old Testament
declaration, with which the Jews should have been familiar: “Ye are gods; and
all of you are children of the most High” (Psalm 82:6). The Savior was merely
reaffirming a basic gospel teaching that all men are children of God, and thus
all might become like Him.
Paul understood this principle, for, when speaking to the men of Athens,
he said: “Certain also of your own poets have said, For we are also his offspring”
(Acts 17:28). Paul knew the consequences of being the offspring of God, for,
while speaking to the Romans, he declared: “The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our spirit, that we are the children of God: And if children, then heirs;
heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ” (Romans 8:16–17; emphasis added;
see also 1 Corinthians 3:21–23 and Revelation 21:7).
Not subordinate heirs, not junior, not contingent, but joint, equal heirs
with Christ Himself, to share in all that He shall share. After all, is not that
the same promise made by the Lord to the Apostle John? “To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and
am set down with my Father in his throne” (Revelation 3:21).

6
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Is it any wonder that Paul should write to the Saints of Philippi, “I press
toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”
(Philippians 3:14). Paul, who understood so very well our destiny, was striving for the reward of godhood. Peter, who also understood this doctrine,
pled with the Saints that they might become “partakers of the divine nature”
(2 Peter 1:4), meaning recipients of godhood. That is exactly what Jesus
ordered when speaking to the Book of Mormon Saints: “Therefore, what
manner of men ought ye to be? Verily I say unto you, even as I am” (3 Nephi
27:27; see also 1 John 3:2). And it is exactly what the Savior promised in this
dispensation for all faithful Saints: “Then shall they be gods, because they
have all power, and the angels are subject unto them” (D&C 132:20; see also
v. 19; D&C 76:58–60).
The critic, still shaking his head, responds, “But such a concept lowers
God to the status of man and thus robs Him of His divinity.”
“Or, to the contrary,” comes the reply, “does it elevate man in his divinelike potential?”
Paul well knew this argument of the critic and silenced it once and for all
ages ago. Speaking to the Saints of Philippi, he said, “Let this mind be in you,
which was also in Christ Jesus: who, being in the form of God, thought it not
robbery to be equal with God”(Philippians 2:5–6; emphasis added).
The Savior knew that for Him to be a god and for us to be thus minded
would not rob God of His divinity. That makes good sense. After all, who
is greater: that being who limits or that being who enhances man’s eternal
progress?
One might ask, Who can give greater honor and glory to God—a creature of lower or more exalted status? Can an animal offer the same honor or
worship with the same passion and intensity as a human? Can a mere mortal
express the empyreal feelings or exercise the spiritual fervency of a potential
god? One’s capacity to honor and worship is magnified with one’s intellectual,
emotional, cultural, and spiritual enlightenment. Accordingly, the more we
become like God, the greater our ability to pay Him homage. In that process
of lifting men heavenward, God simultaneously multiplies His own honor
and glory and thus is glorified more, not less.
Brigham Young addressed this issue:
[Man’s godhood] will not detract anything from the glory and might of our heavenly Father, for he will still remain our Father, and we shall still be subject to him,
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and as we progress, in glory and power it the more enhances the glory and power of
our heavenly Father.7

That is the irony of the critic’s argument—godhood for man does not
diminish God’s status; to the contrary, it elevates it by producing more intelligent, more passionate, more spiritual Saints who have enlarged capacities to
understand, honor, and worship Him.
The Savior’s soul-stirring and thought-provoking injunction to “be ye
therefore perfect” was more than the sounding of brass or tinkling of cymbals
(see 1 Corinthians 13:1). It was a divine-like invitation to rise up to our full
potential and become like God our Father. C. S. Lewis, as a rampant advocate
of this simple but glorious truth, wrote:
The command Be ye perfect is not idealistic gas. Nor is it a command to do the impossible. He is going to make us into creatures that can obey that command. He said
(in the Bible) that we were “gods” and He is going to make good His words. . . . The
process will be long and in parts very p ainful; but that is what we are in for. Nothing
less. He meant what He said.8

Could it be any clearer?
Early Christian writers. Second, early Christian writers likewise wrote of
our divine destiny.9 As early as the second century, Irenaeus (AD 115–202)
noted: “We have not been made gods from the beginning, but at first merely
men, then at length gods.”10 On another occasion, Irenaeus clarified that
exalted man would not be relegated to some type of glorified angel but literally become a god: “Passing beyond the angels, and be made after the image
and likeness of God.”11
Clement of Alexandria (AD 160–200), a contemporary of Irenaeus,
spoke of the reward of godhood that followed long preparation: “Being destined to sit on thrones with the other gods that have been first put in their
places by the Saviour.”12 This same Clement of Alexandria then added this
unequivocal statement about the man who lives a righteous life: “Knowing
God, he will be made like God. . . . And that man becomes God, since God so
wills.”13
Hippolytus (AD 170–236), bridging the second and third centuries,
spoke of the unlimited potential of faithful Saints in this life: “And thou shalt
be a companion of the Deity, and a co-heir with Christ. . . . For thou hast
become God: . . . thou hast been deified, and begotten unto immortality.”14

8
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Cyprian (AD 200–258), a well-known Christian leader of the third
century, reaffirmed that men can become like Christ: “What Christ is, we
Christians shall be, if we imitate Christ.”15
Origen (AD 185–255), also of the third century, wrote: “The true God
[referring to the Father], then, is ‘The God,’ and those who are formed after
Him are gods, images, as it were, of Him the prototype.”16
And in the fourth century St. Athanasius of Alexandria (AD 295–373)
explained that “[God] was made flesh in order that we might be enabled to
be made gods.”17
For several centuries this doctrinal truth survived, but eventually the
Apostasy took its toll, and this doctrine in its purity and expansiveness was
lost. The doctrine of man’s potential for godhood as taught by the Prophet
Joseph Smith was not his invention—not his creation, not conjured up by
some fertile mind. It was simply and solely a restoration of a glorious truth
that had been taught in the scriptures and by many early Christian writers of
the primitive Church.
Poets and authors. The third witness—inspired poets and authors. We
may look to the wisdom of selected poets and authors who are men of integrity and spiritual insight. It was C. S. Lewis who again and again reaffirmed
this divine proposition:
It is a serious thing to live in a society of possible gods and goddesses, to remember
that the dullest and most uninteresting person you talk to may one day be a creature
which . . . you would be strongly tempted to worship. . . . There are no ordinary
people.18

How right he was. There are no ordinary people, only potential gods and
goddesses in our midst.
It was Victor Hugo, that masterful author, who said, “The thirst for the
infinite proves infinity.”19 What a powerful and sublime thought. Perhaps the
thirst for godhood likewise proves godhood. Would the God you and I know
plant the vision and desire for godhood within a man’s soul and then frustrate him in his ability to attain it? Shakespeare had a flash of this insight, for,
when speaking through the lips of Hamlet, he said:
What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason! how infinite in faculty! in
form, in moving, how express and admirable! in action how like an angel! in apprehension how like a god!20
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Robert Browning’s vision that so often pierced the mortal veil did so
once again in these lines from his poem “Rabbi Ben Ezra”:
Life’s struggle having so far reached its term.
Thence shall I pass, approved
A man, for aye removed
From the developed brute—a god, though in the germ.21

This insightful poet saw the seeds and germ of godhood in every man.
Logic. The fourth witness is the power of logic. Do not the laws of science teach us that like begets like, each after its kind? Science has taught us
that a complex genetic code transferred from parent to child is responsible
for the child attaining the physical attributes of his parents. If this be so, is it
illogical to assume that spirit offspring receive a spiritual code giving to them
the divine characteristics and potential of their parent—God—thus making
them gods in embryo? No, it is but a fulfillment of the law that like begets like.
This is the same truth taught by the prophet Lorenzo Snow:
We were born in the image of God our Father; He begat us like unto Himself. There
is the nature of Deity in the composition of our spiritual organization. In our spiritual
birth, our Father transmitted to us the capabilities, powers and faculties which He
possessed, as much so as the child on its mother’s bosom possesses, although in an
undeveloped state, the faculties, powers and susceptibilities of its parent.22

President Boyd K. Packer told of coming home one day and helping his
children gather new chicks in the barn. As his little four-year-old daughter
held a baby chick in her hands, he said something like, “Won’t that be a beautiful dog when it grows up?”
His daughter looked at him in surprise.
And then he said something like, “Or perhaps it will be a cat or even a
cow.”
His little daughter wrinkled her nose, as if to say, “Daddy, don’t you know
anything? It will grow up exactly like its parents.”
Then he observed how this little four-year-old girl knew, almost instinctively, that the chick would grow up to follow the pattern of its parentage.23
The Gospel of Philip, an apocryphal book, makes this simple statement
of logic: “A horse sires a horse, a man begets man, a god brings forth a god.”24
The difference between man and God is significant—but it is one of degree,
not kind. It is the difference between an acorn and an oak tree, a rosebud and
a rose, a son and a father. In truth, every man is a potential god in embryo, in
fulfillment of that eternal law that like begets like.

10
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Voice of history. Fifth, and finally, the voice of history will likewise verify
this truth. I recall the story of the large milk truck that drove past the pasture
of cows. Written on the side of the vehicle in large letters were the words
“Homogenized, Pasteurized, Vitamins A and D Added.”
One cow looked at the sign, turned to the other, and said, “Makes you
feel kind of inadequate, doesn’t it?”
I admit that is how I feel when I look at the distance between God and
me, but I take comfort when I contemplate what is accomplished in the short
space of a mortal life. I paraphrase these thoughts of B. H. Roberts: From the
cradle have risen orators, generals, artists, and workers to perform the wonders of our age. From a helpless babe may arise a Demosthenes or Lincoln to
direct the destinies of nations. From such a babe may come a Michelangelo
to fill the world with beauty. From such a beginning may come a Mozart, a
Beethoven to call from silence the powers and serenity of music. From such a
helpless babe may arise a Joseph Smith to give light in a world of darkness.25
Contemplate for a moment what can be accomplished in the short space
of a mortal life. Suppose now that you were to remove from man the barriers of death and grant him immortality and God for his guide. What limits
would you then want to ascribe to his mental, moral, or spiritual achievements? Perhaps B. H. Roberts expressed it best when he said:
If within the short space of mortal life there are men who rise up out of infancy
and become masters of the elements of fire and water and earth and air, so that they
well-nigh rule them as Gods, what may it not be possible for them to do in a few
hundreds or thousands of millions of years?26

A glimpse beyond the veil tells us that the records of history do not end
at death but continue to mark man’s unlimited achievements. Victor Hugo,
with an almost spiritual X-ray, saw the possibilities after death:
The nearer I approach the end, the plainer I hear around me the immortal symphonies of the worlds which invite me. . . . For half a century I have been writing my
thoughts in prose and verse; history. . . . I have tried all. But I feel I have not said a
thousandth part of what is in me. When I go down to the grave, I can say, like so
many others, “I have finished my day’s work,” but I can not say, “I have finished my
life.” My day’s work will begin again the next morning. The tomb is not a blind alley;
it is a thoroughfare. . . . My work is only beginning.27

Perfection is a quest on both sides of the veil. The scriptures remind us,
“Wherefore, continue in patience until ye are perfected” (D&C 67:13).
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The Divine Possibility Becomes a Divine Reality

The scriptures, early Christian writers, poetry, logic, and history testify not
only of the divine possibility but of the divine reality that man may become
as God. The Doctrine and Covenants refers to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
declaring, “And because they did none other things than that which they
were commanded, they have entered into their exaltation, . . . and sit upon
thrones, and are not angels but are gods” (D&C 132:37). For these men the
divine possibility became the divine reality. This does not mean they became
gods who replaced our Father in Heaven but rather exalted men who have
enlarged capabilities to honor and glorify Him. Our Father in Heaven will
forever stand supreme as our God, whom we will love and revere and worship,
worlds without end.
But how is it possible that you and I, with all our faults and weaknesses
and shortcomings, could ever become a god? Fortunately, a loving Heavenly
Father has given us resources to lift us above our mortal restraints and propel
us to divine heights. I mention but two such resources, both made possible
because of the Atonement of Jesus Christ, whose crowning aim is to assist
us in our pursuit of godhood—so that we might be “at one”—not only with
Him but also “at one” like Him. First, I mention the saving ordinances of the
kingdom.
Joseph Smith received a revelation that explained the relationship
between ordinances and godhood: “Therefore, in the ordinances thereof, the
power of godliness is manifest. And without the ordinances thereof, and the
authority of the priesthood, the power of godliness is not manifest unto men
in the flesh” (D&C 84:20–21). In other words, participation in the saving
ordinances unlocks and unleashes certain powers of godliness in our lives that
are not available in any other way. These powers help refine us and perfect us.
The five saving ordinances and the corresponding powers of godliness are as
follows:
First, baptism by immersion (and the corollary ordinance of the sacrament).
Because of the Atonement of Jesus Christ, this ordinance cleanses us from
our sins and helps make us holy, thus aligning our life more closely with the
Savior’s.
Second, the gift of the Holy Ghost. This gift helps us know “the will of the
Lord [and] the mind of the Lord” (D&C 68:4) and thus makes possible our
acquisition of a more godlike mind.

12
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Third, the priesthood. This ordinance transfers to a mere mortal the power
to act for God on earth as though He Himself were present. In essence, it is a
spiritual power of attorney to be God’s agent and to invoke His power, thus
helping us learn how to exercise divine powers in righteousness.
Fourth, the endowment. This ordinance is a gift of knowledge from God
as to how we might become more like Him, accompanied by covenants to
inspire us in that endeavor. There is an old saying, “Knowledge is power.”
Accordingly, the righteous use of this knowledge received in the endowment ordinance results in more godly power in our own lives. That is why the
Doctrine and Covenants says, “I design to endow those whom I have chosen
with power from on high” (D&C 95:8).
Fifth, the sealing ordinances. Death, with all its mighty power, cannot
destroy those relationships sealed in a temple—which relationships can now
continue beyond the grave and allow us, like God, to have eternal increase.
The saving ordinances are much more than a checklist of actions we must
satisfy to gain entrance to the celestial kingdom—they are the keys that open
the doors to heavenly powers that can lift us above our mortal limitations.
The second resource to assist us in our pursuit of godhood is the gifts of
the Spirit. What are the gifts of the Spirit? We know them as love, patience,
knowledge, testimony, and so on. In essence, each gift of the Spirit represents an attribute of godliness. Accordingly, each time we acquire a gift of
the Spirit, we acquire a potential attribute of godliness. In this regard Orson
Pratt taught:
One object [of the Church] is declared to be “For the perfecting of the Saints.” . . .
The . . . plan . . . for the accomplishment of this great object, is through the medium of
the spiritual gifts. When the supernatural gifts of the Spirit cease, the Saints cease to be
perfected, therefore they can have no hopes of obtaining a perfect s alvation. . . .
In every nation and age, where believers exist, there the gifts must exist to perfect them.28

No wonder the Lord commands us to “covet earnestly the best gifts”
(1 Corinthians 12:31); “seek ye earnestly the best gifts” (D&C 46:8); and to
“lay hold upon every good gift” (Moroni 10:30).
President George Q. Cannon spoke of man’s shortcomings and the
divine solution. Recognizing the link between spiritual gifts and godhood,
he fervently pleaded with the Saints to overcome each manifested weakness
through the acquisition of a countermanding gift of strength known as the
gift of the Spirit. He spoke as follows:
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If any of us are imperfect, it is our duty to pray for the gift that will make us perfect. . . .
No man ought to say, “Oh, I cannot help this; it is my nature.” He is not justified
in it, for the reason that God has promised to give strength to correct these things,
and to give gifts that will eradicate them. . . . He wants His Saints to be perfected in
the truth. For this purpose He gives these gifts, and bestows them upon those who
seek after them, in order that they may be a perfect people upon the face of the earth,
notwithstanding their many weaknesses, because God has promised to give the gifts
that are necessary for their perfection.29

What was the Lord’s response to Solomon’s prayerful request for the gift
of an understanding heart? The scriptures record, “The speech pleased the
Lord, that Solomon had asked this thing,” and then the Lord noted, “Behold,
I have done according to thy words: lo, I have given thee a wise and an understanding heart” (1 Kings 3:10, 12).
When was the last time we prayed for a gift of the Spirit that would lift us
above our mortal weakness and further our pursuit of godhood? Again and
again the Lord has both invited and promised, “Ask, and it shall be given you”
(Matthew 7:7).
Why is it so critical to have a correct vision of this divine destiny of godliness of which the scriptures and other witnesses so clearly testify? Because
with increased vision comes increased motivation. Elder Bruce R. McConkie
wrote, “No doctrine is more basic, no doctrine embraces a greater incentive to
personal righteousness . . . as does the wondrous concept that man can be as
his Maker.”30 And why not possible? Do not all Christian churches advocate
Christlike behavior? Is that not what the Sermon on the Mount is all about?
If it is blasphemous to think we can become as God, then at what point is it
not blasphemous to become like God—90 percent, 50 percent, 1 percent?
Is it more Christian to seek partial godhood than total godhood? Are we
invited to walk the path of godhood—to “be ye therefore perfect, even as your
Father which is in heaven is perfect”—with no possibility of ever reaching the
destination?
As we better understand our potential destiny, our level of self-worth and
confidence and motivation is greatly heightened. Youth will understand that
it is shortsighted at best to take easy classes and easy teachers rather than ones
that will stretch them toward godhood. They will catch the vision that it is
godhood, not grades, for which they are striving.
And what of our more elderly members? They will understand there is no
such thing as a retirement farm, no day when the work is done. Like Victor
Hugo, they know their work has only begun. There are yet thousands of
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books to read and write, paintings to enjoy, music to score, and service to render. They understand the Lord’s revelation to the Prophet Joseph: “Whatever
principle of intelligence we attain unto in this life, it will rise with us in the
resurrection” (D&C 130:18).
What about those of us who feel weaknesses in our life? We can take
renewed hope in the words of the Lord to Moroni: “For if they humble themselves before me, and have faith in me, then will I make weak things become
strong unto them” (Ether 12:27).
And what about those who believe they have sinned beyond Christ’s
redeeming grace? They can take comfort in His promise: “Though your sins
be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow” (Isaiah 1:18). Or perhaps there are
some who believe their lives are shattered beyond repair. Can they not have
renewed hope in these words of the Savior: “[I will] give unto them beauty for
ashes” (Isaiah 61:3)? There is no problem, no obstacle to our divine destiny,
for which the Savior’s Atonement does not have a remedy of superior healing
and lifting power. That is why Mormon said, “Ye shall have hope through the
atonement of Christ” (Moroni 7:41).
How could we not have increased faith in God and in ourselves if we
knew He had planted within our souls the seeds of godhood and endowed
us with access to the powers of the Atonement? “Godhood?” If not, the critic
must answer, “Why not?”
Perhaps we could suggest three answers for the critic’s consideration:
Maybe man cannot become like God because God does not have the power
to create a divine-like offspring. It is beyond his present level of comprehension and intelligence.
“Blasphemous,” responds the critic. “He has all knowledge and all power.”
Perhaps then He has created a lesser offspring because He does not love us.
“Ridiculous, absurd,” is his reply. “For God so loved the world, that he
gave his only begotten Son” ( John 3:16).
Well, perhaps God has not planted within us the divine spark because He
wants to retain godhood for Himself; He is threatened by our progress. He
can only retain His superiority by asserting man’s inferiority.
“No, no,” laments the critic. “Have you ever known a loving, kindly father
who didn’t want his children to become all that he is and more?”
And so it is with God, our Father.
I testify there are no ordinary people, no ciphers, no zeros—only potential gods and goddesses in our midst. While many witnesses testify of this
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truth, the most powerful of all are the quiet whisperings of the Spirit that
confirm both to my mind and to my heart the grandeur and truth of this
glorious doctrine. As Jacob so taught, “The Spirit speaketh the truth and lieth
not. Wherefore, it speaketh of things as they really are, and of things as they
really will be” ( Jacob 4:13).
I pray we will recognize our true identity as literal sons and daughters of
God and grasp a vision of our divine destiny as it really may be. I pray we will
be grateful to a loving Father and Son who made it so. In the name of Jesus
Christ, amen.
© Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.
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hank you for your welcome today at Brigham Young University. I love
this university, and I feel blessed by every opportunity to feel the spirit
that is unique to this campus. Because of my service on the Church Board of
Education, I can testify of the Lord’s interest in this marvelous institution,
and, in your honor, I wore my best BYU blue today.
As I have pondered this opportunity to speak to you, a number of different subjects came to my mind. I thought I might try to add to the teaching
you have had about dating, marriage, and establishing eternal families. Or
some people suggested that I speak to you about your dress and appearance. I
even thought about saying some things about what your mother wishes you
had learned before you left home. But the Spirit has persisted in giving me
ideas about why we are organized into quorums and Relief Societies.
Although this is probably an unusual topic for most of you to consider, I
hope the Spirit will use me to teach you some things that will bless your lives
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When the Prophet Joseph Smith organized the Relief Society, he told the sisters they were organized “under
the priesthood after the pattern of the priesthood.”

as you continue to strengthen your faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and contribute to building His kingdom.
When I was a young girl my father was called to preside over the Brazilian
Mission. At that time there was only one mission in Brazil. There were no
stakes or wards; there wasn’t an elders quorum in the country. That means
there were no home teachers. There were over forty branches, which were
generally presided over by missionaries who conducted a weekly sacrament
meeting and sometimes held Sunday School and branch activities. My father
had served as a stake president and a bishop prior to his call as a mission president, and he had an understanding of how to establish the Lord’s Church. He
began to organize branches and districts in the pattern we are familiar with
today in anticipation of future stakes and wards.
To begin the organization, some priorities were followed. First, a branch
president and then an elders quorum president and a Relief Society president
were called. It was understood that there could be no functioning branch
without a quorum president and a Relief Society president.
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As the Prophet Joseph Smith began establishing the Church in this dispensation, the Lord directed him to follow similar inspired patterns. When
he set the course for the Relief Society, he told the sisters they were organized “under the priesthood after the pattern of the priesthood.”1 This gave
the sisters official responsibilities in the restored Church and the authority to
function in those responsibilities. This was a pattern similar to that given to a
president of a quorum of elders, who was to counsel with his presidency (see
D&C 107:21).
Before we can understand why we are thus organized, it may be helpful
to review the definition of a priesthood quorum and a Relief Society. Many
people have the mistaken idea that a quorum or a Relief Society is merely a
class or a place to sit during the third hour of church on Sunday. Perhaps some
of this misunderstanding started to develop when the Church combined its
major meetings into a three-hour block on Sunday. Before that time, quorum
and Relief Society meetings were not connected with sacrament meeting or
Sunday School.
A priesthood quorum is a group of men with the same office of priesthood who are to perform a special labor. Membership in a quorum has been
called “a steady, sustaining citizenship.”2 President Boyd K. Packer has said
that quorums are “selected assemblies of brethren given authority that [the
Lord’s] business might be transacted and His work proceed.”3 He also said
that “in ancient days when a man was appointed to a select body, his commission, always written in Latin, outlined the responsibility of the organization,
defined who should be members, and then invariably contained the words:
quorum vos unum meaning, ‘of whom we will that you be one.’”4
President Spencer W. Kimball taught that “the Relief Society is the Lord’s
organization for women. It complements the priesthood training given to the
brethren.”5 The word society has a meaning nearly identical to that of quorum. It connotes “an enduring and cooperating . . . group” distinguished by
its common aims and beliefs.6 When Joseph Smith organized the sisters, he
told them that “there should be a select society, separate from all the evils
of the world, choice, virtuous, and holy.”7 President Joseph F. Smith taught
that Relief Society has its own unique identity and that it was “divinely made,
divinely authorized, divinely instituted, divinely ordained of God to minister
for the salvation of the souls of women and men.”8
The purposes of Relief Society are to increase faith and personal righteousness, strengthen families and homes, and seek out and provide relief
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for those who are in need.9 The quorum is to serve others, build unity and
brotherhood, instruct quorum members in the doctrines and principles of
the gospel, and watch over the Church.10
Being part of a Relief Society or quorum is a designation for a way of
life. We are to serve in the association of a Melchizedek Priesthood quorum
or a Relief Society for a lifetime. From the quorum or Relief Society, we are
called to serve in other Church assignments and organizations, such as missionary work, temple service, Sunday School, seminary or institute, Young
Men, Primary, Young Women, and so forth. No matter where we serve, we
always retain our “citizenship” in and our responsibility to the quorum or
Relief Society. President Packer has taught that all service in the Church
strengthens the higher priesthood and Relief Society and is a demonstration
of our devotion to Relief Society and quorum membership.11
It is true that each of us is responsible for becoming a faithful, covenant-keeping disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ. Some may argue that we can
accomplish this as individuals without the benefit of a supporting group. But
President David O. McKay said that if priesthood men only needed “personal distinction or individual elevation, there would be no need of groups or
quorums. The very existence of such groups, established by divine authorization, proclaims our dependence upon one another, the indispensable need of
mutual help and assistance.”12
Inasmuch as the Lord chose to organize us in this way, it is important for
us to seek for a greater understanding as to why we are thus organized and
then to seek to fulfill the vision He has for us. To help facilitate that understanding I have drawn heavily from the scriptures and words of prophets to
illustrate, only briefly, five important reasons why we are organized into quorums and Relief Societies.
Following Priesthood Patterns

One of the reasons we have quorums and Relief Societies is to organize us
under the priesthood and after the pattern of the priesthood.13 Our God is a
God of order, and all that He does to build His kingdom is done through His
priesthood patterns.
One of those patterns is the organization of wards and stakes, each with
a geographic boundary. Each ward is guided by a bishop who holds the keys,
or the Lord’s authority, for his ward. He is the shepherd of the Lord’s flock
within his ward and has the charge to see to the temporal and spiritual needs
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of that flock. Only he can authorize the ordinances that are essential for the
salvation of the members of that flock. His responsibility is monumental and
is the more difficult because he is only one man who cannot possibly watch
over all of the sheep at once. The quorum and Relief Society leaders are seen
by the bishop as undershepherds who magnify, enhance, and distribute his
watchcare.
The formation of a presidency is also a priesthood pattern. Every ward
elders quorum president or Relief Society president presides over and directs
the activities of the elders quorum or Relief Society in the ward.14 Quorum
and Relief Society leaders have a measure of divine authority given to them
regarding the government and instruction of those they are called to lead.15
They are men and women who are “called of God, by prophecy, and by the laying on of hands” (Articles of Faith 1:5). To preside means to stand guard, to
superintend, and to lead.16 This means that Relief Society and quorum leaders
in a ward carry the responsibility to supervise, oversee, and regulate the work
of the Relief Society and the quorums on behalf of the bishop.
Sustaining those who are called to lead is also a priesthood pattern. We
do not select our leaders by popular vote as is common in organizations outside the Church. It is an act of our faith in the Lord and those who are called
to lead in His Church to sustain their actions and support them in their
responsibilities to lead us. When Joseph Smith organized the Relief Society,
he “exhorted the sisters always to concentrate their faith and prayers for, and
place confidence in those whom God has appointed to honor, whom God
has placed at the head to lead.”17
One of the priesthood patterns we enjoy is the ability to receive revelation. When Joseph Smith organized the Relief Society, he said the sisters were
“to get instruction through the order which God has established—through
the medium of those appointed to lead.”18 This ability and promise regarding
personal revelation is one of the remarkable blessings that come to every quorum and Relief Society presidency. When the Lord said that each of us was
to learn our duty and act in the office to which we are appointed (see D&C
107:99), He provided a way for us to do just that. I have seen humble Relief
Society and quorum presidencies in many parts of the world leading with
great and inspiring ability because they are organized under the priesthood
and after the order of the priesthood. They follow patterns that allow them to
get revelation for the work they have been set apart to do.
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At the time of the Relief Society centennial the First Presidency wrote:
“We ask our Sisters of the Relief Society never to forget that they are a unique
organization in the whole world, for they were organized under the inspiration of the Lord. . . . No other woman’s organization in all the earth has had
such a birth.”19

and development.”21 The work of salvation is guided by the Spirit, who confirms our actions, assures us of the Lord’s approval, and supplies the true joy
that comes with an affirmation of our success.
Helping Bishops Care for the Poor and Needy

A third reason we are organized into quorums and Relief Societies is to help
bishops wisely manage the Lord’s storehouse. The Lord’s storehouse includes
the “time, talents, compassion, materials, and financial means”22 of the members of the Church. The talents of the Saints are to be used to help care for
the poor and the needy and to build the Lord’s kingdom. The Lord envisions
“every man seeking the interest of his neighbor, and doing all things with an
eye single to the glory of God” (D&C 82:19).
Bishops have charge of the Lord’s storehouse, and they depend on the
quorums and Relief Societies to help them seek out and care for all in their
wards. Every ward is unique and can be said to have its own DNA. This makes

Craig Dimond, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

Focusing on the Work of Salvation

A second reason we are organized into quorums and Relief Societies is to focus
Heavenly Father’s sons and daughters on the work of salvation and to engage
them in it. Quorums and Relief Societies are an organized discipleship with
the responsibility to assist in our Father’s work to bring about eternal life for
His children. We are not in the entertainment business; we are in the salvation
business. Entrance into an elders quorum or a Relief Society usually follows
a significant investment from the Lord and His leaders in the teaching and
preparation of younger members of the Church for such a work. The work
of salvation includes missionary work and retaining in activity those who are
converted. We are to do all we can to bring back into activity those of our
group who have weakened in their faith. The work of a quorum and a Relief
Society also focuses on temple and family history work. We carry the responsibility to teach the gospel and exemplify righteous living to one another.
The work of salvation also includes improving our temporal and spiritual
self-reliance. And as a group we ensure that the needy and the poor are cared
for. Elder John A. Widtsoe defined the saving work of the Relief Society as
the “relief of poverty, relief of illness; relief of doubt, relief of ignorance—
relief of all that hinders the joy and progress of woman.”20 These same kinds of
responsibilities are given to a quorum. They are honorable and heavy responsibilities. They connote a sacred trust and imply a significant contribution
to the Lord’s work of salvation—a work that is both a burden and a blessing.
When quorums and Relief Societies are unified in this work, they each essentially take an oar in the boat—each helping move us toward salvation.
When we are organized into Relief Societies and quorums, our personal
discipleship is extended and we become engaged with others in the saving
work that was modeled by the Savior. It is never modest or inconsequential. It
forces us to a higher path of discipleship and a greater spiritual maturity. It is
often a long-suffering and patient work and can seem thankless because there
is usually a noticeable absence of public recognition for the good we do. Elder
Widtsoe taught that “to save souls opens the whole field of human activity
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During His mortal ministry, Jesus looked after those in need. Home and visiting teachers help ensure that
the Lord’s sheep are cared for.
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it essential that the leaders of the quorums and Relief Societies work in councils to help bishops manage and apportion the Lord’s assets. Together they
evaluate the strengths and abilities of individuals and ensure that the Lord’s
sheep are cared for.
Our Savior taught this principle in many ways during His mortal ministry, and the scriptures contain many examples of how He looked after those
who were in need. In every ward there are always a few dedicated souls who
would do all of the work while others would neglect their duty and fail to
offer their gifts. Quorum and Relief Society leaders have the responsibility
to organize and carry out an inspired ministry to help all brothers and sisters keep their covenants to remember the Savior and consecrate their lives
to His work.
If we were left to ourselves, we might prefer to care only for the popular,
charming, and grateful people in our wards. It is much more challenging to
care for those who are difficult to love, who have grave and complicated challenges, or who do not seem to appreciate our help. The Savior said:
Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and
pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you;
That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the
unjust.
For if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? do not even the
publicans the same?
And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than others? do not even
the publicans so?
Ye are therefore commanded to be perfect, even as your Father who is in heaven
is perfect. (Matthew 5:44–47; JST, Matthew 5:50)

One of the most significant ways this kind of watchcare is apportioned
is through home teaching and visiting teaching. President Henry B. Eyring
said, “The only system [that can] provide succor and comfort across a church
so large in a world so varied would be through individual servants near the
people in need.”23 Elder Bruce R. McConkie, who served faithfully as an
Apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ, called an elder “a shepherd serving in the
sheepfold of the Good Shepherd.” He taught that home teachers “have status”
and that “their calls are official.” They are “sent by their quorum president, by
the bishop, and by the Lord.” It was his feeling that “the greatest defect of the
home teaching system in the Church is that it remains almost unused.”24
President Thomas S. Monson said:
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The home teaching program is a response to modern revelation commissioning
those ordained to the priesthood to “teach, expound, exhort, baptize, and watch
over the church . . . and visit the house of each member, and exhort them to pray
vocally and in secret and attend to all family duties; . . . to watch over the church
always, and be with and strengthen them; and see that there is no iniquity in the
church, neither hardness with each other, neither lying, backbiting, nor evil speaking” (D&C 20:42, 47, 53–54). . . .
From the Book of Mormon, Alma “consecrated all their priests and all their
teachers; and none were consecrated except they were just men. Therefore they did
watch over their people, and did nourish them with things pertaining to righteousness” (Mosiah 23:17–18).
In performing our home teaching responsibilities, we are wise if we learn and
understand the challenges of the members of each family.25

A visiting teacher should also consider her assignment “as a call from the
Lord.”26 President Kimball said to the sisters, “Your duties in many ways must
be much like those of the [home] teachers, which briefly are ‘to watch over
the church always’—not twenty minutes a month but always.”27
Visiting teaching and home teaching become the Lord’s work when our
focus is centered on people rather than on percentages. The perfection of our
statistics is often not a good measure of our watchcare. We can never say, “My
home teaching or visiting teaching is done!” When we represent the Lord we
are always on His errand. President Thomas S. Monson taught, “Home teaching is more than a mechanical visit once per month, that the statistical report
of the ward will be pleasing. Ours is the responsibility to teach, to inspire, to
motivate, to bring to activity and to eventual exaltation the sons and daughters of God.”28 When we give an account of our stewardship each month, we
are to report the spiritual and temporal well-being of those we are assigned
to care for. We can also report any service we render. Special or urgent needs
should always be reported immediately.29 The only true measures of our success in this effort are the confirmations of the Spirit for our efforts and when
those we are assigned to watch over can say three important things: (1) “My
home teacher or visiting teacher helps me grow spiritually”; (2) “I know my
home teacher or visiting teacher cares deeply about me and my family”; and
(3) “If I have problems, I know my home teacher or visiting teacher will take
action without waiting to be invited.”
The Lord said, “And if any man among you be strong in the Spirit, let him
take with him him that is weak, that he may be edified in all meekness, that he
may become strong also” (D&C 84:106). When these measures are our aim,
then we organize and function in an inspired rather than a programmatic way.
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Providing Defense and Refuge

A fourth reason for why we are organized into quorums and Relief Societies
is to provide a defense and a refuge for Heavenly Father’s children and their
families in the latter days. President Thomas S. Monson has said: “Today, we
are encamped against the greatest array of sin, vice, and evil ever assembled
before our eyes. . . . The battle plan whereby we fight to save the souls of men
is not our own.”30
We are all in the midst of a mortal experience. We all chose this experience, and the Lord will ensure that we all have one. An age-old anti-Christ
deception implies that people who are smart enough or rich enough can avoid
challenges (see Alma 30:17). This is not so! In our lives and the world today
we are experiencing in full measure the “perilous times” of the last days the
Apostle Paul described to Timothy (2 Timothy 3:1). As our times become
ever more difficult, the faithful brothers and sisters in quorums and Relief
Societies are to protect the homes of Zion from the shrill voices of the world
and the provocative influence of the adversary.
We have been taught by Elder Dallin H. Oaks that “one of the great functions of Relief Society is to provide sisterhood for women, just as priesthood
quorums provide brotherhood for men.”31 It is our blessing to be part of a
sisterhood or a brotherhood that provides “a place of healing, love, kindness,
care, and belonging.”32 President Packer said: “This great circle of sisters will
be a protection for each of you and for your families. The Relief Society might
be likened to a refuge. . . . You will be safe within it. It encircles each sister like
a protecting wall.”33 He said: “How consoling it is to know that no matter
where [a family may] go, a Church family awaits them. From the day they
arrive, he will belong to a quorum of the priesthood and she will belong to
Relief Society.”34
Elder D. Todd Christofferson recounted the story of Brother George
Goates, who in six days lost his son Charles and three of Charles’s small children during the flu epidemic of 1918. That week Brother Goates made the
caskets, dug the graves, and helped prepare the burial clothing. His child and
grandchildren died during the week he was to harvest his sugar beet crop,
which was left freezing in the ground. After the burials, he and another son
went to their fields to see if they could salvage any of their crop. When they
arrived, they saw the members of his quorum leaving the empty field. His
quorum had harvested every sugar beet. It was then that this man who had
shown tremendous strength in the previous week sat down and sobbed like
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a child. He looked up to the sky and said, “Thanks, Father, for the elders of
our ward.”35
Whatever our mortal experience, we can have this feeling of fellowship
and have the support and strength of many around us. The Lord said, “Also
the body hath need of every member, that all may be edified together, that the
system may be kept perfect” (D&C 84:110). It is in the sisterhood of Relief
Society and the brotherhood of the quorums that we should find refuge and
protection from the storms of life and the calamities of the latter days.
Supporting Each Other in Family Roles

A fifth purpose for being organized into quorums and Relief Societies is to
strengthen and support us in our family roles and responsibilities as sons
and daughters of God. Though many of our responsibilities in the Church
are parallel, Heavenly Father’s sons and daughters each have unique and distinct responsibilities in the family and in the Church. Quorums and Relief
Societies are to teach our Heavenly Father’s sons and daughters and inspire
them to prepare for the blessings of eternal life. Our Father sees the potential
of His sons and His daughters to be family leaders. Therefore, everything we
do in quorums and Relief Societies is to help the Lord with His mission of
preparing His children for the blessings of the eternal life He envisions for us.
In these settings we are meant to learn how to become part of our Heavenly
Father’s eternal family.
The quorum and the Relief Society assist family leaders and future family
leaders and help them establish patterns and practices of righteous behavior and covenant keeping in their lives. Brothers and sisters encourage one
another to pray always, pay tithes and offerings, and renew covenants on the
Lord’s holy day. They are to help one another be sufficiently mature to make
and keep sacred temple covenants.
The quorum and the Relief Society should help us become who our
Heavenly Father needs us to become. Joseph Smith taught the sisters from
1 Corinthians about the importance of developing godlike qualities. He said
the sisters were organized “according to [their] natures” and were “placed in a
situation in which [they could] act according to those sympathies which God
has planted in [them].”36 It is for this reason that the motto of Relief Society,
“Charity never faileth,” was chosen.
Sister Eliza R. Snow, second Relief Society general president, said to the
sisters:
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We want to be ladies in very deed, not according to the term of the word as the
world judges, but fit companions of the Gods and Holy Ones. In an organized
capacity we can assist each other in not only doing good but in refining ourselves,
and whether few or many come forward and help to prosecute this great work, they
will be those that will fill honorable positions in the Kingdom of God. . . . Women
should be women and not babies that need petting and correction all the time. I
know we like to be appreciated, but if we do not get all the appreciation which we
think is our due, what matters?37

It is in the quorum that brothers are taught to “rise up” as “men of God”
and “have done with lesser things. Give heart and soul and mind and strength
to serve the King of Kings.”38 The work of the quorum and the Relief Society
clarifies the unique identities and responsibilities of sons and daughters of
God and unifies them in defense of His plan. President Harold B. Lee stated:
It seems clear to me that the Church has no choice—and never has had—but to do
more to assist the family in carrying out its divine mission, not only because that
is the order of heaven, but also because that is the most practical contribution we
can make to our youth—to help improve the quality of life in the Latter-day Saint
homes. As important as our many programs and organizational efforts are, these
should not supplant the home; they should support the home.39

As the Lord said to Emma Smith, we are to “lay aside the things of this
world, and seek for the things of a better. . . . Cleave unto the covenants
which thou hast made. . . . Keep my commandments continually, and a crown
of righteousness thou shalt receive” (D&C 25:10, 13, 15). Each of us is a
beloved daughter or son of God with sacred personal responsibilities. In our
quorums and Relief Societies we are to be taught and inspired to become who
our Father in Heaven created us to become.
Conclusion and Testimony

There is much work a quorum must do as a quorum and much a Relief Society
is to do as a circle of sisters, and there is much that is to be coordinated
between them. Because “the Lord’s Church is governed through councils,”40
it is important for the Relief Society president to be included in priesthood
executive meetings in which confidential welfare matters are discussed and in
which bishops can facilitate the coordination of home teachers and visiting
teachers.41
President Gordon B. Hinckley said:
It will be a marvelous day, my brethren . . . when our priesthood quorums become
an anchor of strength to every man belonging thereto, when each such man may
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appropriately be able to say, “I am a member of a priesthood quorum of The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. I stand ready to assist my brethren in all of their
needs, as I am confident they stand ready to assist me in mine. Working together,
we shall grow spiritually as covenant sons of God. Working together, we can stand,
without embarrassment and without fear, against every wind of adversity that
might blow, be it economic, social, or spiritual.”42

President Packer recently declared to the brethren of the Church: “We
need everyone. The tired or worn out or lazy and even those who are bound
down with guilt. . . . Too many of our priesthood brethren are living below
their privileges and the Lord’s expectations.”43 “In one of the first meetings of
the Female Relief Society of Nauvoo, Joseph Smith admonished the sisters to
‘live up to [their] privilege.’”44 In a similar vein, President Packer said to the
sisters of Relief Society, “Rally to the cause of Relief Society! Strengthen it!
Attend it! Devote yourselves to it! Enlist the inactive in it and bring nonmember sisters under the influence of it. It is time now to unite in this worldwide
circle of sisters. A strong, well-organized Relief Society is crucial to the future,
to the safety of this Church.”45
Much of what has been taught today can be found in Daughters in My
Kingdom: The History and Work of Relief Society. This new resource from
the First Presidency can help brothers and sisters learn how to fulfill their
responsibilities. Through this and other instructions, we “know how to act
and direct [the] church, how to act upon the points of [the Lord’s] law and
commandments, which [He has] given.” We are now to “bind [ourselves] to
act in all holiness before [Him]” (D&C 43:8, 9).
What the Lord envisioned regarding quorums and Relief Societies has
not yet been fully utilized. Many quorums and Relief Societies are at present
much like sleeping giants waiting for you to breathe new life into them.
I bear you my testimony that the true restored gospel of Jesus Christ
is upon the earth. My testimony of that restoration has been strengthened
by knowing that quorums and Relief Societies were established so the Lord
could organize His sons and daughters under the priesthood and after the
pattern of the priesthood. By this means He engages His children in His work
of salvation and in wisely managing His storehouse. Quorums and Relief
Societies are meant to be a safety and a refuge in these difficult days and to
support and strengthen the identity, roles, and responsibilities of Heavenly
Father’s sons and daughters. We are “called by the voice of the Prophet of God
to do it,”46 and, as we do so, “the angels cannot be restrained from being [our]
associates.”47 Of this I testify in the name of Jesus Christ, amen.
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President Dieter F. Uchtdorf warned: “Your students will love, admire, and be most grateful to you.
Brothers and sisters, be thankful for this. But don’t you ever inhale it.”

riddle I find amusing asks the question “What is the difference between a
bad golfer and a bad skydiver?” The answer: A bad golfer goes, “Whack—
oops,” but a bad skydiver goes, “Oops—whack!”
Every occupation, every endeavor, every profession has its risks and
rewards, but the reward-to-risk ratio between occupations can vary considerably. Whether we choose to engage in an occupation often depends
on whether or not we feel that the potential for reward justifies the associated risks. For example, recently I have chosen to try to learn how to golf. I
understand that it is possible to experience the joy of consistently hitting long
straight drives on the golf course, a phenomenon that has eluded me to date,
but I still choose to risk the embarrassment of playing the game in hopes of
someday reaping that reward. On the other hand, I would never choose to be
a skydiver. While I’ve been told that throwing one’s body out of an airplane
and floating safely to the ground can be tremendously thrilling, in light of my
35
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natural and well-developed propensity for error, it seems wise to me to avoid
any occupation where mistakes are fatal.
Like you, I have chosen to be a religious educator. There are many wonderful rewards that can be realized in our chosen profession, but there are
also some occupational hazards that come with the job. It seems to me that
the rewards of our occupation are abundant and obvious, while the hazards
are perhaps more obscure. Lately I’ve been thinking much about the hazards
of our profession and how to avoid them. Because I believe that identifying
and defining those hazards is an essential step to avoiding them, I decided to
make a list of the occupational hazards of being a religious educator. I found
the endeavor to be amusing at times, but mostly very sobering. This list has
been informed by my personal experiences and observations over the more
than three decades that I have had the privilege of being employed as a religious educator. I’m sure it is not a complete list, nor perhaps the best list, but
it is a list that has been helpful to me to consider, and I hope it will be for you
as well. Let me forewarn that as I share my list of hazards, there will be times
when I will use both hyperbole and understatement. Please know it is not
my intent to be sarcastic or offensive in the use of hyperbole or to trivialize
the seriousness of the hazards in the use of understatement. Rather I will use
these rhetorical devices in hopes of clearly defining and illustrating my understanding of the hazards.

peers and families about your mastery. If we are not careful, such praise can
lead us into the hazard of pride. We might start to believe that we actually are
as good as, in fact, likely even better than others say we are. We might even
begin to suspect that we are actually so much better than everyone else that
what we do, think, research, or teach is much more valuable and important
than what others do, think, research, or teach. The consequences of such pride
can be devastating. It can cause us to lose the humility requisite to improving
and learning and loving and teaching by the Spirit. If pride overtakes us, we
will fail in the things that matter most. So while you are being told how wonderful you are, and usually deservedly so, be wary of the hazard. None of us
are so good, none of us have so much deposited in our personal bank of skills,
that we can afford the luxury of pride. I appreciate the way President Dieter F.
Uchtdorf counseled religious educators in this regard. He warned, “Your
students will love, admire, and be most grateful to you. Brothers and sisters,
be thankful for this. But don’t you ever inhale it. When you begin to inhale
it—when you become obsessed with your own greatness and importance as
teachers, when you begin to dwell on your influence or reputation—that’s
when pride will begin to corrupt your motives and behavior. Remember that
it is the Savior, not you, who must be the focus of your service.”1 As we enjoy
the blessings and privileges of being religious educators, let us work together
to avoid the hazard of pride.

Pride

Complacency

Each of you is a remarkable individual with a wonderful set of God-given
talents. Many of you were gifted children blessed with a bright intellect and
an outstanding work ethic that prepared you for our profession. Others of us
were just lucky overachievers. What a blessing it is to be able to use our talents
to teach the gospel of Jesus Christ. As we do so, we help God accomplish his
work to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of others. What a privilege, what a blessing it is to be engaged in an occupation of such great and
eternal consequence. You are so very good at what you do—so talented, so
inspirational. But therein lies the hazard. Because you are so good at what you
do and your curriculum is of such eternal import, you often receive the praise,
accolades, and even adoration of those you teach. They love you and are so
grateful for what and how you teach them. In their evaluations, students say
glowing things about you and your teaching. They leave notes thanking you
for the way you have blessed their lives. They speak in superlatives to their

As we experience success, we must also be wary of the hazard of complacency.
What a waste of training and opportunity it would be should we think that
receiving the praise and thanks of others, or becoming a full professor or
obtaining tenure at a university, is a license to go on cruise control, having no
need for further improvement or any obligation to further contribute to our
discipline. If such complacency is not checked, we soon become stagnant and
outdated. We risk not understanding the Church’s current position on issues.
We can lose touch with the challenges, questions, and issues our students are
facing, thereby abrogating our ability to help them find answers and perspective in the gospel.
Think how much our students will miss if we assume that we have reached
perfection in our teaching and no longer need to prepare for classes or deepen
our own understanding. Ask the brother of Jared to explain the consequences
of squandering our time sitting on the beach thinking we have arrived at our
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promised land, when in truth God has a far greater vision and blessing for
us if we continually seek his guidance (see Ether 2:13–14). What a tragedy
if we are content to maintain the status quo rather than looking for ways to
improve. What a shame if we allow ourselves to be lulled away into a sense of
professional security, myopically concluding that “all is good enough in Zion.”
David Mills, a friend and fellow religious educator, labeled this hazard the
“Rock-a-bye Baby Syndrome.” He notes that we softly sing that lullaby to our
babies and toddlers to lull them away into slumber, but asks, “Do you think
they would fall to sleep if they understood the words of the song?”
Rock-a-bye baby
In the tree top,
When the wind blows
The cradle will rock.
When the bough breaks,
The cradle will fall,
And down will come baby
Cradle and all.
We sing the lullaby in soothing and soft tones to help the infant feel safe
and secure, when in reality we are describing their very precarious position
and forecasting their likely fatal crash to the earth. So too, if we allow the
praise we receive or the success we experience to lull us into complacency,
we may convince ourselves that it is safe to professionally slumber, becoming
oblivious to the desperate needs and rich opportunities around us. Our students, our employer, and our Heavenly Father deserve better from us. They
deserve the best we have to offer throughout our careers. What a wonderful
contribution we can make to our discipline if we are deeply engaged throughout our careers. What a blessing we are to our students if we are constantly
striving to improve our pedagogy and deepen our faith and understanding.
As we enjoy the blessings and privileges of being religious educators, let us
work together to avoid the hazard of complacency.
Priestcrafts

Priestcrafts are another occupational hazard that haunts our profession.
Nephi’s warnings on the subject suggest that there are two ways that those
who teach the gospel, like religious educators, can fall into the hazard of
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priestcrafts: one, if they preach to “get gain and praise of the world” and
another, if they “set themselves up for a light unto the world” (2 Nephi 26:29).
As religious educators, we are well compensated for our labors by our
employer, but I do not think that in itself constitutes priestcrafts, for we
are not paid directly by the students we teach. If we were, then we might be
tempted to teach only the things our students want to hear in order to increase
our income and thereby be guilty of that form of priestcrafts. Fortunately, we
get paid whether our students appreciate what we teach or not. However, if
we were to begin sacrificing academic rigor and high student expectations in
our teaching in hopes of being more popular with the students or of receiving
higher student evaluations, then we most certainly would be guilty of teaching to get the gain and praise of the world.
I think the second type of priestcraft that Nephi identified, that of setting oneself up as a light to the world, is a much more pernicious and harmful
hazard. Our students trust us and look to us to help them understand the
gospel. It is a sacred honor and responsibility to have that trust. When we
are being true to that trust, we guide our students to the light; we help them
come unto Christ. But if we succumb to the hazard of priestcrafts, we interpose ourselves between the student and the light of Christ. At worst we cast
a shadow over the Savior’s light. That eclipse must never occur. If we are not
careful, we can set ourselves up as the light in several ways. For example, if
in our efforts to be helpful we take over the role of a student’s ecclesiastical
leader in the repentance process, are we not then a hindrance rather than a
help to that student needing to be perfected in Christ? Or if we present ourselves as a rare teacher of the “deep doctrine,” the purveyor of real gospel truth
that only we and perhaps some of the Brethren truly understand and claim
that students are privileged to be let into our inner circle of knowledge, are
we not guilty of priestcraft? Or if we profess to be the sole practitioner of
the perfect pedagogical method, which is far more enlightened than other
methods, then are we not seeking the praise of others rather than Christ? Or
if we feel we have all the answers and it is our unique gift and responsibility
to answer every difficult question and resolve every ambiguity, are we not
drawing students to our light rather than our Redeemer’s? What a slippery
slope such a practice can become! I think we have all seen instances where
attempting to answer some questions can lead us into strange speculation
that may be confused for doctrine and even create crises of faith for our students. It is imperative that we avoid such speculation when responding to the
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questions of students or the media. In speaking to religious educators, Elder
Paul V. Johnson reminds us of Alma’s example. He explained, “There are some
cautions we should remember as we try to help students with questions. We
may feel such a desire to help students who are struggling that we grasp at
straws to give them any answer, even when there is no real answer available.
Even the great prophet Alma explained to his son, ‘Now these mysteries are
not yet fully made known unto me; therefore I shall forbear’ (Alma 37:11). It
may have been easy for Alma to speculate, but he didn’t.”2
I think most of us recognize that there actually can be great value in not
having all the answers. When we help students recognize that there are some
difficult questions to which we do not currently have answers, we demonstrate to them that one can have deep faith and trust in God without a perfect
knowledge of all things. Even if we do know the answer to a question, there
may be times when rather than being given the answer, the questioner would
be better benefited by being directed to a source where they could discover
the answer for themselves. What a wonderful opportunity and blessing it can
be for us to help students deal with ambiguity and learn how to learn in this
way. As we enjoy the blessings and privileges of being religious educators, let
us work together to avoid the hazard of priestcraft in all of its manifestations.
Monasticism and Extravagance

In our occupation we have the opportunity to engage with and learn from
remarkable colleagues. We also enjoy a great deal of discretion in the use of
our time and in setting our research agendas. Outside of our scheduled classes
and some required meetings we are given great freedom to decide how, when,
where, and what our activities will be. This freedom is a great blessing and a
reflection of great trust, but there are two hazards that come with agency. The
first we can call the hazard of monasticism, which comes from a term literally
meaning “the act of living alone.”3 If we are not careful, we may become so
engaged in our personal research agendas that we become academic hermits,
even to the point of being annoyed by students, classes, colleagues, meetings,
or administrators who make demands on our time. We can find ourselves
hiding out in our personal monasteries—our offices, the library, or even our
homes, rigorously researching but unaware of the blessings and strength we
can receive and give by being regularly engaged in a community of learners.
The second hazard of the trust we are given is the antithesis of monasticism.
We can call it extravagance, meaning to be excessive. If we are not careful,
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we can spend so much of our time in meetings, visiting with colleagues, or
dealing with committee assignments or even interests, diversions, or businesses outside of our occupation that we fail to develop, grow, and reach our
potential as scholars and teachers. We also may find ourselves being careless or
wasteful with financial or other resources our employer provides. As we enjoy
the blessings and privileges of being religious educators, let us work together
to avoid the hazards of monasticism and extravagance.
Cynicism and Contempt

In our preparation to become religious educators and academics, we have
experienced the blessing of being trained to think critically and the expectation to do so. That training helps us to review and strengthen one another, to
be wise in creating policy and practices, and to help students sort through
difficult questions and concepts. The hazard that comes with the blessing
of being trained in critical thinking is cynicism. By cynicism I don’t mean
critical analysis or personal doubts—rather, I mean the knee-jerk distrust of
colleagues, leaders, students, or policies. Cynicism is often a precursor to the
kind of contempt and murmuring that proved so spiritually detrimental to
Laman, Lemuel, and others. By contempt and murmuring I do not mean having frank, open, and critical discussions and review to clarify and improve our
thinking, decisions, practices, and policies. My own teaching, writing, and
administrating have been deeply improved and richly blessed by such discussions and review. By contempt and murmuring I mean belittling, demeaning,
deriding, ridiculing, insulting, distrusting, or discounting the thinking, discipline, motives, contributions, value, or sincerity of others. Let us strive in
giving critical review to avoid being cynical or mean-spirited. For example, in
reviewing an article wherein you find a paragraph that is difficult to follow,
wouldn’t it be better to simply comment, “I find the logic difficult to follow
here” or “This does not make sense to me,” rather than rudely rebuking, “This
is an inane piece of gibberish. What makes this idiot think he can write!”
Likewise I hope that as we are being reviewed, we will be grateful for
critical suggestions rather than offended, even if we may have reason to be. I
love Peter’s example in this regard. There were times when Peter received very
critical feedback from the Savior, but he was remarkably resilient, never showing any animosity for it. For example, recall when Christ tried to forewarn
the disciples of his approaching death. Peter was distressed by the warning
and said to Christ, “Be it far from thee, Lord: this shall not be unto thee,” to
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which the Savior gave the critical response, “Get thee behind me, Satan: thou
art an offence unto me” (Matthew 16:23). I think some would choose to take
offense at such a rebuke, but not Peter. I find it instructive to note that the
text does not subsequently say, “And Peter was deeply offended by the harsh
critique, and so he chose to never speak to Christ again.” Rather, the great
Apostle’s subsequent life of service and sacrifice demonstrated that his love
and devotion to the Savior were not diminished by the censure. What a truly
remarkable example for us to emulate. Let us work together to maintain the
virtue of critical analysis while avoiding the hazard of cynicism and contempt.
Rewards and Risks

I hope these observations have adequately illustrated that in our chosen occupation as religious educators, like other professions, there is the potential for
great blessings and rewards, but also associated risks and hazards. Like ancient
Israel, we have our own blessed Gerizim and cursed Ebal (see Deuteronomy
27–28; Joshua 8:30–35). As you may recall, to remind the Israelites of the
covenant of righteousness associated with their promised land, they were
instructed not long after their arrival to have some tribes stand on Mount
Ebal and some on Mount Gerizim. The tribes on Ebal were to shout out
across the valley the curses of the covenant and those on Gerizim the blessings. Applying that practice to our profession, from our Ebal we could cry,
“Cursed4 are they who allow themselves to succumb to the hazards of pride,
complacency, priestcrafts, monasticism, extravagance, cynicism, or contempt.”
From our Gerizim we could assure, “Blessed are those who humbly strive for
and achieve excellence; who are enthusiastically engaged in their occupations
throughout their careers; who labor for the love of their students, colleagues,
and disciplines; whose primary goal is to help others come unto Christ; who
are involved in the academic community while giving due diligence to their
personal teaching and scholarship; and who love, respect, and trust others
enough to give critical analysis and review without contempt or cynicism.”
It is my belief that we are remarkably successful as religious educators at
realizing the blessings of our profession and avoiding the occupational hazards. But I also believe that most of us have or will have times when we may
teeter upon the brink or even stumble into one of the hazards. May we be
wise in recognizing such times and do all we can to find safer ground, and may
we love one another enough to help a colleague who may have succumbed to
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a hazard find his or her way back to the blessings of being a religious educator,
with our support, our encouragement, and if necessary, our forgiveness.
I believe that the best way to inoculate ourselves against the hazards of
our occupation is to strive to let charity dictate and direct all we do. May I
invite you to think of how the attributes of charity offered by the Apostle
Paul can protect us against the hazards of pride, complacency, priestcrafts,
monasticism, extravagance, cynicism, and contempt. Paul explained, “Charity
suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not; charity vaunteth not itself, is
not puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not
easily provoked, thinketh no evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in
the truth; beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things” (1 Corinthians 13:4–7).
Let us continue to work together to cultivate such a culture of charity in
our profession, appreciating each other’s gifts and contributions, celebrating
each other’s successes and trusting in each other’s goodwill.
It is that very culture that has made my career as a religious educator such
a joy and inspires me to strive to be and do my very best. I love my colleagues
for it, and I feel privileged to be counted one of you.
Notes
1. Dieter F. Uchtdorf, “A Teacher of God’s Children,” address to CES religious educators, January 28, 2011, Salt Lake Tabernacle, Salt Lake City.
2. Paul V. Johnson, “A Pattern for Learning Spiritual Things,” Seminaries and Institutes
of Religion Satellite Broadcast, August 7, 2012.
3. The use of this term should not be construed as a derogatory statement about the
dedicated men and women who devote their lives to service in monasteries. Rather, I use the
term to simply refer to the act of professionally isolating oneself from colleagues and students.
4. Cursed is perhaps too harsh of a word for the consequences of stumbling into one
of the hazards of being a religious educator, but for the sake of the analogy, I have chosen to
maintain the terminology.
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For Latter-day Saints, the Crucifixion has taken something of a backseat to the events of Gethsemane and the
Resurrection in their public discourse about the Atonement.

ood Friday is one of the most important and holy days in the traditional
Christian calendar. It remembers the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ and
celebrates its central role in the Savior’s Atonement. The Crucifixion is one
of the few events that is chronicled in all four of the New Testament Gospels.
Yet traditionally the Crucifixion, while acknowledged by Latter-day Saints,
has taken something of a backseat to the events of Gethsemane and the
Resurrection in their public discourse about the Atonement. Institutionally,
and often privately, Latter-day Saints do not join with other Christians in
celebrating Good Friday. This downplaying has led one outsider to conclude
in an issue of Newsweek magazine, “Mormons do not . . . place much emphasis
on Easter.”1
Yet, in spite of the lack of discourse and celebration of Good Friday, the
Crucifixion plays a critical role in Latter-day Saint teachings and doctrine,
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not only in the Bible but also in our Restoration scripture of the Book of
Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants. In this paper, I will examine
the historical and scriptural teachings about the Crucifixion. I will begin
by reviewing some of the details of Crucifixion in antiquity, including what
pagans thought about the fact that Christians worshipped a god that had
been crucified and how Paul counters such arguments. Then I will suggest
four reasons why I believe that the cross today should play a greater part in
Latter-day Saint study and both our private and public discourse.
Crucifixion: “A Most Miserable Death”

Although each emphasizes its own unique aspects, all four Gospels are united
in their witness that Jesus was crucified on a cross. Matthew, Mark, and John
call the site of the Crucifixion Golgotha (see Matthew 27:33; Mark 15:22;
John 19:17). Luke uses the Latin term Calvary (see Luke 23:33).
The Jewish historian Josephus described crucifixion as “the most pitiable
of deaths” (thanatōn ton oiktiston).2 Crucifixion was an ugly way to die—purposely so. Although it is generally acknowledged that the Persians invented
crucifixion,3 the reality is that many ancient groups practiced it4 and that it
was performed in different ways.5 Sometimes it meant that the victims were
impaled (avestaurōse);6 sometimes they were tied to a cross or a tree,7 but
usually they were nailed.8 Archaeologically, only one set of remains has been
found of a person who was crucified in Palestine prior to AD 70. We know
that the person was crucified because the nail was still in the right calcaneum
(or heel bone). These remains suggest that in this case the individual’s feet
were nailed on either side of the vertical pole.9 Often the victims were crucified while alive, but sometimes it was after they were dead.10 Sometimes the
victim was even crucified upside down.11 Sometimes the legs were broken
in conjunction with the crucifixion.12 By Roman times, crucifixion was preceded by flogging,13 and the victims “often carried the beam to the place of
execution, where [they were] nailed to it with outstretched arms, raised up
and seated on a small wooden peg.”14 Sometimes the bodies were left to be
devoured by birds and wild animals,15 but in Roman times it was possible
for the family to petition to take the body and bury it once death had been
verified.16 Crucifixion was chosen as a form of execution, especially for murderers, thieves, traitors, and slaves, because it was public and humiliating, and
because the torture could be extended for long periods of time.17 One firstcentury Roman author named Quintilian wrote, “When we crucify criminals
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the most frequented roads are chosen, where the greatest number of people
can look and be seized by this fear. For every punishment has less to do with
the offence than with the example.”18
The accounts of Jesus’ Crucifixion in the four Gospels are the most
detailed accounts that we have of an ancient crucifixion. Many, but not all,
of the points noted in the gospel are known details from ancient sources that
we have discussed above. Prior to crucifixion, Jesus was scourged (see Mark
15:15) and forced to carry his cross, although Simon of Cyrene did it for him
(see Matthew 27:32). The soldiers also gave Jesus a drink of gall and vinegar
(see v. 34). In the Gospel accounts of the Crucifixion, there is no specific mention of Jesus being nailed to the cross, although as we have noted, that was the
usual practice. A sign reading “The King of the Jews” was placed on the cross
(Mark 15:26; Matthew 27:37; Luke 23:38; John 19:19); passersby mocked
him (see Matthew 27:39–43). The soldiers would have broken his legs to hasten his death before the beginning of the Sabbath, but he was already dead
(see John 19:32–33),19 and Joseph of Arimathea petitioned Pilate to be able
to bury Jesus’ body (see Luke 23:50–53).
But while the Gospels describe the Crucifixion in terms of what happened, and Acts shows that the Crucifixion was at the heart of the teachings
of Peter and John (see Acts 2:23, 36; 4:10), it is only the writings of Paul
that discuss the why of Christ’s Crucifixion. At least some early Christians
seemed to struggle with the idea that the Son of God would be executed in
such a shameful manner as crucifixion. Paul acknowledged to the Galatians
that under the law of Moses, “cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree”
(Galatians 3:13; see also Deuteronomy 21:22–23).20
We also know that pagans mocked Christians for worshipping a God
who was crucified. One example is the second-century Cynic philosopher
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Lucian, who once lived among Christians in Palestine. He later wrote a satire
that mocked Christians who “have sinned by denying the Greek gods, and
by worshipping that crucified sophist himself and living according to his
laws.” Further, he was “a man whom they still worship, the man who was
crucified in Palestine, for introducing this new cult into the world.”21 In the
literature, we also see Christians and pagans in dialogue over the value of
the Crucifixion. In the second century, Justin Martyr, a Christian apologist,
identified the charges and responded to them: “It is for this that they charge
us with madness saying that we give the second place after the unchanging
and ever-existing God and begetter of all things to a crucified man.”22 In the
second or third century, in Minucius Felix’s Octavius, we read a pagan quip
against Christians: “To say that a malefactor put to death for his crimes, and
wood of the death-dealing cross, are objects of their veneration is to assign
fitting altars to abandoned wretches and the kind of worship they deserve.”23
A graphic representation of the disdain that pagans had for the Christian worship of a crucified god may be a graffito carved into plaster on a wall near
the Palentine Hill in Rome that is probably dated from the second or third
century.24 It depicts a boy at the foot of a crucified man that has the head of
a donkey. The crude inscription reads “Alexamenos, worship [your] God.”25
It is this type of criticism of Christianity, “the offence [Greek skandalov]
of the cross” (Galations 5:11), that Paul is probably responding to as he
emphasizes the importance of the cross. He acknowledges this type of taunting when he declares, “For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish
foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is the power of God. . . . For the
Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek after wisdom: But we preach Christ
crucified, unto the Jews a stumblingblock, and unto the Greeks foolishness”
(1 Corinthians 1:18, 22–23). Not only is the crucified Christ not foolishness
to Paul, it is in fact the power of God.
Therefore, Paul asserts the centrality of this message for his missionary activities: “For I determined not to know any thing among you, save
Jesus Christ, and him crucified” (1 Corinthians 2:2). Later, in a response to
Christians in Corinth who were rejecting the reality and importance of the
Resurrection, he makes a statement that in our English King James Bible loses
some of its impact: “For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also
received, how that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures; and
that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the scriptures” (1 Corinthians 15:3–4). The phrase in Greek that is translated as “first
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of all” is en prōtois, which can be more accurately translated as “most important.”26 In other words, Paul taught that the most important things that he had
delivered unto them were (1) the Crucifixion and (2) the Resurrection. In
his mind, the Crucifixion, rather than being an embarrassment, was in fact
central to his missionary message.
In the second century, Justin Martyr would argue that the very thing that
was a point of ridicule for pagans, the Crucifixion, was in fact the very thing
that separated Christianity from all other religions.27
Why Should the Cross Be Meaningful to Latter-day Saints?

As I have thought about Christ’s Crucifixion and the central place that Good
Friday has held historically and theologically in Christianity, I would like to
discuss four reasons why I believe that the cross should hold an important
place in our private and public discourse, both among ourselves and in conjunction with our Christian friends.28
1. The events on the cross are an integral part of the Atonement. The most
important reason that we should consider the cross is that both doctrinally
and functionally it is part of Christ’s Atonement. I think it is fair to say that
traditionally Latter-day Saints have emphasized the Atonement as taking part
in Gethsemane. For example, Elder Bruce R. McConkie has written:
Where and under what circumstances was the atoning sacrifice of the Son of God
made? Was it on the Cross of Calvary or in the Garden of Gethsemane? It is to the
Cross of Christ that most Christians look when centering their attention upon the
infinite and eternal atonement. And certainly the sacrifice of our Lord was completed when he was lifted up by men; also, that part of his life and suffering is more
dramatic and, perhaps, more soul stirring. But in reality the pain and suffering, the
triumph and grandeur, of the atonement took place primarily in Gethsemane. . . .
Many have been crucified and the torment and pain is extreme. But only one, and
he the Man who had God as his Father, has bowed beneath the burden of grief and
sorrow that lay upon him in that awful night, that night in which he descended
below all things as he prepared himself to rise above them all.29

As we have already noted, it is certainly true that many people were crucified in antiquity. At a later time, however, Elder McConkie also taught, “All of
the anguish, all of the sorrow, and all of the suffering of Gethsemane recurred
during the final three hours on the cross, the hours when darkness covered
the land. Truly there was no sorrow like unto his sorrow, and no anguish and
pain like unto that which bore in with such intensity upon him.”30 This reality suggests that Christ’s Crucifixion was unlike any other’s experience. Elder
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Neal A. Maxwell reminds us of “the axis of agony which was Gethsemane and
Calvary.”31 Thus Paul taught the Romans that “we were reconciled to God
by the death of his Son . . . by whom we have now received the atonement”
(Romans 5:10–11).
I am struck by the number of times that the teachings on the Atonement
and redemption in the Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants
specifically include Christ’s death in the equation.
For the Book of Mormon, the cross is not a marginal footnote to the
Atonement. Rather the phrase “sufferings and death” is at the very heart of
some important sermons. For example, when Alma the Elder was secretly
preaching the words of Abinadi, he taught, “Yea, concerning that which was
to come, and also concerning the resurrection of the dead, and the redemption of the people, which was to be brought to pass through the power, and
sufferings, and death of Christ, and his resurrection and ascension into heaven”
(Mosiah 18:2; emphasis added). When Aaron, the son of Mosiah, preached
to the Amalekites in the city of Jerusalem, we read, “Now Aaron began to
open the scriptures unto them concerning the coming of Christ, and also
concerning the resurrection of the dead, and that there could be no redemption for mankind save it were through the death and sufferings of Christ, and
the atonement of his blood.” Likewise, when he preached to King Lamoni’s
father, Aaron declared, “And since man had fallen he could not merit anything of himself; but the sufferings and death of Christ atone for their sins”
(Alma 22:14; emphasis added). Finally, when Mormon wrote to his son
Moroni, he implored that Christ’s “sufferings and death . . . rest in your mind
forever” (Moroni 9:25).
In the Doctrine and Covenants, such as section 19, we find powerful
verses about the Atonement in Gethsemane, but we also have verses where
redemption is specifically identified with the cross. In sections 53 and 54,
Jesus himself declares to both Sidney Gilbert and Newel Knight that he “was
crucified for the sins of the world” (D&C 53:2; 54:1), and in the revelation
to President Joseph F. Smith on the redemption of the dead we read, “And so
it was made known among the dead, both small and great, the unrighteous as
well as the faithful, that redemption had been wrought through the sacrifice
of the Son of God upon the cross” (D&C 138:35).
All of these passages from our Restoration scripture support the biblical
message of Paul that the Crucifixion of our Lord was an essential part of the
Atonement, and thus that it is an essential part of our personal and collective
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redemption. Elder Holland described Easter Friday as “atoning Friday, with
its cross.”32 I like that description because it reminds me of why Easter Friday
should be an important part of the Easter season.
2. The scriptural metaphor that we can be “lifted up” because Christ was lifted
up on the cross is a symbol of God’s great love for us. On day two of the Savior’s
visit to the Americas, he responded to a request from his disciples: “Tell us
the name whereby we shall call this church” (3 Nephi 27:3). Jesus responded
with two qualifications for the Church: it must bear his name, and it must be
“built upon [his] gospel” (vv. 5–10). Then he proceeded to do something that
we have no record of him doing in biblical times; in the following verses he
gives a definition of his gospel.
Behold I have given unto you my gospel, and this is the gospel which I have given
unto you—that I came into the world to do the will of my Father, because my Father
sent me.
And my Father sent me that I might be lifted up upon the cross; and after that I
had been lifted up upon the cross, that I might draw all men unto me, that as I have
been lifted up by men even so should men be lifted up by the Father, to stand before
me, to be judged of their works, whether they be good or whether they be evil—
And for this cause have I been lifted up; therefore, according to the power of
the Father I will draw all men unto me, that they may be judged according to their
works. (vv. 13–15)

What is important for our discussion is that when the Savior himself
describes his gospel and the Atonement, he describes it in terms of the cross:
“My Father sent me that I might be lifted up on the cross” (v. 14). Notice the
purpose of Christ being lifted up on the cross: so that he could draw all men
unto him to be judged.33 Then the rest of his definition of the gospel outlines
what we must do to make sure that day of judgment is a day of rejoicing: we
must repent, be baptized in his name, endure to the end, and be sanctified
by the Holy Ghost “that [we] may stand spotless before [him] at the last day”
(v. 20).
Although in this passage being “lifted up” is associated with judgment, in
other places it is associated with God’s great love for his people. For example,
when Jesus spoke with Nicodemus he made reference to Moses lifting up a
brass serpent to heal the Israelites who had been infiltrated by a plague of
serpents. Jesus specifically identified the act of raising up a pole with a serpent as a type of his Crucifixion: “And as Moses lifted up the serpent in
the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up: that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life” ( John 3:14–15).
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Then note the famous verses that immediately follow: “For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into
the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be
saved” (vv. 16–17). The context of this passage indicates that the evidence of
God’s great love for the world is that his Son was lifted up on the cross so that
everyone could have eternal life.
This same principle is also found in Nephi’s vision of the tree of life. Nephi
learns that the tree represents “the love of God, which sheddeth itself abroad
in the hearts of the children of men; wherefore it is most desirable above all
things” (1 Nephi 11:22). Then the heavens are opened to Nephi and he sees
in a vision the manifestations of that love: he sees the mortal ministry of the
Son of God, John the Baptist and Jesus’ baptism, the Apostles, angels ministering to the people, and Jesus healing the sick. And then we read: “And it
came to pass that the angel spake unto me again, saying: Look! And I looked
and beheld the Lamb of God, that he was taken by the people; yea, the Son of
the everlasting God was judged of the world; and I saw and bear record. And
I, Nephi, saw that he was lifted up upon the cross for the sins of the world”
(vv. 32–33). Again, the context of this chapter reinforces Jesus’ teachings to
Nicodemus: Jesus’ being lifted up upon the cross was a manifestation of the
love of God.
The phrase “lifted up” thus becomes in the scriptures a frequent way to
describe salvation. Nephi teaches his brothers, “The righteous have I justified, and testified that they should be lifted up at the last day” (1 Nephi
16:2). In the Doctrine and Covenants we find this image used frequently. The
Lord tells Martin Harris, “And if thou art faithful in keeping my commandments, thou shalt be lifted up at the last day” (D&C 5:35). Oliver Cowdery is
instructed, “Stand fast in the work wherewith I have called you, and a hair of
your head shall not be lost, and you shall be lifted up at the last day” (D&C
9:14). Likewise, the Three Witnesses, Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, and
Martin Harris, are all promised, “And if you do these last commandments of
mine, which I have given you, the gates of hell shall not prevail against you;
for my grace is sufficient for you, and you shall be lifted up at the last day”
(D&C 17:8).
3. In the New Testament the invitation to take up our cross was the symbol of
discipleship. In the synoptic Gospels, just after Jesus had promised Peter that
he would give to him the sealing keys, Jesus began to speak openly about his
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destiny to go to Jerusalem, where he would “suffer many things of the elders
and chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and be raised again the third day”
(Matthew 16:21; see Mark 8:31; Luke 9:22). Peter immediately tried to assure
his Master that this would not happen, to which Jesus responded by saying,
“Get thee behind me, Satan: thou art an offence unto me: for thou savourest
not the things that be of God, but those that be of men. Then said Jesus unto
his disciples, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself, and take
up his cross, and follow me” (Matthew 16:23–24). Luke, who uses a slightly
different form of the verb (arneomai), adds, “Let him deny himself, and take
up his cross daily, and follow me” (Luke 9:23; emphasis added). What does it
mean for us to “take up our cross”? In the context of these passages it means
to deny ourselves. Both Matthew and Mark use the Greek word aparneomai.
It suggests that discipleship entails the breaking of every link that ties people
even to themselves. It is about being able, like the Savior, to submit our will to
the will of the Father. As Elder Maxwell taught, it is “really the only uniquely
personal thing we have to place on God’s altar.”34 Just as there was a cost for
the Savior on Calvary, there is also a cost to be a disciple. In fact, in other settings Jesus also taught, “And he that taketh not his cross, and followeth after
me, is not worthy of me” (Matthew 10:38; emphasis added), and even more
pointedly, “Whosoever doth not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be
my disciple” (Luke 14:27; emphasis added).
Paul understood something of the cost of being a disciple. He acknowledged to the Philippians, “But what things were gain to me, those I counted
loss for Christ . . . that I may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and
the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable unto his death [i.e.,
to be like Christ in his death; Greek summorphizō]” (Philippians 3:7, 10).
More specifically, he declared to the Galatians, “I have been crucified with
Christ.” For him, crucifixion was a symbol not of death, but of life, a new life
in Christ. “Nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life
which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved
me, and gave himself for me” (Galatians 2:20). “But God forbid that I should
glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world” (Galatians 6:14).
Thus the symbol of the cross is important because it is the symbol of our
discipleship and commitment to leave behind the allurements of the world
and dedicate ourselves to the Lord and his kingdom.
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4. The signs of the Crucifixion were so important for Christ that he kept them
even after he received a glorified, resurrected body. When Jesus first came to
the temple in Bountiful, the people were not initially sure who appeared to
them. Even though after the third time they finally understood the words of
the Father, “Behold my Beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased, in whom I
have glorified my name—hear ye him,” when they saw Jesus descending out
of heaven and standing in the midst of them, “they thought it was an angel
that had appeared unto them” (3 Nephi 11:7–8). So Jesus declared to them:
Behold, I am Jesus Christ, whom the prophets testified shall come into the world.
And behold, I am the light and the life of the world; and I have drunk out of
that bitter cup which the Father hath given me, and have glorified the Father in taking upon me the sins of the world, in the which I have suffered the will of the Father
in all things from the beginning. . . .
Arise and come forth unto me, that ye may thrust your hands into my side, and
also that ye may feel the prints of the nails in my hands and in my feet, that ye may
know that I am the God of Israel, and the God of the whole earth, and have been
slain for the sins of the world. (vv. 10–11, 14)

Here stood the Son of God in a glorified, resurrected body, a body that
was perfect in every way, except for the fact that, as prophesied by Zechariah
(see Zechariah 13:6), he chose to retain the marks of his Crucifixion. For the
people of 3 Nephi, this retention was one of the tangible proofs that this
being was not an angel, but was in fact the Savior of the world. And after they
each went forth one by one and “thrust their hands into his side, and did feel
the prints of the nails in his hands and in his feet . . . they did cry out with
one accord, saying: Hosanna! Blessed be the name of the Most High God!
And they did fall down at the feet of Jesus, and did worship him” (3 Nephi
11:15–17).
I wonder how many of those present at that supernal time might have
remembered what Jehovah had said to the prophet Isaiah, and what had been
recorded in the Nephite records: “Can a woman forget her sucking child, that
she should not have compassion on the son of her womb? yea, they may forget, yet will I not forget thee. Behold, I have graven thee upon the palms of
my hands” (Isaiah 49:15–16; 1 Nephi 21:16). In this instance, the signs of the
Crucifixion did not cause mourning but were a reason to rejoice!
Finally, Elder Holland gives us another reason to rejoice in the signs of
the Crucifixion that Christ retained in his resurrected body:
When we stagger or stumble, He is there to steady and strengthen us. In the end
He is there to save us, and for all this He gave His life. However dim our days may
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seem, they have been a lot darker for the Savior of the world. As a reminder of those
days, Jesus has chosen, even in a resurrected, otherwise perfected body, to retain
for the benefit of His disciples the wounds in His hands and in His feet and in His
side—signs, if you will, that painful things happen even to the pure and the perfect;
signs, if you will, that pain in this world is not evidence that God doesn’t love you;
signs, if you will, that problems pass and happiness can be ours. . . . It is the wounded
Christ who is the Captain of our souls, He who yet bears the scars of our forgiveness,
the lesions of His love and humility, the torn flesh of obedience and sacrifice. These
wounds are the principal way we are to recognize Him when He comes.35

Conclusion

Most of the Christian world refers to Easter Friday as Good Friday. This may
seem odd for a day that commemorates death: even the cruel, torturous death
of the Son of God. It is called Good Friday because the word good in English
can mean “pious or holy.” In that sense, Good Friday is a most holy day. But
in spite of sordid details of the way Jesus was crucified, I hope that during the
Easter season we will find reason to rejoice and celebrate his death as well as
his Resurrection. Because of his death on the cross we can celebrate the grace
of his Atonement; we can rejoice in God’s great love for us that he would give
his Only Begotten Son; we can celebrate the opportunity to respond to Jesus’
invitation for all to come, follow him and be his disciples; and in our darkest
moments, we can find solace and reason to rejoice in the memory that we are
engraven in the palms of his hands! I thank God for all of the Easter season.
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The holy men urged Lot to take his wife and two unmarried daughters and get out of Sodom immediately.

he story of Lot as found in the Old Testament leaves us with many unanswered questions about this man and how to interpret whether he was
ultimately an example of good or evil or something in between. For instance,
why would the Apostle Peter call Lot a “righteous man,” considered by God
to be both “godly” and “just” (2 Peter 2:7–9), in light of the fact that Lot had
“pitched his tent toward Sodom” (Genesis 13:12) and then moved his family
to a city known throughout scripture for its wickedness (see Genesis 19:1,
16, 29)?
The Book of Abraham and the Joseph Smith Translation provide significant insights into the relationship between Lot and Abraham, but neither
comments on Lot’s righteousness, because their focus is on Abraham.1 This
paper examines canonical evidence and notes noncanonical statements that
support Peter’s pronouncement of Lot as a righteous, godly, and just man
who was comparable to Noah, “a preacher of righteousness” (2 Peter 2:5).
Assuming that the reader is well aware of the story from Genesis and the Book
of Abraham, this article will focus on the following key points regarding Lot,
to propose that the negative view held by some Latter-day Saints ought to be
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reexamined: (1) family background and acceptance of God; (2) chosen status
and ministering; (3) separation from Abraham and the choice of Sodom; (4)
war, capture, rescue, and Melchizedek; (5) return to Sodom; (6) visitation
by holy messengers and deliverance from Sodom; and (7) progeny and an
inheritance from God.

According to the Book of Abraham, Lot was born into a Mesopotamian
society described as Chaldean with heathen Egyptian religious practices (see
Abraham 1:1, 6; 2:4). Idol worship and the sacrifice of men, women, and children were part of their rituals (see Abraham 1:5, 8–10, 27).2 Lot, the orphan
son of Haran, left with Abraham3 and Sarai at the command from the Lord:
“Now the Lord had said unto me: Abraham, get thee out of thy country, . . .
and I took Lot, my brother’s son, and his wife, and Sarai my wife; and also
my father followed after me” (Abraham 2:3–4).4 As will be seen, Lot and
Abraham had a close bond and the same belief in “one God.”5
Chosen by God and Ministering

The small group stayed for a time in an area they called Haran, gathering
flocks and apparently converts to God (see Abraham 2:15; Genesis 11:31;
12:5). Terah, Lot’s grandfather, returned to idol worship and chose to remain
in Haran, but Abraham and Lot prayed together, seeking direction from
God (see Abraham 2:6; there is no mention of this prayer in Genesis).6 God
appeared personally and commanded Abraham, “Arise, and take Lot with
thee; for I have purposed to take thee away out of Haran, and to make of
thee a minister to bear my name in a strange land which I will give unto thy
seed after thee for an everlasting possession, when they hearken to my voice”
(Abraham 2:6). This phrasing indicates that Jehovah had chosen Abraham
and perhaps also Lot for special purposes—one of which was to bear witness
of Jesus Christ in a land that would become the covenant home.7
In obedience to God’s direction, Abraham, Sarah, Lot, and those “souls
that [they] had won” traveled from Haran to Canaan, and then to Egypt and
later back to Canaan (Abraham 2:15; see also vv. 16–25; Genesis 12:5–13:1).
Genesis records that Abraham and his family went to Egypt due to a famine
in Canaan, and the Book of Abraham adds that he made sacrifices and prayed
that the famine might be stayed (see Genesis 12:10; Abraham 2:17, 21).
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Family Background

Abraham prayed on the plains of Mamre.

From the records of the patriarchs that Abraham obtained, he learned
about the beginning of the Creation and particularly about the planets and
stars (see Abraham 1:28, 31). Additionally, on the way to Egypt, God taught
Abraham through the Urim and Thummim and through personal interaction
the hierarchy of the physical universe, a topic of interest to the Egyptians, and
likened it to the hierarchy of the spiritual universe so that Abraham could
also teach the Egyptians about God (see Abraham 3:1–19).8 During their
time in Egypt, Abraham and Lot collected substantial “flocks, and herds, and
tents” (Genesis 13:2, 5). Herdsmen and perhaps others accompanied them
out of Egypt.9 Whether Abraham was successful in converting any of the
Egyptians or if Lot participated in teaching with him is not recorded. A main
focus for God, however, was the saving of souls in Haran, Canaan, and Egypt.
Separation

The hill country of Canaan apparently could not support the numerous flocks,
herds, and property of the two men and the native peoples. The herdsmen of
Abraham and Lot contended among each other for grazing rights, and Lot’s
herdsmen allowed his cattle to graze on the lands of the people who lived
there (see Genesis 13:6–7).10 Genesis chapter 13 explains that Abraham gave
Lot first choice between the plain of the Jordan River and the land of Canaan
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(see vv. 8–10).11 Lot looked toward the plain of Jordan and noted “it was well
watered” and thought it comparable to the “garden of the Lord” (v. 10).12
After Abraham gave Lot first choice of territory, the Lord told Abraham to
look in all directions and promised him an inheritance as far as his eyes could
see, as well as an innumerable posterity (see vv. 14–17).13 Lot went east to the
plain of Jordan near Sodom, and Abraham went to the plain of Mamre near
Hebron, in Canaan.
Regarding Sodom, the Genesis account succinctly states, “But the men
of Sodom were wicked and sinners before the Lord exceedingly” (v. 13).
Both Old and New Testament prophets elaborated on the sins of Sodom and
Gomorrah. The Lord, railing against false priests and prophets in Jerusalem in
the days of Jeremiah, accused them of adultery, lying, and helping the wicked.
He concluded his denunciation with this indictment: “They are all of them
unto me as Sodom, and the inhabitants thereof as Gomorrah” ( Jeremiah
23:14). Ezekiel identified some of the sins of Sodom as their pride, greed, idleness, failure to care for the poor and needy, arrogance, and sexual sins (see
Ezekiel 16:49–50). Jude deplored one of the particular sins of Sodom and
Gomorrah and the nearby cities: that their inhabitants were guilty of “giving
themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh” ( Jude 1:7).14
War, Captivity, Rescue, and Melchizedek

Genesis chapter 14 narrates that the region Lot chose to live in came under
control of the kingdom of Elam for twelve years, and the inhabitants were
presumably required to pay yearly tribute (see vv. 1–2).15 In the thirteenth
year, however, the cities of the Jordan plain rebelled against their foreign overlord. Josephus states (whether historically accurate or not) that Lot joined
in battle with the men of Sodom against Chedolaomer and four other kings
who came to confront their vassals. Perhaps this is one reason that some have
thought Lot was very involved in Sodom.16 The victorious overlords invaded
Sodom and Gomorrah to gather riches, and they captured Lot and others to
take with them (see vv. 10–12).17 When Abraham heard what had happened
to his nephew Lot, he deemed him worth saving (see vv. 13–16).18 After a
successful rescue, Abraham met with the new king of Sodom, informing him
that he would return the retrieved goods (see vv. 21–24).
Placed within this challenging account is Abraham’s interaction with
Melchizedek (see vv. 18–20).19 This arrangement makes it difficult to know
whether or not Lot and the king of Sodom were present with Abraham
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and Melchizedek (I presume at least Lot was). Melchizedek was the king
of the city of Salem, and his name in Hebrew means “My (Divine) King Is
Righteousness.”20 Melchizedek blessed Abraham and praised God, who
had given him success (see vv. 18–20). As part of giving thanks to God,
Melchizedek “brought forth bread and wine: and he was the priest of the
most high God” (v. 18). The Joseph Smith Translation adds before the final
phrase “and he break bread and blest it; and he blest the wine” ( JST, Genesis
14:17; footnote 18d). Clearly this was a sacramental ordinance prefiguring
the commemoration of “the atoning flesh and blood of Christ” that would
be shed in the future.21 One wonders if Lot was a participant in or at least an
observer of this ordinance. 22
The record in Genesis concludes the meeting of Abraham and
Melchizedek with one sentence, almost as if an afterthought—“And he gave
him tithes of all”—without clearly identifying who paid tithes to whom or
what “all” means (v. 20). However, it is generally assumed that Abraham paid
tithes to Melchizedek, something the Joseph Smith Translation makes clear
(see JST, Genesis 14:37–39; p. 798).23
At this point in the story, the Joseph Smith Translation adds sixteen
additional verses to those contained in the biblical text. One of the most
interesting additions is that Melchizedek brought peace to his city, Salem
(see JST, Genesis 14:33, 36; p. 798).24 In fact, his people became so righteous that they “obtained heaven, and sought for the city of Enoch” ( JST,
Genesis 14:34; p. 798). Elder Bruce R. McConkie declared, “Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob sought an inheritance in the City of Zion, as had all the righteous
saints from Enoch to Melchizedek.”25
After this astonishing revelation about the translation of the people of
Salem, the Joseph Smith Translation explains that not only was Melchizedek
a high priest but he was also the “keeper of the storehouse of God,” the
appointed caretaker of offerings for the poor ( JST, Genesis 14:37–38;
p. 798). Now, paying “tithes of all” is clarified: Abraham paid tithes of his
own belongings to Melchizedek, he kept none of the treasures belonging to
the king of Sodom for himself, and “all” included an additional offering of
that “which God had given him more than that which he had need” ( JST,
Genesis 14:39; p. 798).
Presuming Lot was at this sacred celebration near Salem, he would have
been in the company of two great high priests, Abraham and Melchizedek.26
He likely observed the great contrast between a king of righteousness and the
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Melchizedek blessed Abraham and praised God, who had given him success.

king of Sodom.27 He had been miraculously delivered from captivity, and this
success was attributed to God in rituals expressing gratitude and praise to the
coming Savior. Additionally, Abraham paid a full tithe and generous offerings for the poor to Melchizedek. If Lot did witness all this—the blessing
of Abraham, the ordinance, the prayers of gratitude, and the consecration of
goods—the examples of Abraham and Melchizedek provided a stark contrast
to the wicked society in Sodom, which was caught up in worldly wealth and
pursuits and which was unwilling to take care of the poor.
Return to Sodom

One wonders if Lot knew what transformation was taking place in Salem and
why he did not then choose to take his family to live there. Could he really
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have preferred Sodom over Salem? Why would he return to a city described
only as depraved?
The pattern of preaching the gospel as prelude to the establishment of
Zion is demonstrated in Enoch’s and Noah’s missions, which were aided
by other patriarchs such as Methuselah, Lamech, and angelic ministrants
(see Moses 6:26–27; 7:27; 8:16). Although it is not stated in the text, I presume this was also how God likely gathered a righteous people to Salem.
Melchizedek, Abraham, and perhaps Lot were called as missionaries to testify and gather the righteous among them prior to an impending destruction.
This earlier preaching of the gospel makes more understandable the forceful
conquest of the remaining Canaanite population in the promised land about
four hundred years later by Joshua and the children of Israel (see Genesis
15:16; Deuteronomy 9:4–5). Nephi emphasized this very point by verifying
that “he that is righteous is favored of God,” but that the people who were
residing in the land of promise “had rejected every word of God, and they
were ripe in iniquity” (1 Nephi 17:35).
Those who were left behind in the land of Canaan had apparently
refused to listen to the prophetic message and had by the time of the conquest—several hundred years later—become completely wicked. If this was
so, then Melchizedek, Abraham, Lot, Isaac, Jacob, their families, and perhaps
unnamed others could have represented one last attempt to save the people of
Canaan by preaching the gospel and bringing them to safety in Salem.
Just as Melchizedek’s ministry was to the people of Salem, the Book of
Abraham suggests that Abraham’s ministry was to the people of Ur, Haran,
Egypt, and Canaan. Presumably, Lot had learned with Abraham in Haran
and Egypt how to be a preacher of the gospel, and conceivably he was then a
minister to the people of Sodom and Gomorrah. As Latter-day Saint scholar
William Hamblin noted, God’s revelations “were not limited only to those
given to the Israelites and Christians in the Bible.”28 The Qur’an declares that
“for every nation there is a messenger” and “we have sent to every nation a
messenger.”29
Arabic literature regards Lot highly and supports the idea of his role as a
missionary. According to the Qur’an, Lot was chosen, guided, given judgment
and knowledge, and counted among the righteous. He was established in the
land as a man who prayed, paid alms, and gave honor to God. He was called
a faithful missionary to the people of Sodom and warned them of impending
destruction for their sins. The Qur’an also declares that Lot was a trustworthy
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apostle to the people of Sodom.30 According to Ka’b al-Ahbar, a seventh-century Jewish rabbi who may have converted to Islam, Abraham sent Lot as a
prophet to the greatest cities of that day, those of the Jordan plains, where he
lived for forty years preaching repentance to the inhabitants.31
Melchizedek was successful in helping raise his people to a Zion society
(see JST, Genesis 14:34; p. 798). If Lot was a missionary attempting to find
righteous souls in Sodom and Gomorrah, it appears he was less successful. Yet
he stayed with his responsibility until he was told to flee.32
Some thought-provoking comments about Sodom and Gomorrah have
been made by latter-day prophets.33 Elder Neal A. Maxwell warned about
“the tugs and pulls of the world—including its pleasures, power, praise, money,
and preeminence,” encouraging Saints to choose the Lord first because “so
much depends on whom and what we seek first.” He contrasted the choices
made by the people in the city of Enoch with those of the people in Sodom
and Gomorrah.34 In juxtaposing types of Zion and Babylon, Elder Maxwell
may have implied that similar circumstances regarding rescue and destruction
were in play. Just as all the people who were taught the gospel by Enoch, Noah,
and other patriarchs were gathered to safety either to the city of Zion or to a
sacred ark (see Moses 7:27; Genesis 7:1), perhaps most of those at the time
of Melchizedek who accepted the gospel came to Salem and were taken up to
the city of Enoch. This time, instead of a flood to cleanse the earth, God sent
fire to a particularly wicked area; nevertheless, Lot was spared.35
The Lord’s way of teaching is one of patience. Surely there were several
warnings before the great destruction; this seems to be the Lord’s pattern,
and we may expect that it happened at Sodom, even if we don’t have all the
records of it.
Holy Messengers and Deliverance

In sharp contrast to Sodom’s pride in its wealth and its unwillingness to share
it, Abraham and Lot were kind and generous to outsiders. When Abraham
saw three individuals approaching his tent, “he ran to meet them” and offered
them hospitality, including washing their feet and giving them rest and food
(Genesis 18:2–4).36 The Joseph Smith Translation identifies the three men as
“angels which were holy men, and were sent forth after the order of God” ( JST,
Genesis 18:23; footnote 22a).37 Following this episode, the Lord announced
his intentions to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah (see Genesis 18:17–21).
Concerned that both the wicked and the righteous might be destroyed
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together, Abraham began to intercede with the Lord (see Genesis 18:23).38
First, Abraham proposed that the city should be saved if God could find fifty
righteous individuals in it, and the Lord agreed. It appears that Abraham was
not sure fifty could be found, so he asked if the city would be preserved if
there were forty-five, then forty, thirty, twenty, and finally only ten righteous
people; and the Lord said yes (see Genesis 18:23–33).39 Ten righteous souls
would save Sodom.
In the evening, the three messengers appeared to Lot at the city gate of
Sodom (see JST, Genesis 19:1).40 Lot bowed to them and invited them into
his home for lodging, exhibiting the same hospitality his uncle had shown.
Lot showed the “proper hospitality, including the providing of water for the
washing of feet, but the town ask[ed] for the guests to be delivered to them
without providing even a promise of safety.”41 At dark the men of Sodom
surrounded the house and called for Lot to bring his guests outside for sexual
purposes (see Genesis 19:4–5). According to the received text, Lot offered
his two virgin daughters in place of the three holy men since ancient hospitality required guests under his roof to be protected (see vv. 1–8).42 The Joseph
Smith Translation describes a very different response by Lot. In the Joseph
Smith Translation, the citizens of Sodom considered Lot an outsider living
in their society; they were angry that he was judging their purposes in wanting the men and threatened to do “worse with [him], than with them” ( JST,
Genesis 19:10; footnote 1a). They then announced, “We will have the men,
and thy daughters also; and we will do with them as seemeth us good” ( JST,
Genesis 19:11; p. 798; emphasis added).43 Lot offered neither his guests nor
his daughters. The men of Sodom were unwilling to countenance criticism
of their sexual practices from outsiders living among them. In their desire to
drive out righteous individuals, they made their desolating destruction certain, as had the Nephites living in Ammonihah who cast into the fire those
who believed the words of Alma and Amulek (see Alma 14:7–11; 25:2). The
men of Sodom were deaf to Lot’s pleading for mercy on behalf of his visitors and his daughters, and in their anger they attempted to break down the
door, but the holy men pulled Lot inside and shut the door (see JST, Genesis
19:12–15; 798; Genesis 19:10). The story concludes with a miracle: the men
of Sodom were stricken with blindness and could not find Lot’s door to break
it down (see Genesis 19:11).44
This incident makes clear that Lot and his family would no longer be
safe in Sodom and that the Lord loved and protected Lot and his family. The
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holy men warned Lot that destruction of the city was imminent and that he
must get his family out. Lot informed his sons-in-law that they must all leave
Sodom because “the Lord will destroy this city,” but they thought he was overstating their danger (v. 14).45 The holy men urged Lot to take his wife and two
unmarried daughters and get out of Sodom immediately. As Elder Jeffrey R.
Holland expressed it, “With less than immediate obedience and more than a
little negotiation, Lot and his family ultimately did leave town but just in the
nick of time.”46 Because Lot and his family lingered, the holy men took them
by the hand and brought them safely out of the city gates, “the Lord being
merciful unto him” (v. 16). Their final instructions to Lot’s family were to
save their own lives: “Look not behind thee, neither stay thou in all the plain;
escape to the mountain, lest thou be consumed” (v. 17).47 Lot feared he could
not travel to the mountains quickly enough and begged the holy men to allow
them to go to Zoar, a small city in the Jordan plain not marked for destruction (see vv. 20, 22).48 The holy men gave their permission, and Lot with his
wife and young daughters traveled in that direction. Unfortunately, Lot’s wife
“looked back from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt” (v. 26)49 as fire
and brimstone rained down on the two cities of the plain (see vv. 24–25).50
Joseph Smith declared that “in consequence of rejecting the gospel of Jesus
Christ and the Prophets whom God has sent, the judgments of God have
rested upon people, cities and nations, in various ages of the world, which was
the case with the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, which were destroyed for
rejecting the prophets.”51 Which prophets are referred to in this quotation—
the three holy messengers, Lot, all of them, or perhaps others?
Progeny and Covenant of Land

Lot, fearful of living even in Zoar, continued on to the mountains with his
two daughters (see Genesis 19:30). All his flocks, herds, and wealth were
gone, his home destroyed, most of his family members dead, and he was living with his two remaining adolescent daughters in a mountain cave. The
young girls, perhaps naively, may have worried that the destruction of their
homeland included the destruction of the entire ancient world, just as in the
time of Noah. So they concocted a plan to get their father drunk and “lie
with him, that we may preserve seed of our father” (v. 32).52 The daughters
named the children born to them through this means Moab and Ammon.53
The Moabites and Ammonites are later mentioned throughout the historical
portions of the Old Testament. Though related to the children of Abraham,
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they bitterly opposed Jacob’s offspring, the house of Israel, when the Israelites
claimed their inheritance among them in the promised land (see Numbers
22–24; Judges 3:28–30; 2 Kings 3:7, 21–27; 13:20; 2 Chronicles 20:1; 27:5).54
Nevertheless, the Lord commanded the Israelites regarding how they were to
treat the Moabites and Ammonites in Canaan: “Distress not the Moabites,
neither contend with them in battle: for I will not give thee of their land for
a possession; because I have given Ar unto the children of Lot for a possession. . . . And when thou comest nigh over against the children of Ammon,
distress them not, nor meddle with them: for I will not give thee of the land
of the children of Ammon any possession; because I have given it unto the
children of Lot for a possession” (Deuteronomy 2:9, 19).55 Just as God had
given Abraham a covenant of land and honored that covenant for Abraham’s
children, so had he made a similar covenant with Lot and honored that covenant with his descendants, the Moabites and Ammonites.
Lessons from Lot

What might we conclude about Lot and his curious choice to live in Sodom
and his apparent reluctance in leaving? The scriptures are silent about why
Lot initially was reticent to leave Sodom. Lot was, however, in Zoar by daybreak when the fire and brimstone began to fall on Sodom and Gomorrah
(see Genesis 19:23). Was it family, friends, continued missionary efforts, or
possessions that impeded his immediate compliance with the directions of
holy men (see v. 16)? One can only speculate about Lot’s motives. Admittedly,
doubts arise when we read the account of Lot in Genesis, including (1) separating from Abraham, (2) orienting his tent toward Sodom, (3) moving into
the city, (4) offering his daughters to wicked men, and (5) being reluctant to
leave that wicked city.
Terence E. Fretheim said, “Historically, quarreling among nomads over
pastureland and water for their herds was common in that era.”56 He notes that
the scriptural account does not lay blame on either man, nor does it regard
the separation as unfortunate, but rather as a reasonable way to respond to the
situation. More problematic is the fact that the King James account reports
that Lot pitched his tent “toward” the city of Sodom (Genesis 13:12) and, in
seeming contrast, Abraham’s tent was always near, if not actually facing, the
altars he built (see Genesis 12:8; 13:18; Abraham 2:17, 20). However, newer
translations do not declare the orientation but rather the location of Lot’s tent,
as evidenced in these examples: “pitched his tent close to Sodom” (Common
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English Bible), “moved his tent as far as Sodom” (Hebrew Bible in English),
or “pitching his tents on the outskirts of Sodom” (New Jerusalem Bible).57
This is because the Hebrew preposition ʿad, rendered “toward” in Genesis
13:12 in the KJV, is more correctly translated as “by,” “near,” or “unto.” The
KJV translates the same Hebrew preposition in regard to Abraham’s proximity to Haran with “and they came unto Haran, and dwelt there” (Genesis
11:31).58 This comparison may point to bias against Lot on the part of the
translator, perhaps because of the incorrect story found in the received text of
Lot offering his daughters to the Sodomites. At the very least, this translation
choice has produced an interpretation centered on tent orientation that has
no real basis in the Hebrew text.
Peter’s writings and the Joseph Smith Translation of Genesis 19 suggest that Lot did not approve of or participate in any of the egregious sins of
Sodom. In the Joseph Smith Translation, in contrast to the received text, Lot
offered neither his guests nor his daughters to the men of Sodom. Instead, he
exhorted the people of Sodom to respect his daughters and the men in his
home and refused to give in to their wicked demands. And despite Lot’s supposed poor choices found in the received text of Genesis, the Apostle Peter
declared Lot a “righteous man” (2 Peter 2:8). Furthermore, Peter boldly mentioned Lot in conjunction with Noah. Both of these men were miraculously
spared, one from water and the other from fire, when the people among them
were destroyed.
And [God] spared not the old world, but saved Noah the eighth person, a preacher
of righteousness, bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly;
And turning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha into ashes condemned them
with an overthrow, making them an ensample unto those that after should live
ungodly;
And delivered just Lot, vexed with the filthy conversation of the wicked:
(For that righteous man dwelling among them, in seeing and hearing, vexed
his righteous soul from day to day with their unlawful deeds;)
The Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of temptations, and to reserve
the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished. (2 Peter 2:5–9)

In an effort to set up a clear standard of righteousness, some Latter-day
Saints have emphasized that Lot chose to live in an extremely wicked city
and that his life was spared only because of Abraham.59 By contrasting Lot
with the righteous Nephites whose tents faced the temple so they could listen to their prophet-king Benjamin (see Mosiah 2:5), the apparent lesson is
that where Lot chose to live and orient his tent indicated where his allegiance
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lay and to whom he listened (although this contrast is weakened when the
Hebrew preposition is correctly rendered, as indicated above). Should we
assume that although Lot knew the ways of the Lord, he ultimately was so
seduced by the things of the world that he enjoyed living in Sodom? Did he
sin by having mixed allegiances or by failing to balance “being in the world
but not of it”—treading some middle ground without complete fidelity to
the commandments? One cannot argue against Abraham’s righteousness.
He was called “the Friend of God,” and his obedience was noted in both the
Old and New Testaments ( James 2:23; see Genesis 26:5).60 But could we
not also suppose this about Lot’s character? Peter, the chief Apostle of the
New Testament Church, testified that Lot was a “righteous man” who was
“vexed” by the “filthy conversation” and “unlawful deeds” he saw and heard in
Sodom and Gomorrah (2 Peter 2:7–8). One wonders what source Peter had
that caused him to make this statement in apparent contrast to what we read
about Lot in the received text of Genesis.61
Conclusion

Lot apparently went willingly with Abraham from Ur to Haran, and then on
to Canaan and even Egypt. The Book of Abraham points out the missionary efforts of Abraham in Haran and Egypt, and Lot possibly aided in these
efforts. The Apostle Peter’s comments about Lot are in context with praising
Noah as “a preacher of righteousness” and make it plausible that Lot was also
a preacher of righteousness in Sodom and Gomorrah. Joseph Smith declared
that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed because they rejected the gospel
of Jesus Christ and the prophets who were sent to teach them. In harmony
with this type of information, Arabic tradition regards Lot as a righteous missionary, an apostle, and a prophet to the people of Sodom. Lot’s selection of
the lushest land for his inheritance was perhaps unwitting, as it also turned
out to be inhabited by the people of Sodom and was eventually made barren.
When Abraham learned of the impending destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah, he prayed not just for Lot and his family but also for the Lord
to spare the cities for the sake of any righteous people living there, possibly
including converts of Lot’s efforts. God sent messengers to Sodom who were
welcomed into the home of Lot for the specific purpose of preserving the
lives of Lot and his family. The full context of Peter’s comments regarding
Lot imply that the Lord intended to save Lot and his family independent
of Abraham’s prayers—Lot was an example of God’s willingness to punish
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the wicked and save the righteous.62 Additionally, like Noah and Abraham,
Lot’s descendants were given an inheritance in a promised land, signifying
that God also had made a covenant with him. Since God warned the children
of Israel not to battle with the Moabites and Ammonites, it is apparent that
the covenant with Lot was still in effect. The Lord continued to honor that
covenant hundreds of years later in Moses’ day.63
Although not provable with extant canonical texts, it is possible that
God chose both Lot and Abraham to be ministers in foreign lands. Lot
demonstrated his chosen status by remaining righteous while surrounded
by evil, welcoming holy visitors into his home, protecting those visitors and
his daughters, being the beneficiary of several miraculous rescues, and having
his posterity receive an inheritance from God. If this perspective is true, it is
no wonder Peter evaluated Lot as “a righteous man” with a “righteous soul”
(2 Peter 2:8). An incomplete scriptural record and an Old Testament account
not in harmony with the revelatory pronouncements of Peter and Joseph
Smith ought to warrant reexamining our previous notions about Lot.
Notes
1. There are numerous noncanonical sources such as rabbinic traditions and early
Christian writers who undoubtedly derived most of their accounts about Abraham and Lot
from Genesis and other existing records, and then made their own interpretive commentary
based on the traditions of their culture and era. Like the biblical record, their writings also
variously interpret Lot as both a good and bad example. For example, the Book of Wisdom,
sometimes called the Wisdom of Solomon, is one of the deuterocanonical books of the Bible
and part of the books of wisdom literature included in the Septuagint, but not in the Hebrew
Bible. It includes a brief comment on Lot. O. S. Wintermute, trans., “Jubilees,” in The Old
Testament Pseudepigrapha, vol. 2, ed. James H. Charlesworth (New York: Doubleday, 1985),
35–142. The Book of Jubilees is an account of revelations given to Moses on Mount Sinai and
is sometimes called “The Little Genesis.” The author was a Jew who lived in Palestine in the
middle of the second century BC or perhaps somewhat earlier. Fragments written in Hebrew
were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls and then translated into Greek and from Greek to
Latin and other languages. It describes the biblical period from the Creation to the time of
Moses and is a retelling of Genesis and the first part of Exodus. The material is largely the
same as that found in the Hebrew Bible, but details are added, the order of some events is
slightly changed, and some elements are left out. Kugel calls Jubilees a fanciful “first-person
narrative put in the mouth of a biblical hero”; it represents one tradition that grew up around
Abraham, and its sources may reach back to the same time period as that of the Book of
Abraham. Nevertheless, he calls the writer “a bold, innovative interpreter . . . something of a
genius—and subsequent generations valued highly, even venerated, his book’s insights into
Scripture.” James L. Kugel, Traditions of the Bible (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1998), 3, 32. The Genesis Apocryphon was one of the original Dead Sea scrolls found
in Cave I at Qumran. It is an incomplete manuscript written in Aramaic and considered a
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pseudepigraphal conversation with Lamech, Methuselah, Enoch, and Noah which foresees
the time of Abraham, Sarai, and Lot. It has been described as a “mixture of Targum, Midrash,
rewritten Bible and autobiography.” Geza Vermes, The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English
(New York: Penguin, 2004), 480–91. Flavius Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, in Josephus: The
Complete Works, trans. William Whiston (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel, 1960). Titus Flavius
Josephus was a first-century Jewish historian and Roman citizen. Antiquities of the Jews begins
with the account of the Creation in Genesis and includes the history from Josephus’s point of
view of other prominent Hebrew leaders such as Abraham and Moses. The Qur’an is a record
of the words of Allah given by Gabriel to Muhammad in the seventh century AD.
2. The prophet Joshua also mentions the idol worship of Terah: “And Joshua said unto
all the people, Thus saith the Lord God of Israel, Your fathers dwelt on the other side of the
flood in old time, even Terah, the father of Abraham, and the father of Nachor [Nahor]: and
they served other gods” ( Joshua 24:2; emphasis added). See also Joshua 24:14.
3. In Genesis and Antiquities of the Jews, the name Abram is changed to Abraham. In
the Pearl of Great Price Abraham is the only name mentioned. To avoid confusion, Abraham
is used in this paper, except when direct quotations use Abram.
4. Josephus concurs that they “left the land of Chaldea at the command of God” and
adds an interesting detail: “Abram, having no son of his own, adopted Lot, his brother
Haran’s son, and his wife Sarai’s brother.” Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 7:1. This idea is
also put forth in a legend: “Lot, for the sake of whom I journeyed as far as Damascus, where
God was my protection, would be well pleased to be my heir.” Louis Ginzberg, The Legends
of the Jews (Philadelphia, PA: The Jewish Publication Society of America) 1:234. According
to Jewish legend, Haran, the son of Terah and father of Lot, was cast into a furnace with
Abraham. Abraham was saved by the Lord, but Haran perished “because his heart was not
perfect with the Lord.” Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1:216. The Qur’an states: “We delivered
him [Abraham], and Lot, unto the land that We had blessed for all beings.” The Qur’an
Interpreted, trans. A. J. Arberry (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1955), 21:70.
5. Josephus records that Abraham was a messenger of God to the Chaldeans and
Mesopotamians, teaching “that there was but one God, the Creator of the universe,” which
caused a great tumult among the people. Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 7:1.
6. The Jewish pseudepigraphical text Jubilees purports to give both the prayer of
Abraham and God’s response to it. It records that Abraham prayed: “My God, God Most
High, Thou alone art my God, and Thee and Thy dominion have I chosen. And Thou hast
created all things, and all things that are[,] are the work of Thy hands. Deliver me from the
hands of evil spirits who have sway over the thoughts of men’s hearts, And let them not lead
me astray from Thee, my God. And [e]stablish Thou me and my seed for ever that we go not
astray from henceforth and for evermore.” Jubilees 12:19–20. It also records Abraham’s question and God’s answer: “Shall I return unto Ur of the Chaldees who seek my face that I may
return to them, or am I to remain here in this place? The right path before Thee[,] prosper it
in the hands of Thy servant that he may fulfil (it) and that I may not walk in the deceitfulness
of my heart, O my God.” Jubilees 12:20–21.
7. The word choose is used frequently to designate people and places chosen by God.
Although the word choose is not used in this case, the context makes clear that this is what
the Lord’s words are implying. Dana M. Pike, “Before Jeremiah Was: Divine Election in the
Ancient Near East,” in A Witness for the Restoration: Essays in Honor of Robert J. Matthews,
ed. Kent P. Jackson and Andrew C. Skinner (Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center, Brigham
Young University, 2007), 33–59.
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8. See Joseph Fielding McConkie, “The Heavens Testify of Christ,” in Studies in
Scripture: Pearl of Great Price, ed. Robert L. Millett and Kent P. Jackson (Salt Lake City:
Randall Book, 1985), 2:85–88. See also Kerry Muhlstein, “Encircling Astronomy and the
Egyptians: An Approach to Abraham 3,” Religious Educator 10, no. 1 (2009): 33–50.
9. The Genesis Apocryphon records that Abraham left Egypt with flocks, silver, and gold
and that Lot also had great flocks, as well as an Egyptian wife. The text does not state if his
wife was a Hamite but calls her a “daughter of Egypt.” This may be a political term rather
than a racial term. Abraham said that he returned to all the encampments that he had previously used, including Bethel, where he had built an altar. He built a second altar and made
sacrifice “to the Most High God. And there I called on the name of the Lord of worlds and
praised the Name of God and blessed God, and I gave thanks before God for all the riches
and favours which He had bestowed on me. For He had dealt kindly towards me and had led
me back in peace into this land.” Vermes, “The Genesis Apocryphon,” in Complete Dead Sea
Scrolls in English, 487–88.
10. See also LXX 1, 7:7. The Genesis Apocryphon relates the ill behavior of the shepherds
as well as Abraham’s sadness that he and Lot had to separate. “After that day, Lot departed
from me on account of the deeds of our shepherds. He went away and settled in the valley of
the Jordan, together with all his flocks; and I myself added more to them. He kept his sheep
and journeyed as far as Sodom, and he bought a house for himself in Sodom and dwelt in it.
But I dwelt on the mountain of Bethel and it grieved me that my nephew Lot had departed
from me.” Vermes, “The Genesis Apocryphon,” 488. One Jewish legend claims that in separating from Abraham, Lot also separated himself from God. “Now when the strife extended
from the servants to the masters, and Abraham vainly called his nephew Lot to account
for his unbecoming behavior, Abraham decided he would have to depart from his kinsman,
though he should have to compel Lot thereto by force. Lot thereupon separated himself not
from Abraham alone, but from the God of Abraham also, and he betook himself to a district
in which immorality and sin reigned supreme, wherefore punishment overtook him, for his
own flesh seduced him later into sin.” Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1:228.
11. See also Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 8:3.
12. Another report describes it as the “fruitful Vale of Siddim,” the canals of which later
formed the Dead Sea. Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1:230. Apparently, this area had beautiful
vistas and rich pastureland prior to its ancient destruction. Scientists have compared the cellulose of ancient tamarix (tamarisk) trees used to construct the fortress at Masada to the same
type of trees growing in the Masada area today and concluded “the ancient trees enjoyed less
arid environmental conditions during their growth compared to contemporary trees in this
desert region,” indicating “regional climatic change in desert areas.” Dan Yakir, Arie Issar, Joel
Gat, Eilon Adar, Peter Trimborn, and Joseph Lipp, “13C and 18O of Wood from the Roman
Siege Rampart in Masada, Israel (AD 70–73): Evidence for a Less Arid Climate for the
Region,” Geochimica et Comochimica Acta 58, no.16 (August 1994), 3535–39.
13. See also Vermes, “The Genesis Apocryphon,” 488.
14. Josephus corroborated the prophetic denunciations with these observations: “The
Sodomites grew proud, on account of their riches and great wealth; they became unjust
towards men, and impious towards God, insomuch that they did not call to mind the advantages they received from him: they hated strangers, and abused themselves with Sodomitical
practices.” Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 11:1. Rabbinic traditions are also rife with
stories about the immoral practices of the people living in these cities. Ginzberg, Legends of
the Jews 1:247–50.
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15. In addition to Sodom, the cities of the Jordan plain also included Gomorrah,
Admah, and Zoar. According to rabbinic tradition, these cities were inhabited by Hamites.
Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1:229.
16. Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 9:1.
17. See also Vermes, “The Genesis Apocryphon,” 489.
18. Genesis 14:14 records that Abraham and his household of 318 trained servants
pursued the victorious kings of Elam and their hostages, catching up with them west of
Damascus in a valley by the spring of Dan. They successfully killed the invaders who were in
a celebratory drunken stupor, rescued the hostages, and retrieved the goods that had been
stolen. Josephus states that Abraham “was at once afraid for Lot his kinsman, and pitied the
Sodomites, his friends and neighbors and thinking it proper to afford them assistance, he did
not delay it.” Antiquities of the Jews 1, 10:1. The LXX adds that Abraham “recovered all the
cavalry of Sodom, and he recovered Lot his nephew, and all his possessions, and the women
and the people.” LXX 14:16. According to rabbinic tradition, they took Lot because their
secret desire was to strike at Abraham. None of Abraham’s household converts except Eliezer
would join him in rescuing Lot. Accordingly God spoke and said, “All forsook thee save
only Eliezer. Verily, I shall invest him with the strength of the three hundred and eighteen
men whose aid thou didst seek in vain.” Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1:230–31. In Hebrew
gematria, 318 is the number of Eliezer’s name.
19. For additional insight on Genesis 14 from scholarly commentaries, see John H.
Sailhamer, The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, Genesis–Leviticus (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2008), 164–68; and Terence E. Fretheim, “Genesis,” The New Interpreter’s Bible
(Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1994), 1:438–42.
20. Kent P. Jackson, The Restored Gospel and the Book of Genesis (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 2001), 119.
21. Jackson, Restored Gospel and the Book of Genesis, 119. See John Taylor, The
Mediation and Atonement (Salt Lake City: Deseret, 1882; repr. 1973), 83–84; also found
in The Gospel Kingdom: Writings and Discourses of John Taylor, ed. G. Homer Durham (Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft, 1987), 139–40.
22. It is difficult from the record to tell exactly who was present at this ordinance
besides Melchizedek and Abraham. Others could have included Lot, Abraham’s men, the
other captives, and the King of Sodom. Josephus states that Melchizedek “supplied Abram’s
army in a hospitable manner, and gave them provisions in abundance.” Antiquities of the Jews 1,
10:2. See also Vermes, “The Genesis Apocryphon,” 490. The Genesis account records that the
king of Sodom also interacted with Abraham, desiring the return of his people and offering
as a reward to Abraham all the goods that he had recaptured. Abraham, however, refused the
king of Sodom’s offer of a reward with this solemn declaration: “I will stretch out my hand to
the Lord the most high God, who made the heaven and the earth, that I will not take from
all thy goods from a string to a shoe-latchet, lest thou shouldest say, I have made Abram rich”
(LXX Genesis 14:22–23). Josephus, however, added that Abram gave Melchizedek “the
tenth part of his prey: but the king of Sodom desired Abram to take the prey” but to return
the people that belonged to him. Antiquities of the Jews 1,10:2. See also Vermes, “The Genesis
Apocryphon,” 490.
23. In Genesis, Melchizedek is a mysterious side note, but in the Joseph Smith
Translation he is a central figure, the prominent high priest of his time. First, Melchizedek
blessed Abraham’s covenant with the Lord that he would not receive the wealth of Sodom.
What follows next in the Joseph Smith Translation is a brief description of Melchizedek’s
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great faith and righteousness that brought about miracles even when he was a child, and
his ordination to the high priesthood after the order of Enoch (see JST, Genesis 14:25–31;
p. 797). Through his holding the same priesthood authority as Enoch, he had the power to
perform the miracles that Enoch did, including bringing peace to his city, Salem (see JST,
Genesis 14:27, 33, 36; pp. 797–98). The brief comment in the Joseph Smith Translation is
an interesting summary of the Book of Moses’ information on Enoch found in chapters 6
and 7. For more on the relationship of Abraham to Enoch, their priesthood, and their cities,
see Frank F. Judd Jr. “Melchizedek: Seeking After the Zion of Enoch,” in Thy People Shall Be
My People and Thy God My God: The 22nd Annual Sidney B. Sperry Symposium on the Old
Testament (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994), 35–48.
24. Salem was possibly located on the site of what would later be Jerusalem. Bible
Dictionary, “Salem,” 768. However, Tabor, Gerizim, Shiloh, and Beth Shan have all been
mentioned as locations for Salem.
25. Bruce R. McConkie, Doctrinal and New Testament Commentary (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book), 3:205.
26. The New Interpreter’s Bible suggests that Lot was present and that Abraham by not
accepting any of the spoils also refused to “take Lot’s goods and use them (and that of others)
for gaining hegemony in Lot’s land.” Because Abraham does not enrich himself with Lot’s
land he is not obligated to the king of Sodom. New Interpreter’s Bible, 1:440, 442.
27. According to one commentary, the text is arranged to contrast the two kings and
to illustrate Abraham’s very different responses to them, one positive and the other negative.
Sailhamer, Expositor’s Bible Commentary, 166.
28. William J. Hamblin, “Pre-Islamic Arabian Prophets,” in Mormons and Muslims:
Spiritual Foundations and Modern Manifestations, ed. Spencer J. Palmer (Provo, UT:
Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 1983), 87. D&C 90:11 alludes to this
idea in a future era: “For it shall come to pass in that day, that every man shall hear the fulness
of the gospel in his own tongue, and in his own language, through those who are ordained
unto this power, by the administration of the Comforter, shed forth upon them for the
revelation of Jesus Christ.” Additionally, the First Presidency made the following pronouncement: “The great religious leaders of the world such as Mohammed, Confucius, and the
Reformers, as well as philosophers including Socrates, Plato, and others, received a portion
of God’s light. Moral truths were given to them by God to enlighten whole nations and to
bring a higher level of understanding to individuals.” “God’s Love for All Mankind,” First
Presidency Statement, February 15, 1978.
29. Qur’an 10:47; 16:36.
30. Qur’an 6:86–87; 21:75; 22:40; 26:160–73; 205–9.
31. W. M. Thackston Jr., trans., The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa’i (Boston, MA:
Twayne, 1978), 2:155.
32. Multiple examples exist in the scriptures of prophets sent to call certain cities to
repentance, such as Jonah’s call to preach in Nineveh, and Alma and Amulek’s call to preach
to Ammonihah, the one mission successful and the other not, one to Gentiles and the other
to members of the house of Israel.
33. Other members of the Quorum of the Twelve have made similar comments
regarding the sins of Sodom and Gomorrah. In an October 2001 general conference address,
President Gordon B. Hinckley testified that “all of the sins of Sodom and Gomorrah haunt
our society.” Gordon B. Hinckley, “Living in the Fulness of Times,” Ensign, November 2001, 4.
President Boyd K. Packer declared, “I know of nothing in the history of the Church or in
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the history of the world to compare with our present circumstances. Nothing happened in
Sodom and Gomorrah which exceeds in wickedness and depravity that which surrounds
us now.” Boyd K. Packer, “The One Pure Defense” (address to CES religious educators,
February 6, 2004), 4. President Thomas S. Monson warned, “Today we have a rebirth of
ancient Sodom and Gomorrah. From seldom-read pages in dusty Bibles they come forth as
real cities in a real world, depicting a real malady—pernicious permissiveness.” Thomas S.
Monson, “Pornography, the Deadly Carrier,” Ensign, July 2001, 2–5. Elder Neal A. Maxwell
also warned, “Brothers and sisters, we do not go many hours in our lives without having to
decide again ‘which way do we face’ and whether we will pitch our tents facing Sodom or the
holy temple (see Gen. 13:12; Mosiah 2:6).” Neal A. Maxwell, “How Choice a Seer!,” Ensign,
November 2003, 99–102. Elder L. Tom Perry noted, “Most of the problems that Lot later
encountered in his life, and there were several, can be traced back to his early decision to
position the door of his tent to look upon Sodom.” L. Tom Perry, “The Power of Deliverance,”
Ensign, May 2012, 94–97.
34. Neal A. Maxwell, “The Tugs and Pulls of the World,” Ensign, November 2000, 35;
emphasis in original.
35. When the children of Israel came into the promised land, they were required to
redeem by force their covenant inheritance from the remaining Canaanites. This requirement taught them clearly that God would mete out the penalties of which Moses had warned
them if they failed to keep their covenants with him (see Deuteronomy 27:10–26). Moses
commanded the people as they prepared to enter the promised land that they must obey God
and his statutes. To remind the people of the blessings God promised to the house of Israel,
six tribes were to stand on Mount Gerizim to shout them out. Standing opposite them on
Mount Ebal were the other six tribes, who shouted the cursings for disobedience.
36. Scholar Daniel L. Belnap noted that “hospitality has long been recognized as an
important part of ancient Mediterranean culture.” “‘And Those Who Receive You Not’: Ritual
(Dis)continuity in the Rite of the Dusting of Feet,” in Our Rites of Worship, ed. Daniel L.
Belnap (Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, forthcoming).
37. The word apostle means “one sent forth.” Bible Dictionary, “Apostle,” 612. The
phrase “after the order of God” would refer to their priesthood. For more commentary
on “tripartite messengers,” see Alonzo L. Gaskill, Sacred Symbols: Finding Meaning in Rites,
Rituals, & Ordinances (Springville, UT: Cedar Fort, 2011), 13–15. Rabbinic tradition identifies the three angels as Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael. Gabriel was the angel who was sent to
destroy Sodom and Gomorrah, and Michael to save Lot and his family. Ginzberg, Legends
of the Jews 1:241, 255. Josephus also called them “angels of God” and affirmed that one of
their assignments was to inform Abraham about the coming destruction of Sodom. Josephus,
Antiquities of the Jews 1, 11:2. According to Jewish legend, Abraham was informed because
the cities marked for destruction were part of Canaan, the land promised to Abraham.
Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews 1:250.
38. According to the Qur’an, Abraham was worried only about Lot (Qur’an 29:32).
39. According to rabbinic tradition, Abraham did not ask for more when the Lord
promised he would save the cities if ten righteous souls could be found, because even Noah
and the seven other righteous family members were not sufficient to avert destruction by the
Flood. Abraham may have assumed that Lot’s family with daughters and sons-in-law would
make the number ten and be enough to save the cities; however, though better than the rest
of the people in the cities, Lot and his family were far from good. Ginzberg, Legends of the
Jews 1:252.
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40. Genesis 19:1 records that “there came two angels to Sodom”; however, the JST corrects that verse to read that there were “three angels.”
41. Belnap, “‘And Those Who Receive You Not.’” Belnap makes the case that Christ, in
the washing of the feet of his Apostles, extends this rite of ancient hospitality to mean much
more: Abraham and Lot accepted not only their guests, but also the Lord who had sent them.
42. See also Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 11:3; Qur’an 11:78. The code of Israelite
hospitality is recorded in Exodus 22:21; 23:9; Leviticus 19:33–34; Deuteronomy 16:14;
26:12. The examples in Exodus and Leviticus specifically mention that the house of Israel had
been strangers in Egypt; therefore, they were commanded to love the strangers that dwelled
among them. Although these passages in the Covenant code, priestly laws of Leviticus, and
deuteronomic law code had not yet been given, “it can be deduced that hospitality was an
important custom [or obligation] throughout a significant portion of ancient Israel’s history.”
Andrew Arterbury, Entertaining Angels, ed. Stanley E. Porter (Sheffield, England: Sheffield
Phoenix, 2005), 57. See also Michael Herzfeld, “As in Your Own House: Hospitality,
Ethnography, and the Stereotype of Mediterranean Society,” in Honor and Shame and
the Unity of the Mediterranean, ed. David D. Gilmore (Washington, DC: American
Anthropological Association, 1987), 75–79.
43. See also Genesis 19:8–9. The Qur’an, rather than following the Genesis account,
appears to more closely agree with the Joseph Smith Translation: “The inhabitants of the
City came in (mad) joy (at the news of the young men). Lot said, ‘these are my guests:
disgrace me not: But fear God and shame me not.’” (Qur’an 15:67–69). Lot questioned the
people, “Do ye commit lewdness such as no people in creation (ever) committed before you?
For ye practice your lusts on men in preference to women,” and warned, “Ye are indeed a
people transgressing beyond bounds” (Qur’an 7:80). The men of Sodom responded angrily to
Lot’s accusations with a command to “drive them out. . . . These are indeed men who want to
be clean and pure!” (Qur’an 7:82–83).
44. See also Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 11:4. The Qur’an declares they were
intoxicated and wandered about unable to find the door (Qur’an 15:72).
45. Josephus states that Lot’s daughters were betrothed but that the marriages had not
yet been consummated. See Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews 1, 11:4. The two remaining
daughters were not yet betrothed, meaning that likely they were very young adolescents.
46. Jeffrey R. Holland, “The Best Is Yet to Be,” Ensign, January 2010, 23; from a
Brigham Young University devotional address, January 13, 2009.
47. The Qur’an states that the instructions were to “travel by night. . . . Let no one
amongst you look back, but pass on whither ye are ordered” (Qur’an 15:65). The chronology
in the Qur’an gives these commands prior to the incident regarding the men of Sodom desiring Lot’s holy visitors (Qur’an 15:61–77).
48. Although the Genesis account does not name the city, LXX Genesis 19:19 declares
that Zoar was the city that was not to be destroyed.
49. What was the sin that brought forth her destruction? Elder Holland gives a partial
answer: “Apparently, what was wrong with Lot’s wife was that she wasn’t just looking back;
in her heart she wanted to go back. It would appear that even before she was past the city
limits, she was already missing what Sodom and Gomorrah had offered her. . . . It is possible
that Lot’s wife looked back with resentment toward the Lord for what He was asking her to
leave behind. . . . So it isn’t just that she looked back; she looked back longingly. In short, her
attachment to the past outweighed her confidence in the future. That, apparently, was at least
part of her sin.” Holland, “Best Is Yet to Be,” 22, 27. Josephus added this thought: “But Lot’s
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wife [was] continually turning back to view the city as she went from it, and being too nicely
inquisitive what would become of it, although God had forbidden her so to do.” Antiquities
of the Jews 1, 1:4. Rabbinic tradition maintains that Lot’s wife, out of motherly love, looked
back to see if her married daughters were following them out of the city. Ginzberg, Legends of
the Jews 1:255. The Qur’an declares that “she is of those who lag behind” (Qur’an 29:32–33).
Philo differentiated between the penalty of the Sodomites which were destroyed by sulphur
and fire, and Lot’s wife, who was “changed into the nature of salt. All these indicated unproductiveness and unfruitfulness.” Philo, Questions and Answers on Genesis, trans. Ralph Marcus
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1953), supplement 1:330, Genesis, Book 4:52.
Likely, Philo is correct in his assessment of rich symbolism as part of the description “pillar
of salt.” Generally, “salt” is identified as an agent for the preservation of purity and one that
prevents corruption. See Joseph Fielding McConkie, Gospel Symbolism (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1985), 88, 271; Alonzo L. Gaskill, The Lost Language of Symbolism (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 2003), 323. The phrase “covenant of salt” (Numbers 18:19; see also
Leviticus 2:13) indicates that salt was an essential part of covenant making. Also, the faithful
were admonished to be the salt of the earth in order to be both the savor and saviors of men
(see 3 Nephi 12:13; D&C 101:39; 103:10). A pillar of salt would be a large amount of salt
and, rather than acting as a preserving agent, would symbolize the destruction of something
harmful. Also, since salt was an integral part of covenant making, perhaps the symbolism
of Lot’s wife becoming a pillar of salt represents both her contamination with the ideals
of Sodom and the penalty for not keeping her covenants, the salt of her covenants raining
down upon her and causing death. The valley in which Sodom and Gomorrah were located
was later called the Valley of Salt—a great contrast to Lot’s initial description of the land as
Edenic. The ungodliness of the cities, demonstrated by their failure to heed the testimony
of Lot, secured their destruction and made the land thenceforth unproductive. Additional
scholarly comments in this area include the following: “In ancient treaty texts, salination of
the earth is a symbol of judgment.” J. Gerald Janzen, International Theological Commentary:
Genesis 12–50—Abraham and All the Families of the Earth (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
1993), 64. Salt can provoke “powerful images of death, desolation, and curse.” Leland Ryken,
James C. Wilhoit, and Tremper Longman III, eds., Dictionary of Biblical Imagery (Downers
Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1998), 752.
50. Josephus identified the destruction of the city as caused by a thunderbolt that set the
city and its inhabitants on fire. Antiquities of the Jews 1, 11:4.
51. George Q. Cannon, Life of Joseph Smith the Prophet (1888; repr., n.p.: Kessinger,
2006), 430.
52. Both Ireneus and Origen comment on this liaison. Ireneus advised, “With respect
to those actions . . . we should not become the accusers. . . . The daughters [of Lot] spoke
according to their simplicity and innocence, imagining that all mankind had perished . . .
[and] supposed that only they, along with their father, were left for the preservation of the
human race.” Ante-Nicene Fathers 1:504–5. Origen, a Christian scholar writing in the late
second to mid-third century AD, addressed the situation similarly, emphasizing that Lot’s
daughters were “young maidens” (i.e., teenagers) and, further, that “sacred Scripture is
nowhere found to distinctly approve of their conduct as good, nor to pass sentence upon it as
blameworthy.” Ante-Nicene Fathers 4:518.
53. Both the Moabites and the Ammonites worshiped idols: Chemosh was the
Moabite god, and Milcom was the Ammonite god (see 1 Kings 11:33). A curse by the
prophet Zephaniah compared Moab and Ammon to the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah and
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prophesied nettles, salt pits, desolation, and defeat by the children of Israel. See Zephaniah
2:9; see also LXX Sophonias 2:9.
54. Bible Dictionary, “Moab,” 733; and “Ammon, Ammonites,” 607.
55. Nevertheless, the Lord periodically chastised Lot’s descendants who were wicked.
For example, Saul, having been anointed by Samuel to be captain over the Lord’s host, led
the children of Israel against the Ammonites and so completely destroyed them “that two of
them were not left together” (1 Samuel 11:11). The prophet Elisha promised that a confederation of the northern and southern kingdoms would be victorious against the Moabites
(see 2 Kings 3).
56. Fretheim, “Genesis,” New Interpreter’s Bible, 1:433.
57. All of these excerpts are from Genesis 13:12. See also the Complete Jewish Bible,
English Study Bible, Jewish Publication Society Bible, New American Standard Bible, New
English Translation, New International Version, New Revised Version, and more. I am
indebted to Dana M. Pike for pointing me to the translation of this Hebrew preposition.
58. Furthermore, none of the other occurrences of “toward” in the KJV translation of
Genesis are translations of ʿad. They usually render the suffixed directional he or the Hebrew
phrase ʿal pĕney.
59. “Living Righteously in a Wicked World,” in Old Testament Gospel Doctrine Teacher’s
Manual (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 2001), 32, http://
classic.lds.org/ldsorg/v/index.jsp?locale=0&sourceId=0e63c106dac20110VgnVCM100000
176f620a____&vgnextoid=d7561b08f338c010VgnVCM1000004d82620aRCRD; and Old
Testament Seminary Teacher Resource Manual (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, 2003), 47, http://seminary.lds.org/bc/content/seminary/materials
/english/teacher-resources/old-testament-teacher-resource-manualeng.pdf. It doesn’t appear
that any of the Christian commentaries are critical of Lot. For example, after reciting the
events of Lot’s life recorded in Genesis, The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible concludes
that the Lot narrative illustrates God’s election of Israel and his providential guidance of
the patriarchs, his judgment of sin, his accommodation to man’s weakness, and his saving
grace. Keith R. Crimm and George A. Butterick, “Lot,” The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the
Bible (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1962; repr. 1986), 162. See also C. F. Keil, and F. Delitzsch,
Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1866),
1:198–216, 228–38; Albert E. Barnett and Elmer G. Homrighausen, The Interpreter’s Bible
(New York: Abingdon, 1957), 12:189–91; Daniel J. Harrington, Jude and 2 Peter, Sacra
Pagina 15 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 2003), 265–71. The New Interpreter’s Bible comments that Peter’s illustrations of the destruction of the ancient world by flood and of Sodom
and Gomorrah by fire are warning examples. Noah and Lot are given expanded descriptions
of how the righteous suffer in an evil world but will be rescued by God. Duane F. Watson,
New Interpreter’s Bible (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1998), 12:347–48.
60. Philo of Alexandria, a Hellenistic Jewish biblical philosopher of the first century
AD, agreed that “Lot was saved not for his own sake so much as for the sake of the wise
man, Abraham, for the latter had offered prayers for him.” Philo, Questions and Answers in
Genesis, Book 4:54. The author of Jubilees wrote that Lot was saved because “God remembered Abraham, and sent him out of the midst of the overthrow.” Jubilees 16:6–8. Origen also
believed that “if he [Lot] was able to escape Sodom, as Scripture indicates, he owed this more
to Abraham’s merits than his own.” Origen, “Homily V: On Lot and His Daughters,” in The
Fathers of the Church 71, trans. Ronald E. Heine (Washington, DC: The Catholic University
of America Press, 1981), 115–16.
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61. Several ancient interpreters corroborate Peter’s assessment of Lot as a righteous man.
In addition to the previously cited Arabic tradition of Lot being a missionary and righteous
prophet, the Book of Wisdom from the Septuagint records: “Wisdom rescued a righteous
man when the ungodly were perishing; he escaped the fire that descended on the Five Cities.
Evidence of their wickedness still remains: a continually smoking wasteland, plants bearing
fruit that does not ripen, and a pillar of salt standing as a monument to an unbelieving soul.
For because they passed wisdom by, they not only were prevented from recognizing the good,
but also left for mankind a reminder of their folly, so that their faults would not be able to
pass unseen.” One of the early Christian Fathers, Clement of Rome, writing in the late first
century AD to the Corinthians, declared, “Because of his hospitality and godliness, Lot was
saved out of Sodom when all the country round was punished by means of fire and brimstone,
the Lord making it manifest that He does not forsake those that home in Him.” Alexander
Roberts and James Donaldson, eds., The Ante-Nicene Fathers (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
1985), 1 Clement 11:1.
62. Peter’s examples of Noah and Lot are parallel in another way: the translation of
Enoch and his city, but not of Noah and his family, is a type and shadow of the translation of
Melchizedek’s people, but not of Abraham and Lot and their families, prior to the destruction of a wicked “world.”
63. Moses, however, declared that “an Ammonite or Moabite shall not enter into the
congregation of the Lord; even to their tenth generation shall they not enter into the congregation of the Lord for ever: because they met you not with bread and with water in the way,
when ye came forth out of Egypt; and because they hired against thee Balaam the son of Beor
of Pethor of Mesopotamia, to curse thee” (Deuteronomy 23:3–4). God must have felt differently about Ruth, a Moabitess, because she was righteous (Ruth 1:4, 16; 4:17) or perhaps
because she was in the tenth generation. Additionally, Rehoboam, king of Israel, and later of
Judah, was the son of Solomon and Naamah, an Ammonitess (1 Kings 14:31). Both of these
lines provide the inclusion of Lot into Jesus Christ’s ancestry.
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I

At the time John wrote Revelation, a power struggle raged within the Christian community.
John wrote his work for those who yet clung to the truth.

f there is one book that often gets overlooked in classes dealing with the
New Testament—be they seminary, institute, or Sunday School—it is the
Revelation of St. John the Divine. There is little wonder: the book seems mysterious, obscure, and challenging to the point that many do not want to tackle
it.1 This perception is unfortunate because the book plays a number of important roles as one of the twenty-seven texts that form the primary witness of
Jesus as the Christ. Perhaps its most important role is that it finishes the story
that the Gospels and Acts begin and the Epistles further. A careful reading of
Acts through Jude leaves the thinking reader saddened, if not downhearted.
The Epistles’ combined witness suggests that Jesus and his Apostles failed. By
the end of that era, the gospel was no longer being preached (see Jude 1:3), many
antichrists reigned in various branches of the Church (see 1 John 2:18–19;
3 John 1:9–10), and false teachers abounded (see Revelation 2:14–15; 20–23).
Is that the end of the story? If it were not for Revelation, one could only conclude from these scriptures that God lost.
John’s masterwork, however, tells the rest of the story. It reassured the
Saints of his day that, no matter how bad conditions looked, Jesus was still
83
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in charge, history was playing out according to God’s will, and the Christians
would, in the end, triumph. To the modern reader, John’s work paints a
graphic picture of the last days, pointing out the dangers the Saints will face
and showing them how to overcome. Not covering this important material
leaves a major message of the New Testament untold, the witness of Jesus
incomplete, and the Latter-day Saints vulnerable to attack.
Consideration 1: Why John Wrote Revelation

Understanding why John wrote Revelation helps both teacher and student
understand the major message of the book. The Seer wrote with a definite
objective in mind. It was to fulfill the commandment given him directly by
Jesus Christ on an unforgettable Sabbath some time during the last decade of
the first century (see Revelation 1:11). However, that was not the only reason he wrote. He was living when many of the Saints were discouraged, even
frightened. They were in the midst of the greatest crisis yet faced by the early
Church. The ordeal through which they were passing had terrifying prospects.
Rome, the seemingly omnipotent master of their world, had determined that
holding to the Christian faith constituted a crime worthy of death. The Asian
churches already knew the effect of that brutal decision (see, for example,
Revelation 2:13), and many wondered how a few powerless Christians could
survive against the Roman colossus.2
As bad as the external danger to the fledgling Church was, there was a
greater internal danger—apostasy. Those with eyes to see knew that, after a
half century of struggle, apostasy was gaining the upper hand. The Savior’s
apostles and prophets knew it was coming. It was one of the themes on which
the Lord had dwelt during his forty-day ministry after his Resurrection (see
Acts 1:3).3
From the days of that ministry, the shadow of the antichrist haunted the
peace of the Saints. Paul warned the Thessalonians, the Miletians, and others
that a “falling away” would occur because men would not endure sound doctrine (see 2 Thessalonians 2:1–5; 2 Timothy 4:3–4; Acts 20:29–31). “Also of
your own selves,” he told them, “shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to
draw away disciples after them” (Acts 20:30). As a result of this falling away,
“that man of sin,” a son of perdition, would be revealed, “who opposeth and
exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he
as God sitteth in the temple [that is, the Church] of God, showing himself
that he is God” (2 Thessalonians 2:3–4).
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The Greek word that Paul used was apostasia, which is translated in the
King James Version as “falling away.” It meant literally “to stand apart in
immovable opposition” and, in a civil sense, “to rebel,” or better, “to mutiny.”
It carried the idea of an internal takeover by parties hostile to the established
authority, leadership, and constitution.4 Paul warned the Church for over
three years that there would be such a rebellion (see Acts 20:31). Though
the leaders whom the Savior had chosen were once successful, they would
be replaced by others of a perverse nature (wolves in sheep’s clothing) who
would change the doctrine (constitution) of Christ to fit their own philosophical understanding. Paul’s warning shows that the Church was not in
danger of totally disappearing. Rather, those antichrists, who would replace
Christ’s gospel with the doctrines of men, mingled with scripture, would
assume control. Even so, Christianity would continue, albeit in attenuated
and distorted forms.
At the time John wrote Revelation, a power struggle raged within the
Christian community. John wrote his work for those who yet clung to the
truth. He warned against false prophets and their source of inspiration and
emphasized that God would not allow them to continue without consequence. If the churches chose to reject God’s officers, he would come out in
judgment by abandoning the churches and allowing the false leaders to take
over. However, this condition would last only for a time. Eventually, the apostate church would be consumed and disappear under a blaze of truth and
light associated with the coming of Christ (see D&C 101:32–34).
But what of that nation that was the political seat of persecution, whose
authority even the least of the Christians feared? The Revelator had an
answer: God would move against Rome and every other recreant nation that
followed. His authority would prevail over even these seemingly omnipotent
masters. And the powers of hell, which undergirded and supported these
corrupt governments and institutions (and from which they drew both their
strength and inspiration), would also incur the terrible wrath of God. Driven
into war lust, they would fight against themselves until the time God would
intervene and stop all fighting and render them eternally impotent.
Thus the focus of Revelation—the core around which everything
revolves—is the issue of authority. Who really controls the world? Is it the
political institutions, the powers of evil, or God? To the faithful few, struggling against external pressure and growing persecutions and being buffeted
by the alternate voices of the apostates, the message of Revelation, with its
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omnipotent and avenging, yet caring, God, must have brought comfort and
hope with its promise of final victory.
Major Themes in Revelation

The best way to teach the most important messages of Revelation in a short
time is to highlight its two major themes. Because the first is so important, it
is treated with some depth below.
The revelation of Jesus Christ. The most important theme that runs
through John’s masterwork is the “Revelation of Jesus Christ” (Revelation
1:1). An important reason the earliest Christians loved the book was because
it showed Jesus in a new light, thus rounding out their understanding of him
as found in the Gospels and other writings. Indeed, in Revelation, they found
neither the suffering servant of Mark nor the new Moses of Matthew. In
this work they found the divine and glorified Christ working out God’s purposes for the salvation of his people in the last days and then ushering in the
grand millennial era when all would know God. They rejoiced in his Second
Coming, which would bring with it judgment—reward for the righteous and
punishment for the wicked. In Revelation they met Jesus the vindicator, the
one who would avenge them before their enemies. It is important to note
that their desire was not for revenge but for vindication (see 6:9–11). The
former carries the strong implication of vindictiveness while the later looks
for recompense for injuries unjustly sustained. Those of John’s readers who
were converted from Judaism and paganism and suffering for their decision
reached to their Lord for strength and exoneration. They believed that punishment for wrongdoing was not a spontaneous or unilateral decision by God
alone. Rather, it was God’s direct response to their appeal. This thought motivated them to raise their voice to him in supplication.5 Within the pages of
Revelation, they came to understand that the Lord was very aware of their
plight and that the day would come when he would respond not only to their
desires but also to those of all the other Saints who would be mauled and
persecuted through the last days.
In the book, Jesus refers to himself as the pantokrator, translated in the
King James Version as “the Almighty” (Revelation 1:8). The Greek word is
not just a synonym for omnipotence but carries the nuance of one who engineers, regulates, or orchestrates. The title emphasizes one important point:
Jesus rules history and governs its outcome. By analogy, the great Elohim
wrote the score for the symphony of Terra Firma before the foundations of
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the earth were even formed,6 and he ordained and empowered Jesus to be the
conductor. As Savior, he was to prepare the hall, assemble the musicians, and
see that the score was played out exactly as his Father designed so that the
world’s history would end in a great crescendo exactly as God had planned.
The revelation of the Savior in the first vision (Revelation 1:13–16). In his
first appearance in the book, the Savior comes as the Second Comforter to
fulfill, in part, his promise to his people before his death (see John 14:18–23).
In this vision he appears in the vestments of both king and priest, revealing
that he is the holder of the fullness of priesthood authority (see Revelation
1:13).7 The most jarring aspect of the imagery found in this vision is the sharp
two-edged sword that continually issues from the Savior’s mouth (see v. 16).8
Though somewhat grating, the symbol very accurately teaches a very important point. According to Doctrine and Covenants 33:1, the Savior’s word “is
quick and powerful, sharper than a two-edged sword, to the dividing asunder
of the joints and marrow, soul and spirit; and is a discerner of the thoughts
and intents of the heart.” The imagery in Revelation emphasizes that the Lord
continually exercises this power. There is nothing—no deed, no feeling, no
thought—that escapes him, and he will execute judgment over all (see Alma
12:13–15).
He also holds another power, that of “the keys of hell and of death”
(Revelation 1:18). He is Lord not only of the living but also of the dead.
Therefore, hell is under his rule, and it works toward his objectives. There are
some souls who are so recalcitrant that the only way they will accept even a
modicum of divine grace is to be relieved of the torture of conscience described
so graphically as “hellfire.” Thus the fire is not so much a tool of punishment
as it is a tool of redemption. The fire softens those hearts too hardened to
break allowing them to be reshaped anew. Thus most will respond to the fire,
accept the Lord’s grace, and be saved as telestial, happy souls. Those whose
hearts resist even this fire will become sons of perdition.
The message of the first vision. Jesus is immediate, intimate, and cognizant.
“I know thy works,” he tells every one of the seven churches (see Revelation
2:2, 9, 13, 19; 3:1, 8, 15). Indeed, as he told Enoch, his eye can pierce all the
creations he has made (see Moses 7:36), and therefore he knows everything
that happens anywhere all the time. His sword is ever active, and it works not
only on the earth but in heaven and hell as well. He is the Savior of both the
living and the dead but also of those in paradise and spirit prison.
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The revelation of Jesus in the second vision (Revelation 5). In the second
vision of Jesus, John saw a book at the right hand of God (see 5:1). This book
contained “the revealed will, mysteries, and the works of God” dealing with
earth’s history and which must be executed in order for the planet to be saved
(see D&C 77:6). The problem was that there was no one on earth, in heaven,
or in the spirit world who was worthy to open the book. As a result, God’s
will and humankind’s salvation were in jeopardy (see Revelation 5:3). This
momentarily upset John, but an angel reassured him someone was found (see
vv. 4–5). The Seer turned and saw the Savior, albeit cast in dual symbolic
forms: the “Root of David” and a “Lamb as it had been slain,” or better, sacrificed (vv. 5–6).9 Both are messianic symbols, one tied to kingship and the
other to self-sacrifice. The Lamb had seven eyes and seven horns, which symbolize his omniscience and omnipotence (see v. 6). Joseph Smith changed the
number to twelve, thus tying the image to the power of priesthood, the means
by which the Lord does, indeed, operate in the world.
The message of the second vision. Though the Lamb bears the terrible mark
of sacrifice, the wound does not dominate the scene; the horns and eyes do.
Still, the importance of the sacrifice cannot be overlooked. It is because of
that act that the Lord is “worthy to open the book” and fulfill the will of his
Father. In this way, John forces on us a new definition of omnipotence. No
longer can it be defined as the power of unlimited coercion. Rather, it is the
power of infinite persuasion through the invincible might of self-sacrificing
love. Thus the vision tacitly focuses on the greatest of all the Lord’s powers,
that of love (see John 15:13).
Joseph Smith’s change points out one important fact: the Lamb works
through priesthood and auxiliaries. Until he comes, the Saints are his eyes
and his hands, carrying out his work. That idea is important because it shows
that our labors are not ancillary or nonessential to the Lord. What we do is
critical to his success in overcoming evil and saving the world.
The revelation of Jesus Christ in the third vision (Revelation 14). As the
third vision of the Savior opens, the Lord stands with the 144,000 on Mount
Zion. In this chapter, the number symbolizes the righteous members of the
Church10 and shows that they are ensconced with the Savior in Zion communities of safety before the wrath of God descends upon a hardened and
recalcitrant world (see 14:1; compare D&C 45:66–71; 115:5–6). The Lord
wears a golden wreath (see Revelation 14:14).11 In the Greco-Roman world,
such were given to competitors for superior athletic performance or to Roman
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generals for outstanding military accomplishment. In this case, it is the latter
that is in mind; the imagery depicts the Savior as a triumphant general.
The vision also shows that the Lord will personally direct the ingathering
of the righteous symbolized by the reaping of the earth (see vv. 15–16). It is
not he, however, who presides over the destruction of the wicked, symbolized
by the reaping of the vine (see vv. 18–20). That gruesome task is assigned to
another.
The message of the third vision. Here we meet the Son as victor, dwelling, at least part of the time, with his Saints before the end comes. Among
the righteous there is great celebration (see vv. 7–11). But such celebration
seems premature; the enemy is still strong, arrogant, and eager for the challenge. Why such faith on the part of Saints? There are two reasons. The first is
that the Lord is with them. Christ has now stepped back onto the stage of history and is personally directing its affairs. He has also brought his terror with
him, which frightens the wicked to the point they will not attack Zion (see
D&C 45:66–67). The second is their absolute faith that he will prevail. They
understand what he is about. He is acting to “destroy them which destroy the
earth” (Revelation 11:18). In short, they understand that he saves the earth
by destroying those who would destroy it. In the meantime, he has prepared a
way for his people to escape the latter-day horrors. He will place them in Zion.
The revelation of Jesus Christ in the fourth vision (19:11–16). This vision
opens with the heavens, making way for the coming of the King. The vision
shows that he is the one both “Faithful and True” (v. 11). These titles signify, according to Elder Bruce R. McConkie, “that he is the embodiment and
personification of these godly attributes. . . . Above all his fellows, he was obedient to the will of the Father and true to every trust imposed upon him.”12 It
is important to note that he comes to make war. His war, however, unlike so
many, is totally just.
What is unique about the revelation of Christ presented here is that
he wears many crowns (see v. 12). This is the first time he is pictured with
these. In the past, only his enemies have worn them (see 9:7; 12:3; 13:1). The
symbol, however, is very important in this revelation because it shows that
Christ has come as King of kings and Lord of lords (19:16) with the purpose
of wresting back from Satan his kingdom. The vision shows this is the time
of judgment, and thus his vestments are bloodred (v. 13; compare to D&C
133:46–47, 49–51).
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The message of the fourth vision. When the Lord comes to the world, it
will be with regal and marshal authority. He will come as the warrior king
to make the earth holy. The vision stresses that the Lord’s judgments are true
and righteous, and that includes the destruction he brings: the Lord is perfectly prepared to allow his destroying angels (see 7:1–2; 9:15) and the beasts
of Satan (see 9:16–19; 16:12–16) a certain destructive power over millions.
Some may have trouble with this idea, but Revelation forces upon us a very
realistic understanding about death. From the Lord’s perspective, all must die.
The question is not when and how, because ultimately destiny is not determined by the moment or manner of death; it is determined by the manner
of life. Keep in mind that those who are destroyed are not annihilated. They
have further existence. For the present, they refuse to play the game by God’s
rules. They have become mean and violent, and so they are thrown into the
penalty box, so to speak, for unnecessary roughness while the hockey game
goes on. We must fight against the current idea that mortality is “so infallibly
precious that,” as G. B. Caird puts it, “the death which robs us of it must be
the ultimate tragedy.” Such an idea, he says, “is precisely the idolatry that John
is trying here to combat. We have already seen that John calls the enemies of
the church ‘the inhabiters of the earth,’ because they have made themselves
utterly at home in this transient world order. If all men must die, and if, at the
end, heaven and earth must vanish along with those whose lives are irredeemably bounded by their worldly horizons, then it is surely in accord with the
mercy of God that he should send men from time to time forceful reminders
of the insecurity of their tenure.”13 The point is that Jesus is always the Savior
and he intervenes to save the world by destroying its enemies.
His coming will mark the end of the period of evil. Indeed, during the
period symbolized as 1,260 days (or three and a half years), evil will dominate the world. It will also prove its self-destructive nature. “But, God cannot
allow such self-destruction to act as an impersonal nemesis; an independent,
self-operating moral law sweeping away all in its path,” reports Caird. “To do
so would allow the power of evil to carry all the inhabitants of the earth down
with them to utter ruin. God would be left with a hollow, Pyrrhic victory.
Because God’s victory must also be the Saints’ victory, it must be won through
righteous human agents exercising faith in God.” He goes on to note that evil
must be allowed to combine its forces against the Savior’s people and then
fall back in utter defeat through the faith and trust coupled with the glory of
those who will come with the Savior (see 19:14). In short, the Lord’s victory is
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our victory.14 The point is that his work cannot go on unless we assist. Indeed,
it is the prayers of the Saints that act as the trigger for his coming (see 8:3–4).
The result of being a righteous participant in the war that is now raging is that
we will share in his full victory and gain both temporal and eternal reward
(see 20:4).
The revelation of the great enemy of God’s kingdom in the last days. The
second theme that runs through much of Revelation is the identity and work
of the great enemy who opposes God and works to destroy his people. This
enemy is introduced in chapter 9 as the star that fell from heaven (v. 1) and
as the angel from the bottomless pit who is the organizer and leader of the
great destroying army to be unleashed in the last days (v. 11). This role is one
of the reasons that he carries the Hebrew title of Abaddon and the Greek title
Apollyon, both referring to one who ruins or destroys (v. 11).
In chapter 12 he reappears as the great red dragon (v. 3) who opposed
God in the premortal world and was cast down with his minions to the
earth (v. 9), where he rages against righteousness and works to bring misery
“because he knoweth that he hath but a short time” (vv. 12–13).
He does not work alone. In chapter 13 John introduces his readers to
Satan’s two assistants. The first is a beast from the sea (vv. 1–2), and the second is a beast from the land (v. 11). In chapter 17, the latter transforms into
Babylon the great harlot, who drives the beast to do Satan’s bidding. The land
beast/Babylon represents those philosophies and false theologies that push
forward Satan’s agenda, and the beast from the sea represents those kingdoms,
governments, and institutions that live by and promote that philosophy and
give the system its muscle.15
The book clearly reveals the seductive nature of the great whore. She is
able to win souls for the dragon by promoting acute materialism and immorality. Note chapter 18, verses 12–13, which shows all she has to sell. People
become so addicted to her ways that nothing, not even the horrors of war, can
drive them from her (see 9:20–21 and 16:10–11). Thus Satan is able to bind
and seal them his.
The dragon and his earthly minions will gather during these last days
to make war against the Savior and his people (see 19:19; compare 1 Nephi
13:14–17). The latter will be destroyed, but the former will be incarcerated
for a thousand years (see Revelation 20:1–2, 7). The purpose of Satan’s binding is not yet punitive but precautionary.16 The Savior and his people must
have time to prepare the earth for celestial glory. Satanic delusions are not to
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get in the way for a season until all is done. When that season ends, Satan will
be loosed for a short time. He will use his freedom once more to make war,
but that war will end in his eternal punishment and incarceration in the “lake
of fire and brimstone” (20:10).
The warning that this section carries to all Latter-day Saints is to avoid
materialism and immorality. Both of these are hooks that Satan uses to catch
and bind people to him. All holy people must avoid the appeal of Babylon.
Indeed, a voice from heaven warns, “Come out of her, my people, that ye be
not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues” (18:4).
The Book of Revelation within Its Genre

John did not choose the form of the vision; God did. The form is now called
“apocalyptic.” This genre of literature received its name from the first word
in the Greek text of the Book of Revelation, apocalypsis, and from this the
English word apocalypse is derived.17 The Greek word denotes a revelation or
disclosure. This title is quite fitting for this kind of literature because one of
its main signatures is that it reveals or discloses heavenly secrets to its readers. Apocalypses were first written by the Jews but later picked up by the
Christians.18
Most apocalypses contain a vision or dream the writer had. This dream
is often narrated by a guide who shows the writer around the celestial realm.
These dreams are often eschatological, meaning that they deal with the future
and portray earthly conditions that God’s people must pass through. Both
God and Satan have agents that work for them and strive to forward their
objectives. Apocalypses show that during the final evil age, righteousness will
battle wickedness and win due to divine intervention that will bring in a glorious future.
A major characteristic of this kind of literature is its use of symbolism
which the reader is expected to interpret. The general message is that God is
in control of all that goes on; he has foreseen everything that will happen and
has prepared a way of escape for his people.19
The basic theological foundation of apocalyptic literature. A basic theological foundation gives apocalyptic literature a unique religious perspective.20
This foundation is composed of three elements. First, it is nearly always eschatological. That is, it focuses on a period of time yet future when God will
disrupt the flow of history to bring about the end of wickedness and institute a new order of righteousness and peace. “It is God’s breaking into the
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flow of history and altering it that distinguishes the apocalyptic panorama
from its counterpart, prophecy,” states one observant scholar. “Prophecy, like
apocalyptic, is predictive, but concentrates on a future which arises out of
the present such that historical flow is not interrupted. Apocalyptic looks
to the end time when God will discontinue the course of history, turn it to
his own purposes, and bring about a new beginning. Therefore, apocalyptic
ignores, and in this way denies, man’s capacity to create a peaceful future by
overcoming wickedness. The united witness of apocalyptic literature is that
the consummation will come from outside the flow of history and thereby
disrupt it to bring about God’s own ends.”21
Second, apocalyptic literature is dualistic. That is, apocalyptic reality
consists of two irreducible elements or opposing principles: good and evil.
This dualism is not metaphysical but works on the historical and temporal
plane. The present age is subject to the powers of evil. Satan and his hosts
reign, but Christ and his people will overthrow them and propel the world
into a new timeless age of perfect righteousness under the authority of ultimate goodness.
Third, a rigid determinism marks the whole. Apocalyptic literature testifies that all things move in concert toward a divinely predetermined end.
Everything is inevitable; nothing is left to chance. The problem of human
agency, or free will, within the context of God’s omniscience never surfaces.
But there is a tacit insistence that God’s ultimate victory is worked out within
the frame work of human freedom. Yet apocalyptic writers in general, and
John in particular, are very pessimistic about humankind’s being able to combat evil and rise out of the present wicked world on its own.22 God alone has
that power. Therefore, central to the apocalyptic framework is faith in God
and in his power to control the future and turn all things to the blessing of
the righteous.23
Though John’s Revelation shares these elements with other Jewish and
Christian apocalypses, it is unique. No other piece has the sweep, power,
organization, and grandeur of this masterwork, to say nothing of authentic
inspiration. In its light, the nonbiblical apocalypses found in the Apocrypha
and Pseudepigrapha24 appear crude, confused, and strange. They seem the
product of unbridled fancy, written to titillate and mystify rather than edify.
In contrast, the Revelation stands orderly, dignified, serious, and purposeful.
Further, it bears the apostolic stamp of John the Apostle.25
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John is the earliest known Christian writer to produce an original apocalypse using this genre as a kind of divine code. And it worked well. Though
there are more variant manuscript readings of the text of Revelation than that
of any other New Testament book, these are not sufficient to cause uncertainty on the meaning of a single paragraph taken as a whole.26
Consideration 2: General Challenges to Teaching the Book of
Revelation

The primary challenge. The book was written in a code that uses powerful symbols to illustrate cosmic and earthly realities. It is seeing beyond the symbols
to those realities that presents the biggest challenge to both teacher and student. Often readers have a tendency to take the images too literally and try
to match them with modern people or events. It is best to see the symbols as
showing the general flow of history and the peoples and institutions that are
a part of it. The best guide is to allow modern revelation to inform Revelation.
(This idea is developed more fully below).
The secondary challenge. The book does not move in a smooth chronological way. After chapter 3, it contains flash-forwards and flashbacks and
interlude after interlude. It also retells the same story but from a different
perspective. Chapters 12–13 and 17–18 give the background to and explain
the reason behind the horrible destructions chronicled in chapters 8–9 and
16. The chaotic organization prevents casual readers from seeing the structure
and, therefore, following the historical flow of the work. At the end of this
paper is a simplified chart designed to show how the parts fit together.
A book to be understood. In spite of these challenges, the book can be
understood. The Revelator received his visions by the power of prophecy, and
that is the best means by which one can understand them. It was in this vein
that Joseph Smith declared that the book “is one of the plainest books God
ever caused to be written.”27 To those who live in these days when prophets of
God walk the earth, who have access through the prophets to eternal truths,
and thus to the gift of prophecy, the central message of the book is clear.
In response to the question “Are we expected to understand the book of
Revelation?” Elder Bruce R. McConkie stated:
Certainly. Why else did the Lord reveal it? The common notion that it deals with
beasts and plagues and mysterious symbolisms that cannot be understood is just not
true. It is so far overstated that it gives an entirely erroneous feeling about this portion of revealed truth. Most of the book—and it is no problem to count the verses
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so included—is clear and plain and should be understood by the Lord’s people.
Certain parts are not clear and are not understood by us—which, however, does not
mean that we could not understand them if we would grow in faith as we should.
The Lord expects us to seek wisdom, to ponder his revealed truths, and to gain
a knowledge of them by the power of his Spirit.28

The truth is that Latter-day Saints are in an excellent position to understand the Apocalypse. To us the Lord has stated, “Unto you it shall be given
to know the signs of the times, and the signs of the coming of the Son of Man”
(D&C 68:11). And again:
For thus saith the Lord—I, the Lord, am merciful and gracious unto those who
fear me, and delight to honor those who serve me in righteousness and in truth
unto the end.
Great shall be their reward and eternal shall be their glory.
And to them will I reveal all the mysteries, yea, all the hidden mysteries of my
kingdom from days of old, and for ages to come, will I make known unto them the
good pleasure of my will concerning all things pertaining to my kingdom.
Yea, even the wonders of eternity shall they know, and things to come will I
show them, even the things of many generations. (D&C 76:5–8)

He has told us further that “the coming of the Lord draweth nigh, and
it overtaketh the world as a thief in the night—Therefore, gird up your loins,
that you may be the children of light, and that day shall not overtake you as a
thief ” (D&C 106:4–5). These scriptures show that the Lord has no intention
of hiding the future from his Saints.29 The book of Revelation proves this fact.
Consideration 3: The Exegesis of the Book of Revelation

The book as an extended allegory. In doing the exegesis of this masterwork,
one must keep in mind that Revelation is an extended allegory, a genre in
which symbols are used to represent reality. Each image always explains and
illuminates some aspect of its historical subject. For example, in chapter 17,
Babylon is compared to a richly decked out courtesan. The image carries the
idea of one who promotes lust for money and willingly uses others to his or
her own advantage. But Babylon is itself a symbol. The ancient city was the
center of extravagant wealth and also the seat of corruption and slavery. Thus
the depiction is an excellent symbol for those degenerate and depraved governments, institutions, businesses, and churches that exist in the last days, all
of which, for wealth, fame, or power, misuse and corrupt those under their
control or influence.
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In Revelation, we meet one symbol after another, all begging to be interpreted. Sometimes the book itself identifies what the symbol means. For
example, the great whore mentioned above sits “upon many waters” (17:1),
which John learns represents “peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and
tongues” (v. 15). Thus the imagery of “many waters” shows the extent of the
great harlot’s reach.
What is helpful is that when a figure is defined in one place, that meaning can almost always be applied when that image shows up elsewhere. For
example, the image of the dragon is defined as Satan (see Revelation 12:9),
and therefore, when that image shows up again (see 13:4; 20:2), we can safely
assume it still references him.
When the book does not give the meaning of an object or motif, it is best
to use both the immediate and broad contexts in which the image is found
to determine the image’s meaning. Then the probable identification made at
the image’s initial appearance can reasonably be applied to its later ones. For
example, in chapter 12, we meet the beast from the sea that represents those
human institutions and powers that Satan has under his control and to which
he gives assistance. When the beast shows up again in chapter 17, we can
assume it denotes those same institutions.
Also very helpful in determining the meaning of various depictions are
the commonplace associations, coming mainly from the Old Testament but
also from certain cultural elements, of John’s audience. Thus, the Hebrew and
Greek scriptures, Jewish writings (including apocryphal and pseudepigraphical materials), early Christian sources, and pagan items help illuminate the
text. For example: in chapter 4, John sees a scroll with writing on both the
front and back. Normally a scroll had writing only on one side. From ancient
sources we learn that one that had writing on both was called opisthographon,
which is the basis of the modern technical term “opisthograph.”30 Ezekiel’s
scroll was such an instrument (see Ezekiel 2:9–10).31 And one more example
for illustration: in Revelation 6:4, John sees a rider with a “great sword.” Greek
speakers used the term machaira for such things as a scalpel, a butcher knife,
and even the dreaded Roman short sword. The word thus denoted any edged
piece that was used for a specific purpose, including the saber used by the
cavalry.32 That John used the adjective great suggests he had the latter in mind.
It is likely (and this is where ancient sources are helpful) that he wanted to
convey an additional meaning—that of the sword bearer’s power over life and
death. During Rome’s Republican period, only the highest military officials
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were permitted to wear a sword.33 That changed during the Imperial period.
The Roman emperors wore either a dagger or a sword as a badge of office.34
The ius gladii, “right of the sword,” was the sign of the imperium or power of
the Caesars to execute capital punishment. This authority could be delegated
to the provincial governors when the emperor saw fit, but only he held it by
right.35 Therefore, the sword given to the horsemen suggested their divinely
delegated authority, the passive voice again masking the workings of God.36
Another important point: when trying to decipher John’s work, sometimes images can be easily pictured, but at other times they cannot. A number
of depictions have jarring elements and impossible combinations with some
characters doing impossible activities. For example, when John first sees the
Savior in chapter 1, as noted above, he has a sword continually issuing from
his mouth (v. 16). This is difficult to picture because, historically, such a thing
never has and never will happen. Further, the Seer describes the beast in
Revelation 13:1 as having seven heads but ten horns. For easy visualization,
there are either not enough or too many horns. Also, the four living creatures
met in chapter 4, verse 6, are located simultaneously at the corners of God’s
throne and at the exterior of his dais. Thus, they occupy two places at the
same time. In all cases, it is important to remember that the images are not to
be drawn or even imagined; they are, however, to be interpreted. John’s masterwork was never intended for the canvas and brush, but for the mind. As
with the images found in Ezekiel, the depictions are riddles demanding to be
solved.37 Often these jarring and unreal images bring in a dynamic and interactive quality meant to engage the mind and to teach the thoughtful reader.
Multiple meanings. Each image can have multiple points of comparison
and therefore meanings. The concern is, of course, not to be carried away by
these and to use only those that best apply. Also, it is important to note that
not every detail described by John has deep significance. Some of the vision’s
particulars reflect what John saw and round out the image giving vividness
and power to his presentation. Flaming eyes, feet burning as brass, or various
colored stones are all means by which John catches and holds the mind’s eye.
Their individual meaning must never be taken out of the context of which
they are a part.
The importance of understanding that the book is symbolic. From its beginning, the book relies heavily on symbols. This becomes particularly evident
from chapter 4 on, where the Lord continually uses images as symbolic portrayals of hidden realities. This point is significant because it underscores how
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Simplified chart showing the contents of the book of Revelation
in conjunction with D&C 77:6–7
Before Christ
Ch*

1st Seal

2nd Seal

3rd Seal

After Christ
4th Seal

5th Seal† 6th Seal

7th Seal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
* Chapters in the book of Revelation
†
The fifth seal is considered to be John’s day

Second coming

the text should be treated. Quite a number of works on the book take the
stance that since the text clearly explains the meaning of some of the images,
those it does not explain must be taken literally.38 Many of those who take
the visions factually see such depictions as those recorded in chapter 9 (of
a huge army of armored horsemen with their deadly steeds) as descriptions
of modern armies and weaponry. Though it is true that the last days will be
filled with war, taking these images too literally causes us to miss the point.39
Indeed, taking any of the images literally, based on John’s own words, would
be an incorrect interpretation.
That being the case, we can detect four levels in which the story communicates with the reader: “the linguistic level, which is composed of the
record of the text itself to be read and heard; a visionary level, which consists
of John’s actual visionary experience; the referential level, which consists of
the particular historical identification of the objects seen in the vision; and
the symbolic level, which consists of what the symbols in the vision connote
about their historical referents.”40
Let us use as an example the four living creatures met in chapter 4. On the
linguistic level, we have the report and description of the four “beasts” (see
vv. 7–8). On the visionary level, John tells us how he was taken to heaven and
saw the celestial throne room including these animals (see vv. 2–6). On the
referential level, we learn that these “beasts” are “figurative expressions, used
by the Revelator, John” to reveal the happiness of those beings who become
part of the celestial realm (D&C 77:2). On the historical level we learn that
these creatures are four actual beasts saved from other worlds which God
used to represent “the glory of the classes of beings in their destined order”
(D&C 77:3). The message is that God saves not only humans but also animals
that fulfill the measure of their creation.41
One final example seems in order to show how this works. In chapter 10,
we read of John’s recommissioning. On the linguistic level, the text reports
the descent of an angel with a small scroll which John eats (see vv. 1–10). On
the visionary level, John records how he sees this angel descending and how
a heavenly voice commands him to take the scroll out of the angel’s hand
and eat it. He tells us as he does so, “it was in my mouth sweet as honey:
and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter” (Revelation 10:10). On
the referential level, the scroll was actually “a mission, and an ordinance, for
him to gather the tribes of Israel” (D&C 77:14). On the symbolical level, it
depicts John’s latter-day work, beginning with his assistance in restoring the
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Melchizedek Priesthood on the earth and his work in assisting in the gathering of the ten tribes (see D&C 77:14).
The point is simply this: the book carries its message by way of symbols. John states that he saw a scroll in heaven sealed with seven seals (see
Revelations 5:1–2). In reality, such a scroll does not and never has existed.
The seals, on the referential level, represent seven thousand years of history
(see D&C 77:7), but on the symbolic level they represent the full period of
earth’s history, no matter how long that is. In reality, history does not work
itself into neat periods of precisely one thousand years. The seals’ images are
symbols showing a general outline of how history will flow, but the images
should not be taken too literally. Taken together, they show the general
downward trend of humankind resulting in the great battle of the last days
(see Revelation 16:16). Chapter 8 tells of a “great mountain burning with fire
[which] was cast into the sea: and the third part of the sea became blood,” killing a third of sea life and destroying a third of all watercraft (vv. 8–9). The text
also tells of another great star that fell “from heaven, burning as it were a lamp,
and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters;
and the name of the star is called Wormwood: and the third part of the waters
became wormwood” (vv. 10–11). The imagery does not predict that the earth
is going to be struck by harmful meteors or asteroids that will hurt precisely
a third of earth’s water systems. The historical reality is that, by the “mouth
of [his] servant John,” God “cursed the waters. Wherefore, the days will come
that no flesh shall be safe upon the waters. And it shall be said in days to come
that no one is able to go up to the land of Zion upon the waters, but he that is
upright in heart” (D&C 61:14–16).
In short, the imagery in chapter 8 is but a representation of the earthquakes, hailstorms, famines, and pestilences that will plague the earth in the
last days (see D&C 43:25). The symbols point to “a desolating scourge [that]
shall go forth among the inhabitants of the earth,” which, as the Lord has said,
“shall continue to be poured out from time to time, if they repent not, until
the earth is empty, and the inhabitants thereof are consumed away and utterly
destroyed by the brightness of my coming” (D&C 5:19). In very deed, “the
Lord’s scourge shall pass over by night and by day, and the report thereof shall
vex all people; yea, it shall not be stayed until the Lord come” (D&C 97:23).
The historical reality the images in chapter 8 depict is “the testimony of the
voice of thunderings, and the voice of lightnings, and the voice of tempests,
and the voice of the waves of the sea heaving themselves beyond their bounds”
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(D&C 88:90). The symbolic reality is that of nature out of control, nature
infused with supernatural powers that will bring ever-increasing destruction
upon a wicked and unrepentant world.
Consideration 4: Difficult Passages and How to Teach Them

The material above addresses broadly how to approach the material in any
of the difficult passages. It is important that we let modern scripture inform
Revelation. Further, the book should be seen as showing general trends,
personalities, and institutions that will be working from the time of the
Restoration to the Lord’s Day. It does not point to specific individuals or
organizations.
One chapter is of particular note. This is chapter 13, where Satan’s assistants are introduced and their work defined. To understand the text, it is
important to identify and explain the role of the two beasts. The sea beast
represents unspecified nations, institutions, and powers that Satan uses to his
ends. These forces supply the muscle he needs to push forward and enforce
his will (see vv. 1–2). The land beast represents the philosophy that drives
these institutions (see vv. 11–12). This beast is able to deceive people due to
its ability to do miracles, likely the modern scientific advancements in such
things as medicine and industry.
Of great curiosity is the mark and number of the beast (see vv. 16–18).
Various ingenious attempts have been used to solve the riddle.42 Every one of
these has proven problematic. Given, therefore, that none of these proposals
allow for any degree of verification and that each has legitimate difficulties
and objections, the idea that the calculation was meant to point to a particular person or institution simply does not hold up. It seems, rather, that John is
not calling for his readers to engage in a mathematical exercise as much as he
is asking them to use moral discernment in order to avoid being entrapped by
the beast.43 The best solution seems to be to understand this number, as with
all other numbers in John’s work, as metaphorical and symbolic. The mark as
a number stands for the beast.44 In such a case the number six would stand in
contrast to the number seven, God’s number, one that denotes fullness and
completeness. Six would then be that which comes closest to wholeness but
misses the mark and falls short of its potential. The triple repetition of the
number intensifies the idea of incompleteness and failure.45 Thus, it is a fit
number to represent the trinity of imperfection: the dragon, the sea beast,
and the land beast.
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The work of the triumvirate of evil is currently moving apace. Slowly,
genuine humility and brotherliness have been suppressed under a vast and
complex coercion of sophisticated and bewitching propaganda and the brutality of pragmatism and unrestrained egotism.46 What is the result? As one
scholar noted, “In such a society, morals decline to the lowest level; the family
collapses, schools breed anarchy and rebellion, business ethics are forgotten,
entertainment becomes base and sordid, and printing presses exude smut and
filth, until the whole is strangled in its own death blood and suffocated by its
own stench.”47
Students must understand that we are living in that society. And the only
reason that the beasts have gained ascendancy is the fallen and spiritually
degenerate state of modern society. This condition has been carefully orchestrated by the dragon and the land and sea beasts over the ages, and it has now
reached full flower. The result is that evil has been able to impose itself on the
earth dwellers because of their growing indifference and ambivalence toward
the good. They are willing victims of a growing normalization of aberrant
behavior. They have been seduced by the ideological sophistry that the false
lamb spews through all forms of media—the “image” the inhabitants of the
earth willingly created for it (see 13:14). As a result, their love has waxed cold
and, along with it, their ability to feel, to sympathize, and to empathize with
that which is good. Being touched by nothing, they can be reached by nothing, and therefore saved by nothing, not even the terrible beating of “the army
of the horsemen, . . . having breastplates of fire, and of jacinth, and brimstone,”
who killed “the third part of men” (Revelation 9:16–18). No, they will not
choose to repent, for they have been sealed Satan’s (see Revelation 9:20–21;
compare Alma 34:35).
The real issue in Revelation is one of worship. Taking on the beast’s mark
(see Revelation 13:16) does not refer to tattoos or electronic implants. It connotes, rather, spiritual devotion to the beast. Insight into the significance of
the mark comes from the fifth-century BC Greek playwright Sophocles, who
warned of the charagma echidnēs, that is, “the serpent’s bite,” which was the
means by which the snake secreted its poison into a person.48
In John’s text, wearing the mark designates those who, throughout time,
have been symbolically bitten by the serpent from the sea and therefore carry
its spiritual venom in their veins.49 This interpretation is strengthened by
the layout of the text because in the very next vision, John sees the 144,000
who carry the seal of Christ on their foreheads (see Revelation 14:1). The
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arrangement of the text certainly highlights the contrast between Satan’s
mark and God’s seal. Since the latter is strictly spiritual, it seems likely the former is also. Therefore, 666 indicates a condition of deep spiritual wickedness
in the souls of those who have been bitten by the beast and whose thoughts
and deeds are dictated by its deadly venom (compare Moses 6:49).50
Consideration 5: Influences on and from Latter-day Scriptures

As stated, the teacher should use latter-day scriptures to inform Revelation.
One of the most helpful of these is Doctrine and Covenants 77, which interprets many of the symbols found in the first half of John’s work. This section
is extremely helpful because, as two Latter-day Saint scholars have noted,
“it provides a key by which the reader can search the meaning out for himself or herself. The brief interpretive example provided in the Doctrine and
Covenant section 77 illustrates the method of prophetic composition that is
subjective, figurative, and symbolic rather than strictly objective, literal and
historical.” They go on to note that “in most apocalyptic scriptures the seer is
caught up, or taken up, or caught away in the Spirit,” with the result that “perspective of the revelation that follows changes from a human perspective on
earth to a divine perspective in the heavens. Consequently, the mortal limitations of time, space, and logic do not always apply, meanings are clothed in
symbols, and a symbol can and often does have more than one correct meaning or interpretation.”51 By using both ancient and modern scriptures, the
major messages of Revelation can be discerned. Some very helpful scriptures
are 1 Nephi 13; 14; 22:12–19; Matthew 24; Mark 13; Luke 17:20–37; Joseph
Smith—Matthew; Doctrine and Covenants 29:10–27; 43:19–26; 45:66–71;
63:32–34; 64:41–43; 90:9–11; 97:18–28; 101:17–35; 115:5–6; 121:28–32;
133:1–4, 9–59.
Section 88:87–116 shows the influence of Revelation on modern scripture. There we find some of the imagery of Revelation used to reveal latter-day
events. However, it is important not to commingle the two revelations. The
modern account expands on and depicts only a small portion of what is in
John’s work and does not directly illuminate it. Still, the graphic images do
help to carry and give force to the modern message.
Conclusion

As mysterious as the book of Revelation appears, it can be understood
and taught with success. There are a number of good Latter-day Saint
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commentaries that the teacher will find helpful.52 It is important that the
book of Revelation not be skipped because John’s work gives added details
on three important subjects. The first and most important is the witness of
the nature of our Savior and his work, especially dealing with his role in the
last days. The second is the book’s exposure of the great enemies of the last
days and their objectives and work. Having this knowledge serves as a warning to the modern Saints and helps them know what to prepare for and what
to avoid. The third is a general outline of how history will flow through the
millennial era, but especially just before the Second Coming. Again, knowing
how history will unfold helps the modern reader know how to prepare. The
teacher could emphasize how that preparation, both spiritual and temporal,
should be done.
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The biblical use of the term elohim can be found only in the Hebrew Bible.

ince the word elohim never occurs in any of our English Latter-day Saint
scriptures1 (though it appears more than twenty-six hundred times in the
Hebrew text), it may seem unusual that Latter-day Saints use the term elohim
at all. Yet use it we do.
For nearly one hundred years now, Latter-day Saints have understood
and more or less used elohim as “the name-title of God the Eternal Father.”2
Yet historically they have not always used the term in this strict sense. In the
nineteenth century, Latter-day Saint literature employed elohim in a wider
range of meanings than today, some of which might seem foreign to contemporary ears. Even more remarkable is that early Latter-day Saint usage of the
term mirrors in many respects its usage in the Hebrew Bible. In this essay we
explore how elohim is used in the Hebrew Bible and sample how the early
Latter-day Saints used the term.
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In 1916 the First Presidency, in an essay entitled “The Father and the Son:
A Doctrinal Exposition by the First Presidency and the Twelve,” issued a statement concerning the nature of the Godhead. The statement, published in the
Improvement Era, set forth the official position of the Church on the Father
and the Son. “God the Eternal Father, whom we designate by the exalted
name-title ‘Elohim,’ is the literal Parent of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ,
and of the spirits of the human race.”3 The statement also made it clear that
“Christ in His preexistent, antemortal, or unembodied state . . . was known as
Jehovah.”4 This is how Latter-day Saints use these terms in the Church today.
With this statement, a clear distinction was made between the titles elohim and Jehovah as they apply to members of the Godhead. Today elohim
and Jehovah are often used to differentiate for the listener or reader whether
the reference is to the Father or to the Son. This unique separation of terms
(which also separates the Latter-day Saints from all other groups who accept
the Bible as scripture) does not find its roots in the Hebrew Bible or its English
translations, because the biblical evidence is at best ambiguous and at worst
nonexistent. After all, Latter-day Saint usage of these and other theological
terms stems from the words of latter-day prophets, not the Bible. Therefore,
we now turn to a brief summary of what can be determined about how the
term elohim is used in the Hebrew Bible.
Hebrew Bible Usage of Elohim

Because English translations of the Old Testament are of little use,5 clarity
about the biblical use of the term elohim can be found only in the Hebrew
Bible. Like most languages, Hebrew has several words that can be translated
as “god” or “gods.” For instance, in addition to elohim, Hebrew uses various
words, all of which can be and are translated as “God,” “god,” or “gods,” such as
el, a singular with its plural form, elim, and eloah, usually taken as the singular
of elohim.6 Even the Hebrew Tetragrammaton, usually translated as “Lord,”
but in four verses as “Jehovah” (Exodus 6:3; Psalm 83:18; Isaiah 12:2; 26:4),
can be rendered as “God” (see, for example, Exodus 23:17). Of the more
than 3,300 occurrences of god or gods in the English text of the King James
Version of the Old Testament (hereafter KJV), it is impossible to know without checking the Hebrew text which instances represent the approximately
2,600 occurrences of elohim.
A close look at how elohim is used in Hebrew will help to make clear its
range of meanings. In form, elohim looks like a Hebrew plural and can be
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translated as a plural. For example, Joshua 24:15 reads, “And if it seem evil
unto you to serve the Lord [yhwh = Jehovah], choose you this day whom
ye will serve; whether the gods [elohim] which your fathers served that were
on the other side of the flood, or the gods [elohim] of the Amorites, in whose
land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord [yhwh].”7
When the plural form is intended, which usually happens when elohim
is used for a non-Israelite deity, it can be coupled with plural forms. For
instance, in 2 Chronicles 25:15 not only is a plural verb used with elohim but
also a plural pronoun: “Wherefore the anger of the Lord was kindled against
Amaziah, and he sent unto him a prophet, which said unto him, Why hast
thou sought after the gods [elohim] of the people, which could not deliver
[plural] their [plural] own people out of thine hand?”
Though plural in form, elohim can take a singular verb and other singular
attributives. Note this usage in Genesis 28:4, where elohim refers to the “God”
of Abraham: “thou mayest inherit the land wherein thou art a stranger, which
God [elohim] gave [singular] unto Abraham.”8 Other passages also use the
singular, especially in reference to the God of Israel. Throughout Genesis 1,
whenever elohim governs a verb, the verb is invariably a third person singular
form. Furthermore, Exodus 6:2 states, “And God [elohim] spake [singular]
unto Moses, and said unto him, I am the Lord [yhwh].” In this verse, elohim,
besides taking a singular verb in Hebrew, spake, also takes the singular pronoun I. Thus, in the Hebrew Bible in general, when elohim was thought to
refer to the God of Israel, the verb and attributives are usually singular; and
when elohim seems to refer to a non-Israelite deity, the verb or attributives or
both are usually plural.
But there are enough exceptions to the usual Hebrew practice that no
hard-and-fast rule can be formulated regarding singular or plural and Israelite
or non-Israelite usage. Occasionally, when elohim refers to the God of Israel,
plural attributives and verbs can be used. These instances are most often
explained as being conditioned by their international context.9 For example,
when the Philistines hear that Israel is coming to battle against them, they
exclaim, “Woe unto us! who shall deliver us out of the hand of these [plural]
mighty [plural] Gods [elohim]? these are the Gods [elohim] that smote [plural] the Egyptians with all the plagues in the wilderness” (1 Samuel 4:8). Here
the Philistines, who are likely polytheistic, impose perhaps their own views of
deity upon Israel’s deity.
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Another example comes from Genesis 20:13. In speaking with Abimelech,
Abraham uses the term elohim, but with a plural verb. This is usually translated as “God caused me to wander from my father’s house.” However, in
the Hebrew it literally says that “Gods [elohim] caused [plural] me to wander from my father’s house.” Again, this plural usage can be explained by an
international polytheistic setting in which elohim may have had a different
meaning for Abimelech than it did for Abraham.
Because elohim can be used for Israelite and non-Israelite deities, and
because the general rule about its usage (that Israelite elohim is singular and
non-Israelite elohim is plural) is not consistent, the conclusion can be drawn
that elohim is a generic term for any deity, whether Israelite or not, whether
singular or plural. Recently Joel S. Burnett has convincingly shown that there
are direct analogs to the generic use in Hebrew of elohim, both as a term and
as a singular and a plural noun. His evidence comes from Semitic languages
closely related to Hebrew, namely, in the Late Bronze Age Babylonian dialect of the El Amarna tablets, in Iron Age Phoenician, and first-millennium
Akkadian.10 In his view, the Hebrew Iron Age (i.e., biblical) usage of elohim
as a singular and as a plural was simply a continuation of a Late Bronze Age
Northwest Semitic grammatical convention or practice. Thus, whether the
writers of the Hebrew Bible used elohim as a generic term for the God of
Israel or for a non-Israelite deity, they were simply following the contemporary Semitic literary conventions of their day.11
Since elohim is a generic term for any deity, it should not be surprising
that on occasion, contrary to the general rule, non-Israelite elohim can take
singular verbs and attributives. The Hebrew Bible has the Philistines using
the term to refer to Dagon, the main god they worshipped. The Philistines’
leaders came together to offer “a great sacrifice unto Dagon their god [elohim], and to rejoice: for they said, Our god [elohim] hath delivered [singular]
Samson our enemy into our hand” ( Judges 16:23).
Conversely, if elohim is a generic term for any deity, it might be expected
that when elohim refers to the God of Israel, it might on occasion govern
plural forms. This seems to be the case in Exodus 32:4–5. When Aaron had
produced the golden calf, the people exclaimed, “These [plural] be thy gods
[elohim], O Israel, which brought [plural] thee up out of the land of Egypt.”
But lest anyone think the calf was anything other than a symbol of the God
of Israel, the writers of the Hebrew Bible make it clear through Aaron’s words
that the calf symbolized none other than Jehovah, “And when Aaron saw
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[the calf ], he built an altar before it; and Aaron made proclamation, and said,
To morrow is a feast to the Lord [yhwh].”12 Similar wording can be found
in 1 Kings 12:28, where the first king of the northern kingdom, Jeroboam,
erected golden calves for Israelite worship.13
According to Burnett, because elohim was used as a title for Jehovah in the
northern kingdom, the northern prophets were concerned that Israel understand that their elohim, their deity, was Jehovah.14 For example, in the days of
Elijah some people in the northern kingdom were beginning to assume that
Baal was the elohim of Israel. This can be seen in Elijah’s imperative, “How
long halt ye between two opinions? if the Lord [yhwh] be God [elohim], follow him: but if Baal, then follow him” (1 Kings 18:21). Translated another
way, “How long are you going to have two views? If Jehovah is elohim, follow
him: but if Baal [is elohim], follow him.” Elijah then devised a contest to determine the identity of the real elohim of Israel. He challenged the people, “Call
ye on the name of your gods [elohim], and I will call on the name of Jehovah:
and the God [elohim] that answereth [singular] by fire, let him be God [elohim]. And all the people answered and said, It is well spoken” (1 Kings 18:24;
our translation). When the story finishes with Elijah calling down fire from
heaven, the people exclaim, “Jehovah, he is the God [the elohim]; Jehovah, he
is the God [the elohim]” (1 Kings 18:39; our translation).
Besides governing both singular and plural forms, elohim has another
usage in the Hebrew Bible which is also analogous to general ancient Semitic
usage. It has long been suggested that elohim is used as an abstract noun for
the divine.15 In other words, elohim may be translated as “godhead,” “godhood,” or “divinity.” This usage falls under a well-defined category of Hebrew
words that, when placed in a plural form, can have an abstract meaning.16
For example, in Hebrew the plural of “young man” or “young woman” can
mean “youth,” the plural of “old man” can mean “old age,” and the plural of
“virgin” can mean “virginity.”17 The abstract meaning for elohim is found multiple times in the book of Exodus, and elsewhere, in reference to Jehovah. For
example, Exodus 3:18 reads, “Ye shall say unto him, The Lord [yhwh] God
[elohim] of the Hebrews hath met with us.” Here, the Hebrew word elohim
is used as a modifier for Jehovah, and the phrase could be translated, among
other possibilities, as “Jehovah, the God [the elohim] of the Hebrews,” or as
“the deity Jehovah of the Hebrews.”
Moreover, because elohim can function as an abstract noun in Hebrew,
it has a wider range of meanings than the other Hebrew terms for deity.18
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This is why elohim is sometimes used as we would use an adjective in English
to indicate that the noun it modifies has divine qualities.19 For example, the
phrase “the angel of God” in Judges 6:20 reads literally from the Hebrew, “the
angel of the elohim.” The translation “divine messenger” would be equally as
acceptable as the King James Version “angel of God.” Genesis 32:1–2 reads
literally in Hebrew, “And Jacob went on his way, and the angels of God [literally, “messengers of elohim,” or “divine messengers”] met him. And when
Jacob saw them, he said,20 This is God’s host [literally, “the camp of elohim,”
or “the divine host”]: and he called the name of that place Mahanaim.” Also,
in Genesis 1:2 the Hebrew reads, “And the spirit/wind of elohim brooded
[feminine singular, with reference to spirit or wind] upon the waters.” The
Septuagint translators understood this meaning of elohim in this verse to be
the attributive use of the genitive and omitted the definite article before theos,
prompting the translation “a divine wind was being carried along over the
water.”21
Additionally, though masculine plural in form, elohim can refer to either
male or female deities in the singular. 1 Kings 11:33 reads, “Because that they
have forsaken me, and have worshipped Ashtoreth the goddess [elohim] of
the Zidonians, Chemosh the god [elohim] of the Moabites, and Milcom the
god [elohim] of the children of Ammon, and have not walked in my ways,
to do that which is right in mine eyes, and to keep my statutes and my judgments, as did David his father.” In each instance the Hebrew word for “god”
and “goddess” in this verse is elohim. Because Ashtoreth is singular (as are the
other non-Israelite gods mentioned) and female, this verse demonstrates that
elohim can be used for non-Israelite gods of either gender.
As the above discussion has shown, the uses and functions of the word
elohim are manifold in the Hebrew Bible. The word can be translated as
“god,” “gods,” “God,” “divinity,” “divine,” “godhood,” and “godhead.” It can
govern both plural and singular verbs and attributives, as well as being a singular abstract noun that takes a singular verb. It can denote both masculine
and feminine gods. The Hebrew Bible also does not distinguish in person or
being between this elohim and Jehovah, and therefore, elohim was used as the
name or title that was given to Jehovah, the elohim of Israel.
With this broad range of usage of elohim in the Hebrew Bible in mind,
we can now turn to beginnings of the usage of elohim in Latter-day Saint literature and to examples of the range of its usage among early Latter-day Saints.
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Nineteenth-Century Latter-day Saint Usage

Because early Latter-day Saints did not suddenly become tabulae rasae
when they joined the Church, they brought with them vocabulary and traditions that were familiar to them from their previous religious training.
Indicative of general American usage, Noah Webster’s 1828 edition of An
American Dictionary of the English Language gives insight into the vernacular of the early nineteenth century American religious discourse. The entry
for “Jehovah” reads, “The Scripture name of the Supreme Being,”22 that is,
Jehovah is the scriptural name for God. The entry under “God” explains,
“The Supreme Being; Jehovah; the eternal and infinite spirit, the creator, and
the sovereign of the universe.”23 This view fits squarely within the Trinitarian
views of God held by most Christians in early America. It seems likely that
this early American usage influenced early Latter-day Saint usage of divine
names. Indeed, American usage may explain Erastus Snow and Benjamin
Winchester’s 1841 statement in the Times and Seasons: “We believe in God
the Father, who is the great Jehovah and head of all things, and that Christ is
the Son of God.”24
Webster’s 1828 dictionary lacks an entry for elohim, suggesting that elohim was not at all in common usage in America. The paucity of entrees for
elohim in the Oxford English Dictionary would also suggest that elohim was
not a regular part of British religious discourse either. It would seem then that
any use of elohim in American English might be conditioned by its meaning
and usage in the Hebrew Bible, rather than any longstanding English tradition. In other words, Jehovah and God were the common names in America
for deity, and elohim was relatively unknown. It would not be surprising, then,
if whatever usage was made of elohim, it would have been synonymous with
the general American usage of Jehovah and God. Therefore, even though
the topic of this paper is elohim, we will necessarily point out that elohim
and Jehovah are often interchangeable in early Latter-day Saint discourse, in
direct analogy to their use in the Hebrew Bible.
The range of early Latter-day Saint usage of elohim showed remarkable
variety. There is no better place to begin a selective citation of these usages
than with the Prophet Joseph Smith, who appears to have been the first to
introduce the term to the Church. On November 20, 1835, he received
from Oliver Cowdery “a Hebrew bible, lexicon & grammar” in anticipation
of the formal Hebrew instruction he would eventually receive under Joshua
Seixas.25 Joseph devoted much time to studying Hebrew even before Seixas
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arrived. He often recorded in his journal that he had “spent the day in reading Hebrew.”26 Along with other Church members, he received about two
months of formal instruction under Professor Seixas.27 It seems likely that in
Seixas’s class Joseph first encountered the Hebrew word elohim.28 Yet it was
not until a few years later that he began using the word in his writings and
sermons. Latter-day Saints who are familiar with contemporary Latter-day
Saint usage may find his use of the term somewhat surprising.
The Prophet, after the manner of the Hebrew Bible, employed on occasion the terms elohim and Jehovah interchangeably for the God of Israel. For
example, in a letter to Major General Law dated August 14, 1842, and in
keeping with common American usage, he used the title Jehovah for God
the Father, but also equated Jehovah with elohim: “Let us plead the justice of
our cause; trusting in the arm of Jehovah, the Eloheim, who sits enthroned in
the heavens.”29 Here we have exactly analogous usage as in the Hebrew Bible:
“Jehovah, the elohim of the Hebrews.” Just over a week later, Joseph, in supplicating God in prayer, equated Jehovah and elohim again: “O, thou who seeth
and knoweth the hearts of all men; thou eternal, omnipotent, omnicient, and
omnipresent Jehovah, God; thou Eloheem, that sitteth, as saith the psalmist;
enthroned in heaven; look down upon thy servant Joseph, at this time; and
let faith on the name of thy Son Jesus Christ, to a greater degree than thy
servant ever yet has enjoyed, be conferred upon him.”30 It is clear that the
Prophet, by equating elohim with Jehovah, used the terms differently than
Latter-day Saints do today.
Joseph’s first semipublic use of elohim suggests, but does not force, the
conclusion that he knew of its plural sense. On May 4, 1842, in a meeting
with several of the brethren, he set forth the order pertaining to “all those
plans and principles by which any one is enabled to secure the fullness of
those blessings which have been prepared for the Church of the First Born,
and come up and abide in the presence of the Eloheim in the eternal worlds.”31
The use of the definite article the might suggest that the Prophet intended a
plural meaning for elohim, in which case the Prophet was probably referring
to the Gods of eternity. If he had meant the singular exclusively, the definite
article would not have been necessary.
In subsequent discourses Joseph Smith explicitly drew attention to
the plural meaning of elohim. In April of that same year, the Prophet gave
his famous King Follett discourse. Though he does not mention elohim, in
speaking of the creation process he drew on the term’s plural sense to explain
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Genesis 1:1: “The head one of the Gods brought forth the Gods. . . . Thus the
head God brought forth the Gods in the grand council.”32 Two months later,
on June 16, 1844, Joseph again translated this verse: “In the beginning the
head of the Gods brought forth the Gods. . . . In the beginning the heads of
the Gods organized the heavens and the earth.”33 The word that is translated
as “Gods” corresponds with elohim in the Hebrew Bible. In the same speech
the Prophet continued by calling attention to the plural meaning of elohim to
establish the doctrine of a plurality of Gods, declaring, “In the very beginning
the Bible shows there is a plurality of Gods beyond the power of refutation.
. . . The word Eloheim ought to be in the plural all the way through—Gods,”34
meaning that elohim ought to be rendered as plural at least in the Creation
account, if not also in other biblical passages.
Even though he referred to Jehovah as elohim and used Jehovah as
a term for God the Father in many instances, at some point Joseph Smith
made a clear distinction between elohim and Jehovah. For purposes unrelated
to Hebrew Bible usage, Joseph Smith must have thought it important to
distinguish between God the Father and Jesus Christ the Son. In a late reminiscence, Edward Stevenson remarked in his journal that “Joseph Smith was
the first, whome I ever herd proclaim a plurality of Gods, he said that there
was Elohiem God, and Jehovah God, and Michial God.”35 He also remembered that “Joseph the Seer, said, in the grand Council of Heaven, The Great
Ɇelohɇiåm, directed Jehovah and Michaiel[?], for the Gods Counciled in
the beginning of the Creation of This Earth.”36 A remark by Brigham Young
in 1852 would seem to corroborate Edward Stevenson’s later recollection:
“It is true that the earth was organized by three distinct characters, namely,
Eloheim, Yahovah, and Michael.”37 Here the delineation is clearly set forth
in terminology that is similar to the usage that prevails in the Church today.
Nevertheless, despite the clear separation that the Prophet and Brigham
Young made between elohim and Jehovah on occasion, the two terms continued to be used inconsistently. For example, Joseph Smith used a variety
of names to refer to God the Father. In the dedicatory prayer of the Kirtland
Temple, for example, he seems to have addressed God the Father as “God of
Israel” (D&C 109:1), “Holy Father” (vv. 4, 10, 14, 22, 24, 29, and 47), and
“Jehovah” (v. 34).38 Yet only a week later Joseph stated that he heard “the
voice of Jehovah” (that is, Christ) speak to him when he appeared to him and
Oliver in the Kirtland Temple (D&C 110:3). Thus in the first instance, D&C
109, Jehovah was used as it commonly was in America at that time, namely,
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as a name for the God of Israel. However, in the second instance, D&C 110,
Joseph seems to have departed from contemporary usage by identifying
Christ as Jehovah.
Other Church leaders also used elohim and Jehovah in a variety of ways.
John Taylor in 1845 mirrored the language of Joseph in an editorial in the
Times and Seasons. In translating Genesis 1:1, he stated, in language that
would appear to be dependent on Joseph Smith’s King Follett discourse: “In
simple English, the Head brought forth the Gods, with the heavens and with
the earth. The ‘Head’ must have meant the ‘living God,’ or Head God: Christ
is our head.”39 In this interpretation John Taylor seems to equate Christ with
the “Head God” who brought forth the other “Gods” (elohim). Normally,
Latter-days Saints would equate the “Head God” with elohim (i.e., God the
Father), not with Jehovah (Christ).
Brigham Young on occasion associated elohim with God the Father. For
example, he stated, “I want to tell you, each and every one of you, that you are
well acquainted with God our heavenly Father, or the great Eloheim.”40 As
explained above, Brigham’s clear application of this term to God the Father
seems to be the exception rather than the rule in the early days of the Church.
Often it was still used as a generic term for deity without any specific designation. For example, Brigham Young himself ten years later in 1867 used
Jehovah and elohim synonymously when he said, “To secure His blessings the
Lord requires the strict obedience of His people. This is our duty. We obey
the Lord, Him who is called Jehovah, the Great I AM, I am a man of war,
Eloheim, etc. We are under many obligations to obey Him.”41
Heber C. Kimball in 1863 distinguished between Jehovah and elohim
when he said, “We have been taught that our Father and God, from whom
we sprang, called and appointed his servants to go and organize an earth, and,
among the rest, he said to Adam, ‘You go along also and help all you can; you
are going to inhabit it when it is organized, therefore go and assist in the good
work.’ It reads in the Scriptures that the Lord did it, but the true rendering is,
that the Almighty sent Jehovah and Michael to do the work.”42 This clear differentiation between God the Father and Jehovah goes along with President
Young’s statement that “Elohim, Yahovah, and Michael” were the three distinct beings who organized the earth. In all the examples we have provided
so far, the distinction between elohim (God the Father) and Jehovah (God
the Son) occurs in the context of the Creation, which is the context in which
Joseph first emphasized the plurality of Gods.
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John Taylor, however, seems to have used these terms without worrying
about specific attribution. In 1872 he stated, “Who has controlled and managed the affairs of the world from its creation until the present time? The
Great I am [a title of Jehovah], the Great Eloheim, the Great God who is
our Father. We bow before him. Is it a hardship to reverence the Lord our
God?”43 Here he equates elohim with “the Great I am,” an epithet that refers
to Jehovah and comes out of Exodus 3:14. He also used the phrase “the Lord
our God,” which is usually the translation of the Hebrew “Jehovah our elohim.” However, in 1882 in The Mediation and Atonement, John Taylor clearly
identified Christ as Jehovah when he wrote, “He is not only called the Son of
God, the First Begotten of the Father, the Well Beloved, the Head, and Ruler,
and Dictator of all things, Jehovah, the I Am, the Alpha and Omega, but He
is also called the Very Eternal Father.”44
John Taylor apparently did not always confine himself to a single narrow definition of Jehovah. In the words to a song first published in 1840 in
Manchester, England, and that was later ascribed to John Taylor, the author
had penned the following:
As in the heavens they all agree,
The record’s given there by three . . .
Jehovah, God the Father’s one;
Another, God’s Eternal Son;
The Spirit does with them agree,—
The witnesses in heaven are three.45
Here Jehovah is used to refer to God the Father, according to the general American vernacular of the day. After going through numerous editions,
this hymnal was replaced with the 1927 Latter-day Saint Hymns. No doubt
because the 1916 First Presidency statement had changed Latter-day Saint
theological discourse, the words to this hymn were also changed. The line
that read, “Jehovah, God the Father’s one” was changed to read, “Our God,
the Father, is the One.”46
If John Taylor did write the words to the 1840 hymn that confused
God the Father and “Jehovah,” then by at least 1884 he allowed a distinction
between “Jehovah” and elohim. He spoke of how the Saints needed the support of “the Great Jehovah” and “were dependent upon Him.” He then went
on to say that the “work in which [the Saints] are engaged is one that has
been introduced by the Great Eloheim.”47 Though President Taylor does not
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overtly distinguish between elohim as God the Father and Jehovah as God
the Son, the context allows the reader to make the distinction.
Also in that same year, 1884, John Taylor remarked, “I have heard [ Joseph]
quote from the Hebrew Bible in support of a plurality of Gods, showing that
the suffix ‘mem’ in the word Eloheim or God, ought to be rendered in the plural. . . . If, as stated, Jesus was with the Father in the beginning, there certainly
was more than one God—God the Father, and God the Son.”48 President
Taylor’s point seems to be that the plurality of Gods demonstrated by the
Hebrew word elohim comprises both the Father and the Son, which would be
a usage similar to the Hebrew abstract meaning.
A few years after the turn of the century, Orson F. Whitney published a
collection of poems, Elias: An Epic of the Ages. In the revised and annotated
edition published in 1914, a footnote was added to explain elohim. The note
reads: “The Hebrew plural for God. To the modern Jew it means the plural of
majesty, not of number; but to the Latter-day Saint it signifies both. As here
used it stands for ‘The Council of the Gods.’”49 The last part of the footnote
may be an example of the Hebrew abstract meaning of elohim.
On the other hand, Franklin D. Richards clearly set forth that Jehovah
is Christ. In 1885 he told the Saints that Jesus Christ’s “name when He was
a spiritual being, during the first half of the existence of the earth, before He
was made flesh and blood, was Jehovah.”50 Despite this fact, just four months
earlier, using the vernacular of the day he seems to have associated Jehovah
with God the Father when he said, “The Savior said He could call to His
help more than twelve legions of angels; more than the Roman hosts; but He
knowing the great purposes of Jehovah could go like a lamb to the slaughter.”51
Here we see the name Jehovah being coupled with established American patterns. Both the adjective “great” and the phrase “purposes of ” are coupled
with Jehovah and may represent a more generic usage of the term than we
would use today.
Elohim was consistently used by President Wilford Woodruff in dedicatory prayers of the St. George and Salt Lake Temples in 1877 and 1893,
respectively. Both of these prayers, like many dedicatory prayers today, were
addressed to “Our Father in Heaven.” The Salt Lake Temple dedicatory prayer
continues, “We thank thee, O thou Great Elohim,” clearly a reference to God
the Father. At one point the Father is addressed as “O thou God of our fathers,
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,” a title that some would reserve for Jehovah. But
Jehovah-Messiah-Christ-Son is never addressed or appealed to in the prayer,
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though the Son is mentioned several times. Throughout the prayer, it is the
Father who is addressed.52
Earlier, in 1881, Elder Wilford Woodruff had published Leaves from My
Journal, wherein he explained that “the Father and Son were revealed unto
[ Joseph], and the voice of the great Eloheim unto him was: ‘This is my beloved
Son, hear ye Him,’” with an obvious reference to the Father as elohim.53
The above quotations are not meant to suggest that nineteenth-century
Latter-day Saint usage of elohim and Jehovah was clearly defined. In fact,
most usages of these terms are ambiguous, denoting simply “God.” Because
they are often used in similar phrases and usually appear in contexts that often
do not specify identity, it seems likely they were often used as generic names
for deity without consistent specificity. This may explain why different denotations for Jehovah were used simultaneously, and why both the plural and
singular meanings of elohim were used.
Such interchangeability of terms no doubt led to questions among
Church members. In the April 1895 general conference, President Woodruff
counseled the elders of the Church, “Cease troubling yourselves about who
God is; who Adam is, who Christ is, who Jehovah is. For heaven’s sake, let
these things alone. Why trouble yourselves about these things? . . . God is
God. Christ is Christ. The Holy Ghost is the Holy Ghost. That should be
enough for you and me to know. . . . I say this because we are troubled every
little while with inquiries from Elders anxious to know who God is, who
Christ is, and who Adam is.”54
The matter began to be laid to rest in the early 1900s when the meanings
of the terms elohim and Jehovah as they are known within the Church today
were clearly set forth. Charles W. Penrose was adamant that Church members
understand and use these terms differentially. In September 1902, two years
before his ordination to the apostleship, he wrote an Improvement Era article
entitled “Our Father Adam.” In it he explained that “Elohim, Jehovah and
Michael were associated in that mighty work. When God spake ‘in the beginning,’ he gave direction to other divine persons and said, ‘Let US do thus
and so,’ and they obeyed him and acted in harmony with Him. The Eternal
Elohim directed both Michael and Jehovah, and the heavenly hosts obeyed
them. When Adam was formed ‘out of the dust of the earth,’ he worshiped
the great Elohim, the Eternal Father of us all.”55 The statement by the future
Apostle made it clear that elohim was a name or title for God the Father,
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separate and distinct from Jehovah, and he made the point in the context of
the Creation.
Only two months later in the November issue of the Improvement Era,
W. H. Chamberlin, a teacher at Brigham Young College in Logan, Utah,
wrote an article entitled “Use of the Word Elohim,” in which he clearly stated
that “Jehovah was a personal name applied to the Being who guided Israel,
and afterwards lived on the earth as Jesus Christ.”56
Several years later, Charles W. Penrose, this time as an Apostle and member of the First Presidency, spoke in the October 1914 General Conference
of “the great Elohim, the God of gods, the Father of our spirits, the Mighty
and Eternal One [is the One] to whom today we address our praises and our
prayers.”57 Clearly, Elder Penrose wanted to emphasize for the Saints that elohim should be applied to God the Father.
To the growing amount of Church material clarifying the matter was
added Jesus the Christ, by James E. Talmage. This work, commissioned by
the First Presidency and published in 1915, was foundational in establishing practice. In it Elder Talmage explained, “Elohim, as understood and used
in the restored Church of Jesus Christ, is the name-title of God the Eternal
Father, whose firstborn Son in the spirit is Jehovah—the Only Begotten in
the flesh, Jesus Christ.”58 The clarity and precision articulated so well here by
Elder Talmage, and which helped set the course for our contemporary usage,
must have been refreshing to many Church members.
These statements continued to build when President Penrose again clearly
separated the terms elohim and Jehovah for members of the Church. In the
April 1916 general conference, he declared:
Now, who is this person, this Jesus Christ? Is He Adam or a son of Adam? Not at all.
. . . Well, was Jesus Jehovah? Yes. . . . We are told by revelation that in the creation of
the earth there were three individuals, personally engaged. This is more particularly
for the Temple of God, but sufficient of it has been published over and over again to
permit me to refer to it. Elohim,—not Eloheim, as we spell it sometimes—that is a
plural word meaning the gods, but it is attached to the individual who is the Father
of all, the person whom we look to as the great Eternal Father. Elohim, Jehovah and
Michael, were engaged in the construction of this globe. Jehovah, commanded by
Elohim, went down to where there was space.59

President Penrose in this rare instance referred to the temple for the
source of the definition that we today take for granted. He then identified
very clearly the three persons as God, Jesus Christ, and Adam. This distinction in terms seems to have most often been associated with the creation of
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the earth, and it seems that was in this isolated instance where these names
were separated.
An additional authoritative statement appears to have been necessary.
It came in the form, mentioned above, of an official statement of the First
Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve dated June 30, 1916: “God the Eternal
Father, whom we designate by the exalted name-title ‘Elohim,’ is the literal
Parent of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and of the spirits of the human
race. . . . Christ in His preexistent, antemortal, or unembodied state . . . was
known as Jehovah.”60 This was a clear and official delineation of terms for the
benefit of the Church members.
In 1924 Elder Talmage made additions to his book The Articles of Faith in
order to reflect this distinction. At the end of chapter 2, he added, “Note that
distinction is not always indicated here [in this book] between the Eternal
Father or Elohim and the Son who is Jehovah or Jesus Christ.”61 Further,
where Genesis 11:5 is quoted, a parenthetical insertion next to “Lord” states,
“i.e., Jehovah, the Son.”62 Elder Talmage also included the First Presidency
statement in an appendix with a preface stating, “That Jesus Christ or Jehovah
is designated in certain scriptures as the Father in no wise justifies an assumption of identity between Him and His Father, Elohim. This matter has been
explained by the presiding authorities of the Church in a special publication.”63 Thus even after 1916 a conscious effort was made to emphasize the
clarity that the First Presidency had brought to the definitions.
Summary and Conclusion

As detailed above, Church members prior to the authoritative clarifications
of the early twentieth century often used elohim and Jehovah interchangeably and inconsistently, much the same way they are used in the Hebrew
Bible. Like much of the Christian world of the nineteenth century, Latterday Saints did not always distinguish between Jehovah, God the Father, the
God of Israel, elohim, or simply God. However, the flexibility of use, and at
times the ambiguous phrasing of the nineteenth century that reflected general American usage and served the general Christian world well, fell short of
the precision that the restoration of the gospel brought to Latter-day Saint
understanding of the Godhead.
It is remarkable that early Latter-day Saints used the name Jehovah in
reference to both God the Father and to his Son. Equally interesting is that
elohim seems to have been used by Latter-day Saints for both God and gods,
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exactly as it is used in the Hebrew Bible, that is, as both a singular and a plural
noun, a proper name and a common noun. Officially, this practice ended in
1916.
And finally, a word of caution here is appropriate. Since the modern
Latter-day Saint usage of Jehovah and Elohim was not taken from the Hebrew
Bible, it can create misunderstandings if imposed upon the Hebrew scriptural
account. Thus if we try to exclusively assign actions to different members of
the Godhead based on which divine name is used in the Hebrew Bible, the
result, in many instances, will be chaos. Additionally, D&C 20:28 states that
“Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are one God” (see also 2 Nephi 31:21; Alma
11:44; 3 Nephi 11:27, 36; Mormon 7:7). In this same vein, Elder Bruce R.
McConkie once said that “most scriptures that speak of God or of the Lord
do not even bother to distinguish the Father from the Son, simply because it
doesn’t make any difference which God is involved. They are one. The words
or deeds of either of them would be the same words and deeds of the other
in the same circumstance.”64 Therefore, the issue of which name or title is
assigned to which member of the Godhead is not one that Latter-day Saints
should be overly concerned with. But it is helpful to know that the meaning
of a word such as elohim is not always the same in all times and in all places.
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The Beginning Phase (November 1999 to November 2000)

“[The] world . . . desperately needs the gospel of Jesus Christ.”1 President
Gordon B. Hinckley understood this truth. Yet during the 1990s he saw
some trends in the missionary work of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints that caused him concern. The first trend was the lack of convert
retention. He felt strongly that if individuals made the investment to join the
Church, they should remain a part of it. President Hinckley gave two general
conference talks about retention in 1997 and followed them with a lengthy
landmark address about missionary work broadcast via satellite to the leaders
of the Church in February 1999. In that address, President Hinckley stated,
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worry. Elder Jeffrey R. Holland remembered, “That was the thing that was
bothering President Hinckley. . . . Why can a missionary come home and be
inactive? [President Hinckley] said, ‘I don’t understand that. There are a lot
of things in life I understand, but I don’t understand that. How can a missionary come home and go inactive?’”3 Missionary work should lift young
men and women in such a way that it helps them to be spiritually strong for
the rest of their lives.
Stagnant baptismal numbers were another cause for concern. Total convert baptisms remained relatively unchanged during the 1990s, while the
total number of missionaries increased during this period.4 This led President
Hinckley to wonder about the effectiveness of the missionary program. He
pointed out that in 1998 “there were approximately 300,000 convert baptisms throughout the Church. . . . It is wonderful. But it is not enough. I am
not being unrealistic when I say that with concerted effort, with recognition
of the duty which falls upon each of us as members of the Church, and with
sincere prayer to the Lord for help, we could double that number.”5
President Hinckley also felt there were times when missionaries held so
closely to a memorized discussion that their recitation of the doctrine became
rote. Some missionaries’ presentations had a wooden or mechanical feeling to
them. There needed to be a greater attention to the Holy Spirit. He expressed
this sentiment when introducing the new Preach My Gospel manual:

President Gordon B. Hinkley, whose concern about new member retention, the inactivity of missionaries,
stagnant baptism numbers, and the rote presentation of the missionary discussions led to the development
of Preach My Gospel.

“There is absolutely no point in doing missionary work unless we hold on to
the fruits of that effort.”2
Converts were not the only ones falling through the cracks, though.
Some returned missionaries were becoming less active when they arrived
home from their full-time missionary service. This was another reason to

When I was on a mission seventy years ago, we had no proselyting program.
Missionaries would decide each morning on what tract they would use for the day
and then go out and knock on doors. Remarkably enough, investigators were found
and taught.
Years later, when I had responsibility for the missionary program under the
direction of members of the Twelve, the first unified plan was introduced and used.
The effects were wonderful. But the plan through the years grew into a procedure
where memorization was the principal endeavor. The lessons were given in a rote
manner from memory. Missionaries were prone to rely more on their memories
than on the Spirit of the Lord.6

President Hinckley counseled with the brethren of the First Presidency
and Quorum of the Twelve. Unified in their concerns, they set people to
work examining the effectiveness of missionaries in their proselyting endeavors, with the hope of resolving some of these challenges. Under President
Hinckley’s direction, staff members in the Missionary Department at
Church headquarters and the Missionary Training Center in Provo, Utah,
were formed into committees that would respond to his call to improve the
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approach to missionary work in the Church. This included finding solutions
to the problems of convert retention, returned missionary retention, missionary baptismal productivity, and missionary effectiveness in teaching the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
As staff members and volunteers went to work to resolve the challenges
expressed by the Brethren about missionary work, a breakthrough finally
occurred with the inspired inception of the Curriculum Committee. It was
formed in November 1999, “with the commission to identify problems with
the missionary curriculum and recommend changes.”7 Under priesthood
direction, the Curriculum Committee sought inspiration as they dealt with
the missionary concerns. By January 2000, the Curriculum Committee had
identified three major problems with the missionary curriculum.
First was the scripted format of the missionary lessons. Early Latter-day
Saint missionaries went forth to preach the word with little, if any, formal
training. There were no dialogues to memorize or presentations to rehearse.
A missionary had to speak by the power of the Holy Ghost from his own
personal convictions. As the Lord says in Doctrine and Covenants 11:21,
“Seek not to declare my word, but first seek to obtain my word, and then shall
your tongue be loosed; then, if you desire, you shall have my Spirit and my
word, yea, the power of God unto the convincing of men.” The Curriculum
Committee felt that the overwhelming number of missionary programs, policies, and procedures created had hindered a missionary’s ability to preach the
gospel with unfettered conviction.
Second was the role of memorization in presenting the missionary lessons. This role of memorization has varied throughout the collection of the
Church’s formal missionary discussions. While speaking of the first three
sets of formal missionary discussions (1952, 1961, and 1973), Elder Bruce R.
McConkie taught, “Those weren’t bad discussions; but we memorized them,
. . . and we had a real problem getting approved proselyting discussions for the
whole Church and the opposition was, ‘you’re denying the spirit of inspiration; you’re not letting the Spirit come through and missionaries teach . . .
something that’s learned by rote.’ There’s an element of truth in that. . . . We’ve
now progressed in the discussion to the point that we memorize not words
but ideas that get a concept over.”8 The 1986 discussions tried to implement a
lighter burden of memorization. This would allow a missionary to teach the
gospel by the power of the Holy Ghost with greater flexibility. In this way, a
missionary could adapt the message to the needs of an investigator. Elder M.
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Russell Ballard stated, “Our experience . . . showed that within one year, the
tradition of memorization overwhelmed the intention of having missionaries
teach the discussions in their own words.”9 By 1999, many of the missions in
the United States were using memorization as the primary vehicle to obtain
the word prior to preaching the gospel. “We did a survey of missions in the
United States, and of those 54 that responded, 52 required word-for-word
memorization, and those 52 had a very strict certification program to ensure
they were memorized.”10 This rigid memorization approach made missionaries more dependent on a formal discussion booklet than on the Spirit.
Third was the commitment pattern and its enormous influence on all
aspects of missionary work.11 In speaking to LDS missionaries, the Missionary
Guide states, “The commitment pattern is the tool you will use to help others feel the Spirit and obey gospel principles.”12 This commitment pattern
was woven into the 1986 missionary discussions and was the catalyst for the
Missionary Guide, published in 1988, as a way to teach missionary skills. It
placed a heavy emphasis on missionaries developing these necessary skills
such as “preparing people to feel the Spirit of the Lord, inviting them to make
commitments when they feel the Spirit, following up to help them keep their
commitments, and helping them resolve concerns that may hinder their progress.”13 One of the main intents of the commitment pattern was based on the
idea that greater skills meant more productivity, translating into more baptisms. Unfortunately, later research stated, “There is no evidence in this study
that increases in proselyting knowledge or skill performance will dramatically
increase productivity. . . . These results underscore the difficulty of effectuating major changes in productivity.”14 This led the Curriculum Committee to
ask, “Why do we continue to refine, enhance, and perpetuate an elaborate
and expensive structure to support a paradigm that shows no correlation with
productivity?”15
The Curriculum Committee gave a presentation on March 7, 2000, to
their executive directors, which included Elder Earl C. Tingey.16 After a few
changes suggested by President Packer, the committee prepared the presentation for President Packer to give at the General Authority training on March
30, 2000.17 The dominant theme of the General Authority training was following the Spirit. Elder Alexander B. Morrison explained to the assembled
Church leaders that “two factors impede the work: (a) Our insatiable lust for
complexity. We encumber the simple message of Christ with our own complexities. (b) Our undying enthusiasm for programs. We have programs for
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The Exploratory Phase (November 2000 to Summer 2002)

Following a year of intense review, on November 1, 2000, the First Presidency
and Quorum of the Twelve Apostles decided that the missionary discussions
used in 1986 “should be evaluated to determine if they should be rewritten at this time.”23 In addition, they asked that the entire missionary effort
be carefully reviewed. With so much to explore, Elder Holland’s committee scrutinized every aspect of the missionary program of the Church. This
required a year and a half of careful analysis to fulfill the First Presidency’s
charge regarding the missionary discussions, while petitioning divine help
and intervention.
Elder Holland’s committee identified a central question to answer,
“What must be done to increase and enhance the impact of the Holy Spirit in
missionary work?”24 To answer this and other questions, they recruited others to help with the task of analyzing all areas of missionary work. The work
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everything.”18 Some of the observations following President Packer’s presentation included “We don’t trust the missionaries so we invent programs” and
“Missionaries will do as they ought to do if they know the doctrine.”19
With a unified desire to further the missionary program, another committee was formed in March 2000 called the Missionary Curriculum Task
Committee, under the direction of the Missionary Executive Council (MEC)
with Elder Holland as the chair (hereafter referred to as Elder Holland’s committee).20 He described the purpose of his committee, saying, “I have been
chairing a major task committee charged with the responsibility to review
various missionary programs for any improvement or revitalization we can
give to them.”21 As this committee invited others to give their input, the information was compiled and given to the Missionary Executive Council.
The theme of following the Spirit in the March 2000 General Authority
training arose frequently as Elder Holland’s committee continued to research.
While training mission presidents on June 20, 2000, Elder Dallin H. Oaks
identified a central concern: “A major theme of this seminar . . . is teaching
and acting by the Spirit. . . . For quite a few years we have had some things
associated with missionary work that in their excessive detail seem to assume
that no one is getting any inspiration in this work. . . . A medicine of regimentation that may be needed by some is a massive overdose for others in whom it
can produce an attitude where they do not seek and act upon the inspiration
available to them.”22

Elder Jeffrey R. Holland, whose Missionary Curriculum Task Committee was the first to propose modifications to the missionary discussions.

of one of these subcommittees, the Mission Presidents’ Advisory Committee
(MPAC),25 was typical and can be instructive of the work done by all committees in preparation for Preach My Gospel. Elder W. Craig Zwick of the
Seventy served as the chair and reported the MPAC’s discussions, findings,
and solutions directly to Elder Holland. The committee was composed of ten
mission presidents who had recently returned from serving. They were asked
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to counsel together, do research to analyze different aspects of missionary
work, and report their findings to Elder Zwick.
The MPAC was assigned to explore specific problems or issues relating
to missionary work. Statistics and background information were provided to
give context to the challenge or problem to be studied. Resources and people
were suggested who could possibly give further insight. Then these returned
mission presidents would go to work. As they labored together gathering
information, they would convene approximately every two months to discuss
their findings and seek a solution. One of those returned mission presidents
noted, “We knew that our solutions were simply recommendations that
would go to those who had the keys, power and authority to gain inspiration
for the Church as a whole.”26 The work of this committee and others like it
continued to seek for foundational principles that would be helpful in the
development of Preach My Gospel. They were not directly tasked with developing a new missionary manual but were simply asked to study the issues
regarding missionary work.
Elder Holland’s committee, the MPAC, and other subcommittees built
on the earlier discussions from the Curriculum Committee and explored
additional issues, including the trust and maturity of young missionaries,
learning and teaching among missionaries, adapting to the unique needs of
the investigator, and revising the missionary discussions. Elder Holland regularly reported the results of these explorations to the Missionary Executive
Council and on occasion to the First Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve.
The first proposal for a modified set of discussions was presented to the
Missionary Executive Council on November 15, 2000. During this meeting,
three options were presented “for revising the discussions to allow missionaries greater flexibility and more reliance on the Spirit.”27 These three
options included alternative A, which would be a “create-your-own discussion” approach for missionaries based on their investigators’ individual needs
and circumstances. Alternative B consisted of doctrinal packets or outlines
that would teach missionaries the necessary doctrines from the scriptures
and words of the prophets and then allow them to teach accordingly. Finally,
alternative C was a simplified set of missionary discussions.28
After looking at these three alternatives for a year, in November 2001
Elder Holland’s committee favored alternative B (doctrinal packets of information). Three guidelines were given to aid in the creation of new missionary
discussions: (1) “Rather than scripted discussions, create modular teaching
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guides that require reliance on the Spirit, encourage flexibility, and promote
meaningful study.” (2) “Create teaching guides that challenge m
 issionaries
to present them in an order and at a level of complexity agreeable to the
investigator, the culture, and as directed by the Spirit.” (3) “Create teaching
guides that help the missionaries teach primarily from the scriptures.”29 These
guidelines emphasized a missionary’s need to teach by the Spirit, from the
scriptures, according to the needs of his or her investigators. The resulting
teaching guides, designed as doctrinal packets of information, gave an outline
of fourteen fundamental gospel topics ranging from the Restoration to tithes
and offerings to Jesus Christ.30 These teaching guides became foundational in
the development of the missionary lessons that would be included in Preach
My Gospel.
With the proposed revision to the discussions came a desire to move away
from the skill-based commitment pattern and Missionary Guide, which so
heavily influenced the structure of how to teach the 1986 missionary discussions. Instead of having the discussions follow the commitment pattern, Elder
Holland’s committee proposed a “conversion process,” which would include
“Teach the gospel by the Spirit. Build faith in Jesus Christ. Invite to repent.
Prepare to be baptized and confirmed. Help make and keep covenants.”31 The
conversion process model attempted to focus more on the spiritual conversion an investigator should experience leading up to and through baptism,
whereas the commitment pattern was structured to function more like a skill
set to help the missionary. The committee also discussed making a revision to
the Missionary Guide. The new missionary handbook would streamline the
learning and teaching efforts among missionaries. As with the old Missionary
Guide, they could use it during their personal and companionship study and
train from it in district and zone meetings in the mission field. But the new
missionary handbook would be more scriptural and would be more closely
tied to teaching and conversion. It would be designed to “help missionaries
develop improved study skills and an attitude of learning, grow in Christ-like
attributes, and learn to teach by the Spirit.”32 It would also emphasize retention, a topic minimally approached by the old Missionary Guide. Unlike the
old guide’s focus on missionary skills, the new handbook would have skills as
a small portion of a much greater whole. Overall, the new handbook would
be able to link study, training, and teaching in all areas of missionary work.33
This proposal eventually became Preach My Gospel.
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When Preach My Gospel was published, one of the main goals in a missionary’s teaching was to connect the baptismal interview questions with the
content of what was being taught. Consequently, each of the five lessons in
Preach My Gospel has the baptismal interview questions right at the beginning of the lesson. In June 2001, the First Presidency and Quorum of the
Twelve had given an assignment to the Missionary Executive Council to “rely
more on the Spirit, increase flexibility, avoid robotic teaching, reduce the
drop-out rate after the first discussion, improve missionaries’ gospel study,
and link study, teaching, and training at the MTC and in the field.”34 Elder
Holland’s committee felt that one place to start was the baptismal interview
questions. They turned to the scriptures for answers. Their formal question
was “What must a person understand, do, and become in order to qualify
for baptism?”35 The analysis of the scriptures yielded seven passages.36 These
passages mapped out the qualifications for baptism. When they compared
these scriptures to the existing baptismal interview questions, the committee
noticed there were incongruities between what the Lord said in the scriptures
and what current missionaries were asking people. Elder Holland showed a
particular interest in these developments, and in the spring of 2002 he took
them to the Missionary Executive Council. The MEC reworked the baptismal interview questions very carefully, and they were approved by the First
Presidency and sent out to the rest of Church leadership on April 30, 2002.37
This became foundational in the future development of missionary lessons for
Preach My Gospel.
On May 8, 2002, the Missionary Executive Council, with Elder Dallin H.
Oaks as the chair and Elder Holland as a committee member, presented the
findings and recommendations to the First Presidency. This presentation consisted of ways to link studying, training, and teaching for missionaries in the
field as prescribed by the First Presidency in June 2001. It also included linking the baptismal interview questions with teaching the gospel. In addition,
the MEC presented options for flexible teaching in the revised missionary
discussions and suggested making a revision of the Missionary Guide.38 The
Quorum of the Twelve responded to the presentation with “conceptual
agreement to develop curriculum topics that missionaries could teach in any
order.”39
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The Development Phase (Summer 2002 to Summer 2003)

The next step in the building process of the new missionary handbook came
in the summer of 2002 when Elder M. Russell Ballard of the Quorum of the
Twelve became the chair of the Missionary Executive Council.40 His leadership brought a new level of energy to the project. The momentum gained
during the preceding months from Elder Dallin H. Oaks’s inspired work as
the MEC chair now began to roll forward at an accelerated pace. This accelerated pace started on August 14, 2002, when the MEC held a meeting that
generated significant results. Elder Ballard expressed his concern that “the
adversary has taken us off our message.”41 That message was the Restoration
of the gospel of Jesus Christ through the Prophet Joseph Smith. Elder Ballard
felt it was essential for missionaries to teach about the Restoration up front
because that message naturally sifted out those who were insincere in their
exploration of the Church. Building on common beliefs was important, but
people needed to know why members of the LDS Church were different
from any other Christian organization.
The Restoration message was having success in the Washington Tacoma
Mission. The mission president there, Ron Stone, had a missionary who was
frustrated that people could not tell who the missionaries were. President
Stone suggested to the missionary, “Why don’t you try teaching the third
discussion first, the lesson on the Restoration and Apostasy?”42 This missionary and others took ownership of this idea and “essentially took the third
lesson and blended some of our Heavenly Father’s plan with it and developed
a Restoration lesson, which they taught first.”43 With this new hybrid lesson
came a twofold success. First, investigators could understand the Prophet
Joseph Smith in the context of dispensations. Now, instead of seeing Joseph
Smith as the founder of another nineteenth-century church, people could see
God’s pattern throughout biblical history—God revealed his will to prophets,
gave them priesthood authority to act in his name, and commanded them
to preach his word. Second, there was a noticeable impact on the missionaries. This greater understanding of the role of Joseph Smith as a prophet
contributed to a more converted missionary with a deeper sense of purpose.
This whole experience illustrated a pattern often seen in Latter-day Saint history—inspiration given to leaders at a local level results in developments that
eventually bless the whole Church. Elder Ballard brought this experience
to the attention of the rest of the committee. They decided that a test run
needed to be done to see if this new lesson would be as effective in other
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Elder M. Russell Ballard, chair of the Missionary Executive Council, who emphasized teaching the message
of the Restoration first among the missionary discussions.

missions as it was in the Washington Tacoma Mission. This MEC meeting
and the other meetings that followed became known as the Curriculum
Project of the Leadership and Training Committee (hereafter cited as Elder
Ballard’s committee).44
In September 2002, each of four Utah missions—Salt Lake City, Salt
Lake City South, Provo, and Ogden—tested the Restoration-Apostasy hybrid
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first discussion in one of the existing zones of each mission. Missionaries were
instructed to study the doctrines of the message of the Restoration from their
new materials, outline the doctrines, and present this message in their own
words as prompted by the Spirit to meet the needs of those they would teach.45
The four mission presidents’ feedback about implementing this method was
overwhelmingly positive.
With the success of emphasizing the Apostasy and Restoration of the
gospel of Jesus Christ came the challenge of implementing it worldwide.
Approval was given to continue the testing in the four Utah missions.46
Additional approval was given at the end of October 2002 to extend the testing to limited areas of the Church, including the seven missions in the British
Isles,47 for three months.48 In addition to the teaching of the new content of
the Restoration and Apostasy in the context of dispensations, President Boyd
K. Packer continued to emphasize teaching by the Spirit and receiving the
revelation necessary to adapt to others’ needs, moving away from a rehearsed
dialogue.
About this time, Elder Ballard addressed the topic of missionary work
in the October 2002 priesthood session of general conference. Although he
gave no direct mention of reworking the missionary discussions, he did ask
for a higher caliber of missionary to be prepared to teach the message of the
Restoration from a pure heart. He essentially “raised the bar” for missionary service in the Church.49 This clarion call of a higher standard for future
full-time missionaries was the first public clue that the Church’s approach to
missionary work was being revised. It foreshadowed the need to have missionaries ready to teach the gospel from the heart and not from a discussion
booklet.
Many of the points expressed by Elder Ballard in his general conference talk were expanded in an official circular letter titled “Statement on
Missionary Work.” Issued to all Church leaders by the First Presidency and
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles on December 11, 2002, it contained five
pages’ worth of material “to clarify our responsibilities.”50 Also included was
“a statement of principles on eligibility for full-time missionary service; on
finding, teaching, and baptizing worthy investigators; and on strengthening
new and less-active members.”51 This vital information from the highest governing body of the Church helped the rest of the leadership understand the
vision the First Presidency had for strengthening missionary work.52
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Most noteworthy from the First Presidency was the portion about teaching by the Spirit. After quoting four scriptures,53 the letter stated:
Our purpose is to teach the message of the restored gospel in such a way as to allow
the Spirit to direct both the missionaries and those being taught. It is essential to
learn the concepts of the standard missionary discussions, but these should not be
taught by rote presentations. The missionary should feel free to use his own words
as prompted by the Spirit. He should not give a memorized recitation, but speak
from the heart in his own terms. He may depart from the order of the lessons, giving
that which he is inspired to do, according to the interest and needs of the investigator. Speaking out of his own conviction and in his own words he should bear
testimony of the truth of his teachings.54

On the heels of the First Presidency’s letter came the Church’s first worldwide leadership training meeting held via satellite to all Church leadership
on January 11, 2003. As a second witness to the “Statement on Missionary
Work,” President Hinckley gave voice to the new emphasis in his address
titled “Missionary Service.” After referring to the previous month’s letter, he
taught:
The question now rises as to how the missionaries shall teach those who are willing
to listen. For many years now we have had a standard set of missionary lessons. Great
good has come of this. The missionaries have never lacked for something to teach in
a systematic way. But unfortunately this method, in all too many cases, has resulted
in a memorized presentation, lacking in Spirit and in personal conviction. . . .
They should master the concepts of the lessons. But they should feel free to
deviate from the established order, and to teach the concepts in their own words
under the guiding influence of the Holy Spirit.55

After quoting D&C 84:85, President Hinckley finished with this observation: “Such teaching will become more challenging, more individualized,
and more suitable to the needs of those who are being taught. This is the kind
of teaching that will lead to a request for baptism.”56 The prophet had left no
doubt as to the continued changes that were coming in the missionary program of the Church. The Church News summed it up best: “Teaching by the
Spirit is at the core of this effort.”57
With foundational documents and training in place from President
Hinckley and the First Presidency in December 2002 and January 2003, the
Church published “Teaching by the Spirit: Guidelines for MTC Teachers
and Supervisors” on February 19, 2003. It was the first document distributed to the MTC and all missions Churchwide with instructions for how to
implement the revised direction for missionary work. “Teaching by the Spirit”
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used many of the principles that had been discussed by multiple committees
since November 1999. It could be viewed as the first written step toward a
new missionary manual. The teachers of missionaries were instructed, “Your
objective is to help the missionaries gain knowledge of the doctrines of the
Restoration so that they can go into the world and teach by the Spirit at any
time and under any circumstance.”58 This statement shows the emphasis on
the Restoration highlighted by Elder Ballard. This is coupled with teaching
by the Spirit according to the needs of each investigator, an idea brought to
light in early 2000 by President Packer and thoroughly explored by Elder
Holland’s Missionary Curriculum Task Committee. These two concepts seem
to be at the heart of the new emphasis in missionary work. The doctrine of
the Church has not changed, but the structure of the missionary discussions
has been altered over time according to the needs of the people being taught.
As continued testing of the hybrid first discussion appeared to be very
positive, Elder Ballard’s committee began compiling outlines for a new
missionary manual. The proposal of fourteen doctrinal packages of information was merged with the new direction given by Elder Ballard about
the Restoration. This combination would serve as the standard for the new
missionary lessons. Additionally, other areas essential to a missionary’s success, such as teaching by the Spirit and finding investigators to teach, were
to be combined with new discussions. One of the first titles given to the new
missionary guide was “Fishers of Men: A Guide to Missionary Work,” dated
December 2002. A short time later, at the end of January 2003, outlines for
what a missionary would teach investigators had been refined and were titled
“Doctrinal Summaries.” More doctrinal teachings were titled “Laws and
Ordinances” and were separated into two categories—before baptism and
after baptism. The rest of the contents of the new manual were more thoroughly outlined as well. With more than a year and a half until its publication,
the proposed missionary manual had a good cohesion of topics that would set
a missionary up for success in the field.
In an effort to reduce the amount of materials needed in missionary
work, Elder Ballard proposed refreshing the missionary curriculum in May
2003. He expressed concern over many items, including the size and complexity of the missionary curriculum. Documents such as “Teaching by the Spirit”
were not being distributed efficiently. Convert retention was not adequately
addressed, and questions about the role of memorization persisted. Policies
and procedures in the missionary handbook and the mission president’s
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handbook were out of date, including discussions that did not prepare an
investigator for baptism. The current missionary materials were not integrated into a missionary’s study time, and therefore missionaries had a hard
time applying them to real-life proselyting experiences.
On behalf of the MEC, Elder Ballard stated, “We propose that all of the
curriculum be combined into one book totaling about 100 pages. This book
would fully integrate the instructions that are scattered among several existing
documents. It would provide doctrinal summaries to be studied rather than
discussion scripts to be memorized. It would emphasize effective scripture
study for lifelong gospel learning.” On June 12, 2003, the First Presidency and
Quorum of the Twelve gave conceptual approval for “refreshing and reducing the current missionary curriculum from about 500 pages to 120 pages in
a single manual.”59 Not only would the missionary discussions be rewritten,
but all the other areas of missionary work could now be combined into one
resource manual that would stand alone.

Staff members of Elder Ballard’s committee met on July 1, 2003. During this
meeting, the new missionary manual finally got a name that stuck. Previous
attempts at naming the manual included “Obtain the Word,” “Fishers of
Men,” and “‘Teach All Nations, Baptizing Them . . . .’” It was suggested that
the manual be called Preaching My Gospel with a reference to Doctrine and
Covenants 42. Shortly thereafter, the “ing” was dropped from “preaching,”
and Elder Ballard added “D&C 50:14” in conjunction with the new title.
The name Preach My Gospel was officially submitted for approval on August 4,
2003.60 The name caught hold and was used everywhere as the title for the
new missionary manual. But before it caught hold, the first prototype for the
new manual was introduced as “Teach All Nations, Baptizing Them . . .” with
its title drawn from Matthew 28:19. With Elder Ballard’s suggestion of a single, all-inclusive missionary manual, a conceptual design was created to give a
feel for its size and length (see fig. 1).
The heart of Preach My Gospel is contained in chapter 3, “What Do I
Study and Teach?” This is where the five new missionary lessons appear. They
are technically the shortest of any of the five sets of formalized missionary
lessons published by the Church, at a total of sixty pages, although the other
four sets of discussions were printed on paper half the size of the 8½" × 11"
Preach My Gospel. These lessons were in a stable form as early as January 2003,

Courtesy of Richard I. Heaton.

The Testing and Distribution Phase (Summer 2003 to October 2004)

Figure 1. The first prototype for the all-inclusive missionary manual.

with four lessons to be taught before baptism and a fifth to be taught after
confirmation. The August 2003 prototype of the new missionary manual
contained the first rough draft of the new missionary lessons, totaling only
twenty-seven printed pages.61 The first three missionary lessons built the
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doctrinal foundation for the gospel. The first lesson was titled “The Message
of the Restoration of the Gospel of Jesus Christ” and focused primarily on
what missionaries had already been teaching: the Apostasy-Restoration first
discussion as implemented through Elder Ballard’s leadership. “The Plan
of Salvation” was the second lesson. Missionaries would teach investigators
about where they came from, why they are here, and where they are going
in the next life. The third lesson, titled “The Gospel of Jesus Christ,” taught
about the first principles and ordinances of Christ’s gospel, including enduring to the end. The fourth lesson deviated significantly from the first three
because it was structured differently. It was titled “The Commandments:
Before Baptism and Confirmation,” and listed thirteen commandments that
needed to be taught to an investigator before baptism and confirmation. As
with the other lessons, how and when to teach this lesson was determined
under the inspiration of the Spirit and was based on the needs of investigators.
The key was flexibility. This ability to adapt is so important that it is emphasized three times at the beginning of lesson four in Preach My Gospel.62 Lesson
five, “Laws and Ordinances: After Baptism and Confirmation,” was designed
the same way as the fourth, with the exception that it was to be taught after
baptism. This instruction was to be done under the direction of the bishop by
full-time or ward missionaries or a combination of both. Although these five
lessons in August 2003 were very similar to the way they would appear in the
final version of Preach My Gospel, they were still referred to as teaching guides
at this point in the project.
Many of the other chapters in Preach My Gospel were assembled during
the latter half of 2003. Some chapters were more difficult to assemble and get
approved than others. Often the chapter number and order in the manual
evolved until the final draft. Chapters that needed little to no changes were
the ones discussing the Spirit, the Book of Mormon, Christlike attributes, and
baptism preparation. Some of the more difficult chapters requiring multiple
revisions included those containing the new missionary lessons and planning
tools and those about learning a foreign language.
The introduction to Preach My Gospel helped explain to mission presidents and missionaries the changes in the missionary program. One of the
major changes came to the missionary daily schedule. It now allowed for
thirty minutes to exercise, thirty to sixty minutes of additional language
study, and an additional half-hour planning session at 9:00 pm. The introduction also defined personal and companionship study, district meetings, and
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zone conferences. It redefined what was included in the books of the missionary library. In many ways the introduction was a memo to the mission field
about how Preach My Gospel fit with current proselyting activities.63
The purpose statement in chapter 1, “What Is My Purpose as a Missionary?,” contained the most-revised sentence in Preach My Gospel. It teaches
missionaries to “invite others to come unto Christ by helping them receive
the restored gospel through faith in Jesus Christ and His Atonement, repentance, baptism, receiving the gift of the Holy Ghost, and enduring to the
end.”64 This is a prophetic statement of the doctrine of Christ in the twentyfirst century, combining elements from the third and fourth articles of faith
and including the principle of enduring to the end, which appears in many
scriptures. This statement gives a focus to all missionaries and instructs them
to be in harmony with the Godhead and their Church leaders as they measure all their missionary activities against the standard.65
The first spiral-bound draft of Preach My Gospel, complete with all chapters written, appeared in December 2003. A picture of Dan Jones preaching
the gospel in Wales appeared on the cover without an accompanying scriptural reference but with the subtitle “A Guide to Missionary Work” (see
fig. 2). This first draft contained 163 pages. Its table of contents continued to
become more refined. The page layout contained icons to help navigate the
pages. A draft copy of a First Presidency message, written by a staff member,
was included at the beginning of the manual.
After some minor corrections, a second draft of Preach My Gospel
appeared in January 2004, one month after the first. Noticeably absent was
a picture on the front cover. In its place, the word “DRAFT” appeared in all
caps on a white cover, with the title “Preach My Gospel” in quotation marks
and with the scripture reference D&C 50:14. The most noticeable difference on the inside was the removal of the First Presidency letter because it
would be written by a member of the First Presidency upon completion of
the manual. This draft also contained 163 pages, which were printed on a
glossier paper stock.
The third draft of Preach My Gospel actually had two iterations that
were almost identical and which will therefore be combined here. This draft
appeared in February 2004. The cover looked almost identical to the second
edition, except for an enlarged “DRAFT” and the February date in the bottom right corner (see fig. 3). As with the second draft, the title page contained
the word “DRAFT” again, with the instruction that the manual was for
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Figure 2. The first spiral-bound draft of Preach My Gospel, complete with all chapters written.

Courtesy of Richard I. Heaton

Figure 3. The second draft of Preach My Gospel, with a plain white cover.

Figure 6. The eighth draft featured only minor revisions, including the elimination of quotation marks
around the title.

Figure 4. The fourth draft of Preach My Gospel, featuring the image of John the Baptist baptizing the Savior
and containing an expansion to thirteen chapters.
Figure 5. The redline draft, which included all the changes requested by the First Presidency, the Quorum of
the Twelve Apostles, and the Church’s Correlation and Editing Committee.

training missionaries in selected test missions. A place for a message from the
First Presidency was reinserted and left blank. Twenty-five additional pages
of material were added to this draft, over half of those coming in the missionary lessons, for a total of 188 pages. The most noticeable difference in the
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interior design of the pages was that the top of every page had an entire bar of
color with the chapter number and title instead of just a small bar containing
the chapter number. This same color was repeated throughout the chapter to
match the subheadings as well.
With the entire manual compiled, Elder Ballard’s committee made plans
for its testing in the mission field. They sought to answer five questions: Is
each chapter simple and easy to use? After studying the materials, do missionaries know what to do? Can the missionaries apply the principles in
their study and proselyting? Are there important things that have been overlooked? What considerations need to be made for full implementation?66
The Missionary Executive Council selected fourteen missions to test
Preach My Gospel, including two difficult foreign-language missions, Japan
Fukuoka and Japan Tokyo North; two easier foreign-language missions,
Mexico Puebla and Mexico City South; two non-American English missions,
England Manchester and England Birmingham; and eight United States missions covering the East Coast, West Coast, and Utah—California Anaheim,
California Carlsbad, Washington Tacoma, Washington Spokane, Utah Salt
Lake City, Utah Ogden, New York New York North, and New York New
York South. The committee felt that this would give a complete and accurate representative sample for testing the manual, in addition to saving on the
cost of travel and testing by pairing missions that bordered each other. The
fourteen-mission field test occurred from March to May 2004. This thorough
testing process was observed over three visits to each mission by the staff of
the Missionary Department. The first visit consisted of training missionaries about Preach My Gospel. Employees from the Missionary Department
reviewed the training material with the mission president, trained the zone
leaders, and participated in training the missionaries at zone conferences.
During the second visit, about two weeks later, Missionary Department
employees meticulously observed missionaries in all of their proselyting activities, including their planning and study time. On the third visit, two weeks
after the second, staff members conducted focus groups and administered
questionnaires to the missionaries who participated in the test.
Each mission studied the introduction to Preach My Gospel; chapter 1,
“What Is the Purpose of My Mission?”; and chapter 2, which included the
missionary lessons. Each of the fourteen missions was assigned three or four
additional chapters to test from Preach My Gospel. At least four missions studied each chapter.67 The Missionary Department gathered over one thousand
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pages of feedback from multiple sources, including General Authorities, mission presidents, missionaries, and Missionary Department staff.68 In addition
to the fourteen-mission test, Elder Ballard sent draft copies of Preach My
Gospel to many other people, ranging from General Authorities to lay members of the Church, for their review. The sum of all the feedback about Preach
My Gospel continued to be overwhelmingly positive; however, many of the
individuals also made helpful suggestions that led to further refinement.
The fourth draft of Preach My Gospel appeared on June 5, 2004, after
the feedback from the fourteen-mission field test was completed. A picture
appeared for the first time since the painting of Dan Jones on the first draft.
The cover of the fourth draft had a picture of John the Baptist performing
the Savior’s baptism (see fig. 4). It also contained a noticeable tan box on the
cover with the words “PRELIMINARY DRAFT” and the instruction “Do
not copy or distribute.” This instruction was repeated on the first page of the
manual. The table of contents showed an expansion to thirteen chapters, and
the total number of pages increased to 222. The thirty-four-page increase
was mainly reflected in eight additional pages given to the missionary lessons,
appearing now as chapter 3, and the addition of a new eight-page chapter 11
titled “How Do I Help People Make and Keep Commitments?,” which was
separated from chapter 10 about teaching skills. The most noticeable difference throughout the manual was the elimination of the icons that pointed
missionaries to important keys, scriptures, and helpful ideas. The icons were
replaced with simple titles like “Scripture Study” and with color-coded activity boxes.
The fifth draft of Preach My Gospel was nearly identical to the fourth;
the changes were minimal and dealt mostly with spacing. The two noticeable
differences came with the cover and title page. The cover had a date of June
11, 2004, and the title page showed that each manual had been given a draft
number. The fifth version also explained that it was a preliminary draft given
“to acquaint general authorities, area authority seventies, and mission presidents with the adjustments in missionary training and proselyting. This copy
is given to you on the condition that you will not make copies or distribute
it in any way.”
The picture of Christ’s baptism on the cover was determined during a
meeting with Elder Ballard’s Curriculum Committee. While looking at the
picture of Dan Jones, the feeling was expressed that he was a great missionary but that the image did not capture the fullness of missionary work. If the
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purpose of missionary work was to bring someone to the waters of baptism
after they had faith in Christ and repented of their sins so they could have full
access to the Atonement, then that saving ordinance should be depicted. The
committee went to work finding a number of different baptismal pictures
and, along with Elder Ballard, recommended to the Missionary Committee
the one that now appears on the cover. Christ being baptized spoke volumes
because that is the example for all of God’s children to follow.69
Elder Ballard introduced Preach My Gospel to over one hundred new mission presidents assembled at the Missionary Training Center at the end of
June 2004. He used the fifth draft of Preach My Gospel with the June 11, 2004,
date for part of their training at the seminar for new mission presidents. Elder
Ballard built up to this introduction by citing the foundational documents
that led to Preach My Gospel. He then cited the Missionary Committee’s June
12, 2003, decision to reduce the missionary curriculum from 676 pages of
material to fewer than 250 pages. After opening the new missionary manual,
mission presidents were instructed, “You are free to teach from this guidebook all of the chapters with the exception of chapter 3. Chapter 3 is the
new presentation of the gospel in four discussions and a fifth discussion after
baptism. The reason you do not teach from that now is because your missionaries do not have it and will not have it until we can have the final edit
and then print tens of thousands of them.”70 Elder Ballard gave each chapter
a brief review and called upon two mission presidents from missions in Utah
to share their experience testing the new manual. The purpose of this training was to instill confidence in the new mission presidents for implementing
Preach My Gospel.
The sixth draft of Preach My Gospel came forward after the seminar for
new mission presidents. It was called the redline draft because it included
all the changes requested by the First Presidency, the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles, and the Church’s Correlation and Editing Committee. Any additional comments to the changes already in the manual were to be referred to
Elder Quentin L. Cook by July 20, 2004 (see fig. 5). Elder Ballard and Elder
Cook personally hand-delivered copies of Preach My Gospel to all members
of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles and First Presidency for their review.71
The redline draft addressed their concerns and corrections. Text that was
added appeared in red, and text stricken from the manual appeared with a
black line through it. Some of the changes were substantial, including the
addition of whole paragraphs. Other changes were as minimal as a word or
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even a letter. Rarely, if ever, do manuals in the Church have such detailed
input from all the members of the First Presidency and Quorum of Twelve. It
is a testament to the importance of missionary work and the need to have the
best materials possible in the hands of missionaries.
The seventh draft of Preach My Gospel was the one given to missionaries
in the fall of 2004. It incorporated all the changes from the previous redline
draft into a final manual ready for missionary proselyting. This final draft also
included a four-page index at the end with a “Remember This . . .” box on the
final flap of the book, containing admonitions a missionary must always keep
in mind. The total number of pages increased to 228 because of the addition
of the index.
Early in 2005, the second printing (eighth draft) of Preach My Gospel was
published. It was produced only a few months after the manual was introduced to the Church. About forty minor revisions were made to clean up
errors in the first edition (October 2004). Most notable was the elimination
of the quotation marks from the title of Preach My Gospel (see fig. 6). Also,
the table of contents was adjusted to match the correct page numbers from
lesson 4 to the end of the manual.
Preach My Gospel was revolutionary because it broke the color-printing
barrier for manuals published by the Church. Manuals printed before it
were black and white with few illustrations. Preach My Gospel was designed
with technologically savvy young people in mind. It was important to have a
twenty-first-century design with pictures and graphics. Preach My Gospel was
assembled for a missionary to use for his or her entire mission. It is an interactive study guide with ideas for study and application at the end of every
chapter, including spaces on every page for taking notes.72
All mission leaders, including the mission president, his assistants, and
zone leaders, were gathered by means of a satellite broadcast for training on
October 15, 2004, to introduce the new missionary manual. The purpose
of the broadcast was to train the leaders of the 338 missions worldwide on
how to use Preach My Gospel and to prepare them to teach it to their missionaries. Elder Ballard conducted the missionary training satellite broadcast,
and it was interspersed with instruction from President Hinckley, members
of the Quorum of the Twelve, members of the Seventy, and leaders of the
Missionary Department. This training lasted more than two and a half hours.
Elder Ballard summed up the experience of producing Preach My Gospel:
“Under the direction of the First Presidency and the Quorum of the Twelve
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Apostles, ‘Preach My Gospel’ has been produced. . . . Every word has been studied by the full First Presidency and the Quorum of the Twelve; this has their
complete and total blessing and endorsement. So we are proceeding under
their direction as we unfold for you today how to implement the teachings
within this marvelous guidebook for missionary work.”73
The lengthiest portion of the broadcast taught about the heart of Preach
My Gospel—the new missionary lessons in chapter 3. “The previous discussions . . . were addressed to the investigator, but this material is addressed to
you.”74 Missionaries were expected to learn the doctrine for themselves and
then prepare to teach individuals according to the level of their understanding. The lessons were written in prose instead of dialogue form for the specific
purpose of eliminating memorization as a method of learning and presenting. Elder Ballard made concluding remarks to wrap up the training, stating,
“Remember never to lose sight that our major message is the Restoration
of the gospel of Jesus Christ through the Prophet Joseph Smith.”75 He also
stated that this message would have an effect on them for the rest of their lives
in living and teaching the gospel. He finished with his testimony and said his
prayers were with them in moving Preach My Gospel across the earth.
Preach My Gospel was introduced in print to the general membership of
the Church on November 6, 2004, in the Church News. The article presented
color pictures of each of the thirteen chapters and gave a general outline of the
events leading to its publication. Most notable was the invitation at the end of
the article, which said, “Preach My Gospel is available at Church Distribution
Centers for $6 a copy.”76 The missionary lessons had never been made readily
available to the general membership of the Church before. The Ensign published information about Preach My Gospel in January 2005. Similar to the
Church News, the Ensign recounted highlights from the events that brought
the new missionary manual to publication. In conclusion, the article stated,
“The lessons in Preach My Gospel are . . . a return to the unscripted preaching
of early Church missionaries and a step forward, providing missionaries with
greater support materials that have been developed based on many years of
experience.”77 In April 2006, the one millionth copy of Preach My Gospel was
printed.78
Conclusion

President Boyd K. Packer said Preach My Gospel was “designed beyond the
veil and put together here.”79 Everyone involved in the project, from the
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prophet to the staff workers, acknowledged the hand of God in putting the
manual together. Elder Richard G. Scott stated in the April 2005 general
conference, “Those who participated in its development are witnesses of the
inspired direction of the Lord through the Holy Ghost in the conception,
framing, and finalization of the materials in Preach My Gospel.”80 Elder Scott
then taught, “The former missionary materials were effective for their time,
but the world has changed dramatically.”81 With this change he emphasized
that missionaries would now teach the Savior’s message in their own words as
guided by the Spirit.
This article illustrates how the work of councils of the Church helped
bring about one fulfillment of the ninth article of faith, “We believe all that
God has revealed, all that He does now reveal, and we believe that He will yet
reveal many great and important things pertaining to the Kingdom of God.”
The First Presidency, the Quorum of the Twelve, and many committees under
their direction counseled extensively for all the best answers and possibilities
to determine how to assemble Preach My Gospel. The First Presidency and
Quorum of the Twelve directed a multitude of staff workers on the project.
They in turn generated ideas and gathered information, the best of which
was eventually presented to the First Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve.
With priesthood authority and direction from the Holy Ghost, the Brethren
would approve the committee work and move forward or ask for more information until the right answers were discovered. This process of counseling
together allowed for Preach My Gospel to be seen from all angles and gave presiding authorities of the Church the best information for receiving inspired
direction.
A significant change in the focus of the missionary lessons contained in
Preach My Gospel was summarized by Elder Holland, who said, “This was created to convert the missionary before we tried to convert the investigator.”82
He went on to admonish missionaries that all of what is contained in Preach
My Gospel “is supposed to get in your bones. It is supposed to be down in the
marrow of your soul. The most important contact and conversion, investigator and baptism you will ever have is yourself. In a way we could say that your
mission will be a success if you don’t convert anybody but yourself. It will still
be worth it and it will still be right and it will still have its impact.”83 In the
years to come, we will see the long-term effect Preach My Gospel will have on
convert retention, returned missionary retention, missionary baptismal productivity, and missionary effectiveness in teaching the gospel of Jesus Christ.84
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New Publications
To purchase any of the following publications, please visit www.byubookstore.com and
search by book title or ISBN number, or call the BYU Bookstore toll-free at 1-800-253-2578.

Exploring the
First Vision
Edited by Samuel Alonzo Dodge
and S
 teven C. Harper

This volume explores some of the seminal articles that examine Joseph
Smith’s First Vision, which were written by the foremost experts who have
studied it for half a century. This book preserves and shares that work. Those
who study the First Vision today depend very much on the works of the
scholars that are reprinted in this volume. The book includes articles by and
interviews with James B. Allen, Richard L. Anderson, Milton V. Backman Jr.,
Richard L. Bushman, Steven C. Harper, Dean C. Jessee, Larry C. Porter, and
John W. Welch.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2818-4, Retail: $25.99
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Tales from the World Tour:
The 1895–1897 Travel Writings
of Mormon Historian
Andrew Jenson
Edited by Reid L. Neilson and
Riley M. Moffat

What was the heritage of Jenson’s
expedition to Mormondom abroad?
How did his two-year fact-finding
mission help shape the balance of his
life and the Latter-day Saint historical enterprise? Jenson’s global tour was an
unprecedented adventure in Latter-day Saint history. Through his own hard
work and the seeming hand of Providence, historian Andrew Jenson found
his niche as a laborer in the cause of the Restoration. He pursued the goal of
collecting and writing comprehensive, accurate, and useful histories of the
Church with a rare passion.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2820-7, Retail: $28.99
Light and Truth: A Latter-day Saint Guide
to World Religions
Roger R. Keller

Do we as Latter-day Saint Christians really
need to know about other faiths? Do we not
know all we need to know? Sometimes we create our own skewed version of other faiths. If we
are to be a world church, it is helpful to understand and appreciate all the good that God has
given to persons beyond the Latter-day Saint
pale and to represent it accurately. President
George Albert Smith said to persons of other
faiths: “We have come here as your brethren . . .
and to say to you: ‘Keep all the good that you have, and let us bring to you
more good, in order that you may be happier and in order that you may be
prepared to enter into the presence of our Heavenly Father.’”
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2817-7, Retail: $28.99

Civil War Saints
Edited by Kenneth L. Alford

This book was written for the sesquicentennial of the Civil War, especially the 150th
anniversary of the active federal service of
Captain Lot Smith’s Utah Cavalry company, an
active-duty military unit that served for ninety
days of federal service guarding a portion of the
Overland Trail. Although Utah Territory was
physically removed from the Civil War battlefields and the resulting devastation, the war had
a deep impact on the territory and its inhabitants.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2816-0, Retail: $31.99
You Shall Have My Word: Exploring the
Text of the Doctrine and Covenants
Edited by Scott C. Esplin, Richard O. Cowan, and
Rachel Cope

The 41st Annual Brigham Young University
Sidney B. Sperry Symposium: The Lord
declared to the Prophet Joseph Smith, “This
generation shall have my word through you.”
The Doctrine and Covenants helps fulfill that
purpose. Jesus declares of this record, “These
words are . . . of me; . . . for it is my voice which
speaketh them unto you; for they are given
by my Spirit unto you, and by my power.” The
Doctrine and Covenants is another witness of Jesus Christ to the children of
God in these latter days. It strengthens faith and confidence in the words of
the Lord.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2819-1, Retail: $27.99
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A Descriptive Bibliography of
the Mormon Church, Vol. 3

By Study and by Faith:
Selections from the Religious Educator

Edited by Peter Crawley

Edited by Richard Neitzel Holzapfel and Kent P. Jackson

This volume continues the bibliography
begun in volumes 1 and 2 of the same title. It
covers the period 1853–57. The scope of the
bibliography remains those books produced
by Mormons in support of the Church, where
the term book means any printed piece with
one or more pages having text bearing on some
Church issue. Excluded are individual newspaper or magazine articles, maps, prints, bank
notes, and ephemeral pieces such as printed
forms or elders’ licenses.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2810-8, Retail: $54.95
The Earth Shall Teach Thee:
The Lifework of an Amateur
Artist
Boyd K. Packer

The BYU Religious Studies
Center, in cooperation with
Deseret Book, has published a
book by President Boyd K. Packer
featuring a significant number of
his paintings, drawings, and wood
carvings. Through artwork he has
shared the lessons of life with his family and with members of the Church
in publications he has illustrated. His paintings and carvings have enhanced
his home and have been given as gifts. Creating art has also provided respite
from his heavy responsibilities as a Church leader and has enabled his mind
to cultivate ideas.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2806-1, Retail: $44.99

By Study and by Faith is a collection of articles and essays from past issues of the Religious
Educator, which provides informative and inspirational peer-reviewed articles focused on the
restored gospel of Jesus Christ. Since the first
issue, hundreds of thoughtful, well-researched
articles and essays have been published by dedicated scholars, teachers, and Church leaders,
creating a remarkable library of historical, doctrinal, pedagogical, and devotional resources to
inspire readers as they strive to understand and teach the things that matter
most. (Reprinted in 2012)
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2718-7, Retail: $11.95
No Weapon Shall Prosper:
New Light on Sensitive Issues
Edited by Robert L. Millet

From the time young Joseph Smith Jr.
walked out of the grove of trees, opposition
to what he had seen and experienced has been
constant. We ought to be competent disciples,
serious students of the gospel who are able to
provide a defense of the faith. As contributors, we are fully persuaded that Mormonism
is not only true and faithful but also reasonable.
We are committed to our faith and way of life
because the Spirit of the living God has borne
witness to our souls that what began in Palmyra and now reaches to every corner of the globe is true and is God-ordained and God-inspired. This volume
does not address every sensitive issue, but it does provide answers to a reasonable cross section of hard questions.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2794-1, Retail: $27.99
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Notes from an Amateur:
A Disciple’s Life in the Academy
John S. Tanner

The word amateur derives from the Latin
for “love.” An amateur is at root a lover—a
lover of sport, science, art, and so forth. Tanner
explains, “There is much to recommend the
professional ethic, including rigor, methodology, high standards of review, and so forth.
. . . Yet it is hoped that we also never cease to
be amateurs in our professions—that is, passionate devotees of our disciplines.” This book
gathers together brief messages entitled “Notes
from an Amateur” that were periodically sent to the faculty at Brigham Young
University by former academic vice president John S. Tanner. Tanner’s words
reflect his years of experience as a scholar, an administrator, and a disciple,
addressing with characteristic insight and wisdom an impressive range of topics from the seemingly mundane to the inspiring. This book is enhanced by
the evocative art of Brian Kershisnik.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2801-6, Retail: $22.99
The King James Bible and the Restoration
Edited by Kent P. Jackson

The King James translation of the Bible
celebrated its four hundredth anniversary
in 2011. This historic text has had a greater
impact on the world than any other book in
the English language and is still in print today.
This book’s primary goal is to shed light on
the intersection of the King James translation
and Mormonism—hence the title. In important ways, the King James Bible was one of the
contributors to the founding of the Latter-day
Saint faith, and it has continued to play a significant role in its history to the
present time, even in lands where English is not the spoken language.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2802-3, Retail: $ 23.99

The Things Which My Father Saw:
Approaches to Lehi’s Dream and
Nephi’s Vision
Edited by Daniel L. Belnap, Stanley A. Johnson,
Gaye Strathearn

A dark and dreary waste, a man in a shining robe, a rod of iron, and a tree of life—these
symbols evoke powerful images in our minds
and deepen our appreciation for the Book of
Mormon: Another Testament of Jesus Christ.
The 2011 Sperry Symposium volume explores
the rich symbolism of Lehi’s dream and Nephi’s
vision, placing such symbols as the mists of
darkness, the great and spacious building, and the church of the Lamb of God
in the context of the last days. By introducing new perspectives to a familiar
account, this volume offers a stirring reminder of the implications for Latterday Saints.
ISBN: 978-1-6090-8738-8, Retail: $ 31.99
Salt Lake City:
The Place Which God Prepared
Edited by Scott C. Esplin and Kenneth L. Alford

For more than 150 years, “Come, Come,
Ye Saints” has praised Salt Lake City as “the
place which God for us prepared.” This book
from Brigham Young University’s Religious
Studies Center discusses the fulfillment of that
poetic longing. It contains a collection of essays
by faculty members in the Department of
Church History and Doctrine discussing Salt
Lake’s place in our sacred story. Topics include
histories of significant landmarks, stories from
the city’s past, and discussions of Church organizations. The reader will see
connections between the revelations of Joseph Smith and Salt Lake City as
a modern city of Zion, the place, indeed, where the Saints have been blessed.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2799-6, Retail: $23.99
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Upcoming Events
For more information about these events, please visit us online at
http://rsc.byu.edu/conferences.
The BYU Church History Symposium

The Church History Symposium will be held March 7–8, 2013. The topic will
be Joseph Smith and the ancient world. The symposium will be cosponsored
by the Church History Library and will be presented at two different venues.
One session will be held in the LDS Conference Center in Salt Lake City,
and another session will be on BYU campus. Selected papers from each symposium will be published in a book by the BYU Religious Studies Center.
Several hundred people attend each year to be enlightened and edified. There
is no charge to attend this symposium. For more information, please visit
http://rsc.byu.edu/symposia/churchhistory.
The BYU Easter Conference

Scheduled at 7:00 p.m. on March 29, 2013, in the Joseph Smith Building on
BYU campus. The BYU Easter Conference is a wonderful event that helps
participants better prepare for the Easter season. Presenters will speak about
the Savior, his life, his mission, the Atonement, and his influence in our lives
today. The conference will feature notable Church leaders, historians, scholars,
educators, and authors. The conference also features special instrumental and
vocal presentations. This conference is free to attend, and registration is not
required. For more information, please visit http://rsc.byu.edu/easterconference.
The Religious Education Student Symposium

The 2013 Student Symposium will be presented on February 15, 2013, in the
Wilkinson Student Center on BYU campus from 9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
The purpose of the symposium is to provide a forum for students to research,
write, and present papers about religious subjects from a faithful perspective.
Visit http://rsc.byu.edu/symposia/student-symposium.

Staff Spotlight
Editorial Intern
Dana Kendall is a senior from South Gate, California, and is studying Spanish translation with minors in editing and humanities
computing. She has worked at the Religious Studies Center since
fall 2011 as an editorial intern and has also taken part in the design
process, for which she is very grateful. After graduation in April
2013, Dana hopes to move to a place where she can own a horse and
start a career in publishing. Her interests include designing for print
and the web, playing volleyball, teaching swimming and water polo,
shopping at thrift stores, and playing the banjo.

RSC Codirector of Research
David Rolph Seely is a professor in the Department of Ancient
Scripture at BYU and codirector of research for the Religious
Studies Center. He earned his undergraduate degree from BYU
cum laude with high honors in Classical Greek with a Latin minor
and an archaeology minor in 1981. He earned a master’s degree in
Classics, also from BYU, and earned his doctoral degree in 1990
from the University of Michigan in Near Eastern studies. Dr. Seely
has earned many accolades during his tenure as professor, such as
the Alcuin Fellowship in 2004 and Honors Co-Professor of the
Year with his wife, Jo Ann, in 2006. Early in his career, from 1984
to 1987, he was assistant to David Noel Freedman, the editor of the
Anchor Bible Dictionary, and contributed articles in that edition.
Dr. Seely has diligently studied many languages in order to enhance
his scholarship. These include Italian, French, German, Spanish,
Greek, Latin, biblical Hebrew, Ugaritic, Aramaic, and Akkadian.
Dr. Seely focuses his research on the Book of Mormon, biblical studies, classical history and languages, and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
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Submission Guidelines
The Religious Educator serves the needs and interests of those who study and teach the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ on a regular basis. The
distinct focuses are on teaching the gospel; publishing studies on scripture, doctrine, and Church
history; and sharing outstanding devotional
essays. The beliefs of the respective authors do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Religious
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of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 3rd edition,
as reflected in a recent issue of the Religious
Educator.
Manuscripts will be evaluated by the following
questions:
1. Does the manuscript address a clear thesis?
Does the argument proceed cautiously and
logically? Is the writing clear? Is it engaging and
interesting? If not, why?

2. To what degree is the author knowledgeable on
the topic as a whole, as shown, for example, by
content, phrasing, contextualizing, thorough use
of the best sources, and bibliography? Does the
author adequately acknowledge and deal with
opposing views? If not, why?
3. Does the manuscript present significant new
data or new perspectives? What is its main contribution? Will people want to read this ten years
from now? Does it make a contribution without
resorting to sensationalism or controversy?
4. Does the author follow the canons of responsible scholarship (uses sound and fair methodology;
documents arguable facts)? If not, why?
5. Is the manuscript faith-promoting? Is the piece
in harmony with the established doctrine of the
Church?
If a manuscript is accepted, authors will be
notified and asked to provide photocopies of all
source materials cited, arranged in order, numbered to match the endnotes, and highlighted to
show the quotations or paraphrases. Photocopies
of source material must include title page and
source page with the highlighted quotations.

Editorial Questions
For questions or comments, e-mail us at
rsc@byu.edu or write to Religious Educator,
167 HGB, Provo, UT 84602-2701.
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